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WDIA Gives Up Fair Without Fight
Converted To School
SCHOOL OF RELIGION —
The Tennessee Regular Bap-
tist MdrE Convention recently
purchased from Mrs. J. C.
Martin, widow of the late
Bishop J. C. Martin, a build•
ing located at 40 S. Parkway
E. The property will be used
as a home for the J. L. Camp-
bell School Of Religion, said
Dr. A. E. Campbell, president
of the Convention. It will be
operated by the group. The
school is recognized and ap-
proved extension unit of the
•
great American Baptist The.
°logical Seminary of Nash.
vile, Tenn. and is authoriz-
ed to grant degrees in
theological sratning and di•
plomas in Religious Educa-
tion. Dr. C. T. Epps is pres.
ident of the school and Dr.
A. J. Campbell is dean. Other
members of the faculty in-
clude Dr. C. M. Lee, Dr. J.
W. Williams, Dr. R. E. Guy
and Rev. L. E. Freeman.
Classes will begin in Septem-
ber.
gun was empty.
William was shot early Sun-
day morning, Aug. 7, by Klei-
hoer, who had pulled the fire-
arm from under a counter, in-
tending only "to scare" young
Woods.
C. C. Poe, owner of Poe's
Grocery and Market, 715 Nep-
tune told the Tri-State Defend-
er, "I will take care of every-
thing the insurance doesn't."
The Defender also learned that
many Negroes have stopped
trading at the grocery because
of alleged discourteousness
shown to Negro customers.
It has also been reported
that a neighborhood civic club
is organizing a stop buying
program in regard of the store.
ers on the project. Several ofboy was shot in the chest by 
the volunteer mothers are onG. Kleiboer, 26, an employee 
the sick list and a few areof the store who thought the 
on trips out of the country.
However there are several
VISIT GARDENS
Mr. and Mrs. James Garrett,
jr., Elder J E. Chandler and
E. M. Patterson were among
; the recent visitors to Belling-
!rath Gardens and the Belling-
rath Home at Mobile. Ala.
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Pickett Starts
GOP Club; Needs
Many Volunteers
proud and happy over the Mrs. Vera R. Pickett and Miss School system. They are Prof.
achievements of her father is Orrin W. Pickett, realtor and George Clark who will take overLudye Shields, who will cut theOrrelia Pickett, daughter of O. member of the Shelby County Wisconsin elementary school
W. Pickett who is manager of ribbon, plus a host of others Republican Executive commit_ and Mrs Callie Lentz Stevens,
the Cornette Realty company. too numerous to mention. tee, having garnered more new head ot Melrose elementa-Orrelia is the beaming name- Orrelia, apparently following 
votes than anyone in the Reoub 
ry. Mr Clark is a product of the
sake for a new, ultra-modern in the footsteps of her dad, is - Memphis city schools and holds
beauty salon located at 229
Vance ave. just across the
street from daddy's office.
This beautiful building, dubb-
ed "Orrelia's House of Beauty"
0.W. Pickett Opens
Salon For Daughter
Memphis-This Week
-NEW PRINCIPALS counselor arid is in New York
When school begins August attending a guidance course.
30, two new principal% will take Both vi ere with BookerOne young lady who is mighty Ion manager, Miss Altura Lee, their place in the Memphis T. Washington high school.
will be officially
opened Sunday,
Aug. 21, with a
ribbon cutting
ceremony a n d
all the trim-
mings An open
house will fol-
low.
Taking an ac-
tive part in the
festivities will ORRELIA
Obe Orrelia, Mr.Taking an acme part in the
festivities will be Orrelia, Mr.
Pickett, Miss Dorothy Irby, sa-
quite a girl in her own right.
She is a 1960 graduate of Father
Bertrand high school and while
there, took home the Miss
Father Bertrand title this year.
She is 19 and plans to enter
Bresco university in Owensboro.
Ky., and major in business ad-
ministration or physical thera-
py. Her mother is Mrs. Thelma
G. Pickett.
Orrelia will be president of
the salon; Mr. Pickett chair-
man of the board; Mrs. Vera
R. Prickett, vice president-
manager; and Miss Dorothy
Irby, manager.
(See ad on page 9 for details
on the most modern of all beat-
ty salons in Memphis.)
MARK
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' by NAT D WILLIAMS
WHILE OTHERS CRIED
Someone has observed that it
Is mostly a waste of time to ex-
plain . . . for one's "friends
don't need it and one's enemies
wor't believe it" (an explana-
tion.)
But sumetiznes it's good for
dee record to give an explana-wien It helps in the formulation
w
 of future judgments. Explana-
tions serve to give other angles
of a topic.
That's the case In connection
wi'g ths topic now under con-
sideration. The topic is the
"Role ot Radis Station WDIA
in its relationship to the Negro
se'l ment of the population"
which it has sought primarily
to serve.
A whole lot of misunderstand-
ing and misinformation has
seemintly unnecessarily devel-
oped in the past few weeks
about this unique radio station's
services. intentions, ano work.
That's why it is felt timely
to seize upon some excerpts
trim a statement issued to
WDIA personnel recently by
David James Mattis, an official
of , he station, who is in close
touch with the public the Midi-
' ution services. Mr. James islik
n position to know the sta-
tIou's objectives. He knows and
dirccts the role played by the
lican primary, is inviting all
Republicans to join in his Cit-
izens for Nixon and Pickett or-
ganization.
Mr Pickett, firm believer that
Vice President Richard M. Nix-
on will be our next president,
said all the interested parties
have to do is phone his office,
JA 5-1861.
I Mr. Pickett is president of the
Mutual Real Estate Association,
secretary-treasurer of Sawyer's
Investment company, executive
committee member of the Mort-
gage Guararity company, man-
ager of Cornette Realty and past
president of the Lincoln Repub-
lican League.
Negro personnel of the station.
He deals with the public in the
many "good-will" services and
programs sponsored by the sta-
tion
He was explaining to the sta-
tion personnel "WDIA's role
in the birth and death of the
Family Fair Association." It
had been noted that a serious
misunderstanding was about to
develop growing out of the sta-
tion's announced intention to
sponsor its Family Fair V the
Fairgrstmos on the dates which
had been given up by the Tri-
State Fair organization. Some
Negro spokesmen praised the
station's announced Intention
and the formation of a Family
FLA- Association.
But when the organization was
announced publicly other Negro
spokesmen reacted with indig-
nant opposition. Executives of
WDIA acted at once and dissolv-
ed the Family Fair Association
. . . with the explanation that
the , exposition was postponed
"until general harmony of
thought and action among Ne-
groes is readily apparent."
Then, for the benefit of the
station personnel, Mr. James is-
sued a fuller statement explain-
ing the station's action in giving
up the Fair idea. Among other
See SHADOWS, page 2
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the B S. degree from LeMoyne
and attended the 1960 Summer
Science Institute at Fisk. He is
married and has one daughter.
Mrs. Stevens is a teacher
'Empty Gun NAACP Claims VictoryVictim In
Poor State
This week 16-year-old Wil-
tItlllIIllIllIlIlllIllIIltlllIlItlltIlIltllIlltltlllIllIlIIIllItI
Heat Takes Toll
On Mothers But
ham H. Woods is listed among Others Volunteer0 •others on the "poor condition"
list at John Gaston hospital Report from the Frank T.
Tobey Children's Hospitalas the result of bullet wound 
Child Development programin his chest. 
states that the hot weather isA report in last week's Tri• a taking its toll among the driv-State Defender reported the
Misunderstood
Ur Aims, Say
Smarting under the hot
words of protest issued by the
NAACP last week over their
proposed plans to bring a
Family Fair to me 'Fairgrounds
during the week of Oct. 7-9,
WDIA up, took another look
and decided to disband the en-
tire idea.
Meeting at approximately
the samz time that the NAACP
was meeting to organize acainst
the Fair the WDIA board of di-
rectors of the Fair issued a
slat ment that their aims for
1.aving the fair were misunder-
stood and agreed to postpone
any plans for such an exposi-
tion until general harmony of
thought and action among Ne-
groes is readily apparent.
In a statement to the Tr-
Stott. Defender the Family Fair
Board of Directors said:
wo en who have taken up the
slack and are substituting for
the missing drivers. Among
them are Mrs. Otis Davis,
Miss Dorothy Atkins, Mrs. Har-
rison Austin and Mrs. E. L.
Osborne.
NAACP Had
Anticipated
Hard Fight
Tempers flared hot at a meet-
ing of members of the NAACP
and interested Memphians last
week in Universal Life Insur-
ance company's assembly
room. On hand were some of
the most influential Negroes in
Memphis, Lt. George W. Lee,
Rev. B. L. hooks, Jesse H.
Turner, T. J. Willis, W. C. Pat-
ton, Dr. W. L. Varnado, Rev.
D. W. Browning, Rev. S. A.
Owen and others of the same
magnitude.
One topic of conversation was
uppermost in the confab — The
WDIA Family Fair. Indeed, it
was the only topic of conversa-
tion, because it what had
brought the group together.
They protested the fair and pro-
tested it vehemently. They also
planned to do something about
it.
But WDIA had already done"The Family Fair Board of
Directors held a special meet- something about it, They dis-
ing Aug 11. Aims of the 1960 solved it altogether, surrender-
Exposition of Progress were ing the charter. Thus the
discussed at length to further NAACP had wort a victory with
only one shot fired.determine the benefits to be
gained from such an exposition Later that day, before it
to fostei better farming practic- knew of WDIA's action, the
es, encourage all-round cultur- local chapter of NAACP re-
al, social and community de- leased a statement as to its
velopment for Negroes in the position. It reads:
Mid-South
"It was affirmed that an ex- 
The local chapter's position. , mionnitontaumminiiiiimminottittomann
, is that In order to "eliminate
position of this type is needed every form of racial discrim-
cation between Negro people Le Moyne Prof • American Life,' steps must bein orde• to maintain communi- ination from every aspect ofGOODWILL HOMES throughout the Tennessee - Ar taken to oppose and denounceA $7,000 contribution has been kansas - Mississippi area. Also
made by Radio Station WD1A 
.lisrussed was a by-product of Receives Gran any activity which perpetuatessegregation and discrimination.to construct a laundry-storage racisl unrest — the intra-race In keeping with this positionbuilding at Goodwill Homes for disagreement as to methods of the executive committee of theChildren. Inc. The contribution 
Memphis' chapter was instruct-is in addition to the $40.000 the 
ed to "take whatever action itstation contributed to the build-
ing fund for the orphanage lo- deems necessary to (I) "in-
at 4590 Goodwill rd. form the public of WDIA's
racially segregated policies (2)LANDLADY KNIFED publicly express the Negro'sFiity-six year old Rube Sims, dissatisfaction with the sta-510 Vance, was held to the state tion's advertisers who are in
on I not guilty plea to murder, effect, perpetuating racial seg-He is charged with cutting the regation through WDIA andthroat of Mrs. Mattie Belcher (3) to educate the Negro PublicAustin of 765 St. Paul, after to the fact that "whatever
robbing her of $50. Sims told of- WDIA sells, the Negro must forficers he pulled the robbery to his own protection examine,ge' money to pay debts, and inspect and study carefully and
when he was resisted he kilIM prayerfully before buying."Mrs. Austin, who had previous- On August 11, a group ofly be, his landlady.
t ) business and professional men
OU 1 ne Save , what course should be taken to 'of Memphis, met to determineannounced this week that they i 4 i. The County Trustee's officehave hired the first Negro,
devty delinquent tax collector.!
He is Leonard E. Mitchell, 37
'For YMCASee MEMPHIS, page 2
OUT OF A JOB
THIS IS the group that was
formed at a meeting last week
of local NAACP members at
the Universal Life Insurance
company. They compose the
Executive Committee on a
program designed to organize
an effective protest the now-
defunct Family Fair sponsor-
ed by WDIA radio station.
No sooner had the "ayes"
been heard in approval of the
group when WDIA dissolved
the Fair charter and called
It quits. From left are, T. J.
Willis, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Turner and Mrs. Maxine
Smith. Behind the quartet is
W. C. Patton, field director
to the NAACP and not a mem-
ber of this particular execu-
tive comnr:tiee. Mr. Patton
attended the meeting to lend
his proposals. (Withers photo)
pursuing Negro progress and
recognition.
Owing to the wide area of dis-
agreement which has created
misfinderstanding of the aims
of a Family Fair, the Board
agreed to postpone any plans
for such an exposition until gen-
eral harmony of thought and ac-
tion among Negroes is readily
apparent
"It was moved, seconded and
unaMmously voted that the
Corporation s charter be sur-
rendered and the Family Fair
Association be dissolved."
Pool Hero
The Abe Schraff Branch
YMCA swimming pool has been
opened to the public only 12
days before someone thought
he could take a swim without
supervision.
One of the pool's lifeguards,
Joseph "Baby Jo" Gray told
this story to a Defender report-
er.
"R was about 9:30 a. m. Fri-
eiy, Harry Lee Upchurch (an-
othei lifeguard) and I were in
the iressing room getting ready
to go or. duty when I heard a
knock on the door.
"I opened the door and saw
a man standing outside. He told
me ., little boy was in the Pool
drowning I immediately ran up
the ramp to poolside. The water
was clear and in the ten (depth
of wafer) I saw a little boy
curled between two drains.
"I dived into the water and
broug: him up. Dan Partee (di-
rector of athletics) was stand-
ing by and began giving the
boy artificial respiration. It was
about 30 minutes before there
was any reaction."
The youth saved by "Baby
Jo" was seven-year-old Lawr-
ence Whitelow who lives on
Fourth st.
Joseph, a June graduate of
Hamilton high school is the son
of Mr. and Mrs Martin Gray
of 59'4 D Brown Mall. He said
this was the first time that he
has had the experience of go-
ing to the bottom of a pool
rescuing someone but "I always
go out and get someone about
I twke everyday."
The month of July had 12
babies to join the ranks of
Gold Star babies. They are
Zina, daughter of Mrs. Ethel
Clark; Barbara, daughter of
Mrs. Inetta Boller; Donald,
son of Mrs. Annie Belle Rob-
inson; Larry, son of Mrs. An-
nie Stevenson; Brenda, daugh-
ter of Mrs. Carrie Lee; Oscar,
son of Mrs. Ora Lee John-
son.
Michael, son of Mrs. Evelyn
Johnson; Terence, son of Mrs.
Vernita Jackson; S hero n,
daughter of Mrs. Alberta Hol-
lowell; Vercatha, daughter of
Mrs. Delois Miller; Sterling,
son of Mrs. Julia Hightower;
and Kelvin. son of Mrs. Flor-
ence Jarrett.
Mrs. Virginia Pollard is the
administrative supervisor of
the program.
Lionel A. Arnold, a member
of the faculty at Lehloyne Col-
lege for 13 years, has been
granted a year's leave to study
for the doctorate at Drew Uni-
versity in Madison, Wis. Ho
will seek the Ph. D. degree in
theology and literature starting
in Sept.
Mr. Arnold is
professor of
philosophy and
religion a n d
serves as col-
lege pastor at
LeMoyne.
He holds the
A. B. degree
from Thiel Col-
lege, the B. Th
degree from
Anderson Col- L. Arnold
lege, the M. A. and B. D. de-
grees from Oberlin University,
and the S. T. M. degree from
Harvard University.
A native of Ohio, he has pros/.
ed himself a very effective
teacher and has been very ac-
!See LeMOYNE, page 2
put into action the protest
against the Tenn-Ark-Miss
Family Fair. At the same time,
the directors of the Fair were
meeting and issued the follow-
ing statement: "Owing to the
wide area of disagreement
which has created misunder-
See NAACP, page 2
Call "Miss Results" — JA 6-8397
To Place Your Want Ad.
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Institute For
40 Teachers
The In-Service Institute 'loi-
tered by LeMoyne College in
general science and mathema-
tics for junior and high school
teachers will have a top-flight
roster of instructors, including
distinguished lecturers, it was
announced this week by Dr.
Walter W. Gibson, director of
the institute.
Dr. Gibson said only 40 teach-
ers will be permitted to enroll
in the course which will be con-
ducted on consecutive Satur-
days starting in Sept. The en-
rollment is almost complete,
but there is still room for a
few more, Dr. Gibson said.
The institute is co-sponsoredl
by the National Science Founda-
tion and LeMoyne..
Tuition is free and allowances,
for books and triers! will !lel
provided.
"This is an excellent oppor-
tunity for teacher, in the fields
of science and mathematics to
gain valuable information in the
latest techniques and theories,'.
Dr. Gibson said.
Each course wfil provide tour
semester hours of credit for
future certification.
Shadows
(Continued from page 1)
thing: he said:
"For more than 12 years,
Helps Heal And Clear WDIA has grown and prosper-
, ed through its services and
!sympathies for the Mid-South
• 
Negro. WDIA has filled
for a Voice for Negroes in an
the need
'area where the Negro had no
voice. Despite great criticism
from conservative sources, (ap-
parent' other white people)
WDIA waged a quiet campaign
for Negro progress when there
was no one else with the cour-
age and ability to carry the
banner.
"In this cause, an integrated
staff . . . Negro and white peo-
ple working together achieved
nationwide acclaim for their ef-
forts on behalf of Negro prog-
ress. WDIA, in its operation,
has demonstrated racial coop-
eration far ahead of the times;
ITCHY SKIN RAS
Zemo — liquid or ointment — a
doctor's antiseptic, promptly re-
lieves itching, stops scratching
and a, helps heal and clear sur-
face skin rashes. Buy extra
Strength Zemo for
stubborn cases! 14c11t0
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
3016 Poplar Al Lauderdale
Phon• JA. 5-6348
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blial truly
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Shinn', Pte. Vert
Tell Us When ...
You'll Get It Then
Hulbert's Printing Co.
358 Beak Sti eet
EXHIBITION OF crafts was
one of the highlights of Gooch
playground's annual "show-
off" night which displays
work done by children under
supervision of playground
officials. Seen examining
some of the items on display
are (from left) Miss Mary
Helen Ezelle, Gooch director;
Henrietta Smith, mistress of
ceremonies for the program;
and Samuel McAnulty, super.
visor of Distric. 2. The pro-
gram also featured a concert
by the Letter Carriers band
directed by Matthew Thorn-
ton, jr.
Memphis
(Continued from page 1)
WDIA demonstrated an unsel- of 1573 Wilson. Mr. Mitchell is
fish responsibility far beyond a graduate of Grant elementary
the capacity or desire of any and Washington high school. He
radio station in the nation. formerly worked at Atlanta Life
When s need was expressed by Insurance co.. and the Pullman
Negroes, WDIA would consider co. His beginning salary is $10
the need, and, if at all possible, a day on a five-day week basis.
WDIA would fill it. Mr. Mitchell, a deacon at Co.
"While others 'decried' the lumbu ' Baptist church is mar-
fact that crippled Negro chil- ried and the father of three chil- patch, a pea patch and some
dren could not go to school .. ..ciren. corn. I earn a living and grow
and dit nothing about it . . .1r Four newly hired Negro dep- food for an eating famil
y of 12
WDIA made the first request3i1ie5 started a week's training by claim-, a little truck-patch
-
to the Memphis Board of Edu- Monday morning. Sheriff M. A. mg."
cation. WDIA purchased the bus- Hinds, who hired them said "That hog kept eating up a
ses and WDIA continues the: they will work as undercover poor man's garden. Twice I told
daily work of supervising and agents—so undercover he would the hog's owners about all the
paying the bills. While others 
'not disclose their names. The damage he was doing, but they
complained, WDIA worked! itour were chosen from 21 ap- didn'e even come over to see
"For the past 10 years, of- plicants for the jobs. They what he did." The judge dis-
flcials of the Tri-State Fair I were the only applicants who missed charges of maliciousI
called upon WDIA for assist- met oersonnel requirements and mischief and assault with a
anct in promoting and present- candidate tests. deadiy weapon, but told Mr.
hag their Fair to satisfy the need NEW SCHOOL Bozman, "Don't take the law
for an outlet for Negro expres- Construction started Monday into your own hands."
sion I* the fields of education, on a new half-million dollar 
agriculture, and fine arts. This Negro elementary school, din- WIGGLER TO SWAY
Printing Of All Kind assistance was not given by ling room and kitchen at Bar- HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) —
htmeograptung , Letterheads . WD:A as a favor to gain a few Iret's Chapel. The new building Elvis Presley will turn Hawaiian
Stationery . Bill Heads Arwl individult for personal reasons,
MilS7 Other for' of printing for the will replace the one that burned in 
Paramount Pictures' f i 1 01
Individual or Industry but to satisfy a need., WDIA Ilast spring The school will have "Hawaii Beach Boy" to be
was pressed to help fulfill a need 32 classrooms, a health center, filmed in the 50th state.
of Negro. people in the Tri-State 
ihrinks Hemorrhoids area, and was glad to help with
money and manpower to pro.
Without Surgery sent the Talent Search, Spelling
Tourney . . . crowd-gathering
stops Itch—Relieves Pain I shows . . to make this show
For the ant time science has found place of Negro progress a sue-
s new healing substance with the as- cess. That was the pit.
Vanishing ability to shrink honor-
rhoids and to relieve pain — without
surgery. In case after case, while
gently relieving pain, actual reduc-
tion (shrinkage) took place. Most
amazing of all —results were so thor-
ough that sufferers made astonishing
statements like "Piles have ceased U
be a problem!" The secret is a no,
healing substance (Dio-Dyne))—dis
tevery of a world-famous aaaaa ref
institute.This substance is now avail
able in suppository Sr ointment tom
called Preparation He. At all dreg
tounters — monev back guarantee.
I MOTOR EXCHANGE
No Money Down
18-24 Months To Pay
All
Makes
end
Models
HASTINGS
Free
Wrecker
GUARANTFED lte-Menufse-
lured Motor. Ng net be cote
fused—a. have no hidden It
firtiiious charges — the once
we ;mote is ihn once zoo
11101
321 So, Main
Phone .1A 6-0672
 ,..11••••
DURHAM
STEEL FOLDING
CHAIRS
Modern Design
Handsome Appsar•
once Rugged Con-
struction V • r 7
Durahl•
$250and up
CONTACT US
FOR VOLUME PRICES
BERNATSKY BROS.
s Main at — is I-041116
m.mshis. Tess.
"Recently. a few officials of
the Tri-State Fair felt they
coula not present the Fair this
year A much larger group of
Negro leaders expressed their
convictions that a Negro Fair
was needed . . . that it should
be presented.
"With no thought of personal
gain . . but to satisfy a state-
ment of a Negro need. WDIA
expressed its willingness to con-
tinue its all-time policy of work-
ing for Negro progress. With
this assurance, a group of Ne.
gm and white, leaders met to
form the Family Fair Associa-
ition, a non-profit organization,
which would present a Negro
Fair in line with the expressed
neea.
"However, a few days follow-
ing the birth of the new organ-
ization, it was apparent the con-
tinuance of this effort would
tend to divide and thereby des-
troy harmonious and rational
consideration of the larger prob-
lem facing the Negro living in
the Mid-South.
"WDIA was thus presented
with another need . . . a need
for Negro harmony and under-
standing . . . a need apparent-
ly far greater than the need
for a Fair. Therefore, WDIA pol-
icy for more than twelve years,
po'nted to the need for rational,
harmonious thought . . . rath
er than embittered, morale-
shattering recrimination ... the
need for the Fair was far leis
important than the need for in-
Doi-rates! cooperation. It was
recommended that the Family
Fair reconsider its alms; which
It did on August ilth, by relin-
quishing the corporation's char-
ter."
That's how Mr. James of
WDIA explained to the rest of
those at WDIA the station's ac-
tion, idea and 'position.
That's the explanation Which
is adopted here . . . on behalf
of the station's Negro person-
nel who have been personally
maligned and questioned for
working in cooperation with a
program of progress. The ex-
planation is offered as a court-
esy to our friends. Nuff skid?
//ay./Gillette
Art/astable .Razor
9 settings for Superb Shaves!
Gates Radio And P/ Service
RADIO AND TV REPAIR
All Work Guaranteed
PICK UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
384 MANASSAS IA. 8-3376
LOVELY
principal's and manager's of-
fices, teachers' rooms, a libra-
ry and all modern facilities.
Total enrollment for the school
is about 1.290.
HOG IN GARDEN
Andrew Bozman, 830 Fields
rd., told Sessions Judge Leffler,
after being charged with shoot-
ing a neighbor's hog and en-
dangering her children: -Judge
I've got an awful fine potato
Mairthesit*
Luella Booth, Teen
Reporter welcomes Pet Milk
representatives at Midway
Airport. The Fultz Quadrup-
lets from North Carolina were
escorted by Mrs. Louise Pro-
thro, Home Economist for
Pet Milk company. The Quads
who starred at the Bud Billi-
ken Parade in 1955 made their
second appearance at this an-
nual event for the Chicago
Defender. Following gala
LeMoyne
(Continued from page 1)
tive in campus activities. Last
college year, he was chairman
of the faculty committees on
religious life, social life and
student activities, and consoli-
dates charities. He also was
co-chairman of the faculty com-
mittee on cultural life.
NAACP
(Continued from page 1)
standing of the aims of a Fam-
ily Fair, the Board agreed to
postpone any plans for such
an exposition until general
harmony of thought and action
among Negroes is readily ap-
parent. It was moved, second-
ed and unanimously voted that
the corporation's charter be
surrendered and the Family
Fair Association be disolved.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — (UPI)
—A horse named Nine Dollars
won the second race at Churc-
hill Downs on May 28, 1927, and
paid $9.
----seraueemg
events planned by Chicago
Teenage groups, Mrs. Prothro
wil, take the charming "four
teens" to Pittsburgh to the Ns-
tIonal Medical Association
Convention
JONAH JOINS — Famed
trumpet man and singer
Josiah 'Ines. right, took out
an unsolicited S500.80 NAACP
life membership this week
through Jackie Robinson, co-
chairman of the Association's
life membership committee.
His manager. Sam Berk, left
also contributed. Mr. hetes
Is among an expanding list ei
top drawer celebrities sup-
porting the civil rights Welt-
& through NAACP life
memberships.
Forty YWCA Members Visit 11
Far East And Northern Canada
By MRS. ADDLE G. OWEN boat trip cross the busy Upper the Citadelle, a huge stone
Forty members of the Mem- 
Bay to Liberty Island to visit at fortretss built more than a cen-
the Statue of Liberty. tury ago. Here we witnessed
phis YWCA returned from an
extensive tour of the eastern They toured the Cathedral of 
the colorful tradition packed
ceremony of the "changing of
section of the S'ates an norh-
ern Canada. From the day the
group departed on the seven-
teen day trip sponsored by the
Vance Avenue Branch Wom-
en's Christian Association to
the date of return, every mo-
ment was filled with exciting
activities for the YWCA had
promised that not a single
moment of the group's time
would be wasted on this East-
ern tour of America. The group
needed no reminder that our
country had its beginnings right
in hat section. Because the "Y" witness the grand panoramic
wanted each one to see it all, spectacle of New York spread
no effort was spared in the for miles around.
planning of the itinerary and The following morning, the
for months the area was care- "Y" group enjoyed a movie and
fully studied for the best places a glamorous stage show at
to go in a short time.
Prior to the hour of departure
at 8 a. m. on July 17, Rev. S.
A. Owen of Metropolitan Bap-
tist church led the group in a
brief meditation period.
MAIN TO GEOPGIA 1
Following an overnight stop
st, Bristol, Virginia, the group
traveled toward Washington,
D. C. on the Blue Ridge Park-
way which connects the Shenan-
doah and Great Siooky Moun-
tains National Parks. On the
Blue Ridge Parkway. a high-
road through Virginia and
North Carolina with forested
mountains spread over a dis-
tance of nearly five hundred
miles, the group thrilled to
the beauty of these vast moun-
tains stretching from Maine to
Georgia. It felt a kinship with
nature as each person viewed
the deep narrow eaves and
valleys with superb scenery.
The hroup arrived in Wash-
ington late in the evening and
had the opportunity to see the
city at night with the lights
flooding the public buildings.
Checking in at the Annapolis
hotel, a night of rest was in
order in prepa-ation for the
strenous tours planned for the
following days.
With an early morning start,
the group headed for a visit to
the magnificen Capitol Build-
ing, beautiful White House, Lin-
coln Memorial, and Smithsonian
Institute. On the group traveled
to Mt. Vernon. Va., home of
George Washington. At Mt.
Vernon the group viewed one
of the best remaining examples
of the plantations around which
centered the social and eco-
nomic life of the South in the
eighteenth century. The follow-
ing morning the group continu-
ed the tours including a trip
to the top of the Washington
Monument; Tomb of the Un-
known Soldier to view the
changing of the guard; the Na-
tional Archives for the unfor-
gettable experience of seeing
the most important records of
our nation and America's
charters o' freedom, the Decla-
ration Of Independence, the
Constitution of the United
States and the Bill of Rights.
LUNCHEON
One of the highlights of the
day was the luncheon for the
group given by Miss Roberta
Church, Consultant for Minority
Groups of Labor Department.
Her, the ladies were addressed
by Secretary of Labor Mitchell
and invited to tour his offices.
The day ended with a visit to
the National Gallery of Art to
view some of the 27,00 works of Plymouth, Mass. was especia3-. adds an arching rainbow to the
art, includin gpaintings, sculp- ly delightful as the group board- beauty of the scene.
tunes, prints and drawings, and ed the Mayflower II, a rep- STOP IN D iTROIT
items of decorative art by, lice of the 17th century mer- The group continued tower
many f the greatest masters chant ship that brought the
from the thirteenth to the Pilgrim:, to America. One be-
twentieth century. came filled with awe at the
On July 21, the group left Spirit that led he Pilgrims to
Washington and headed towsrd make such a voyage. The group
New York City. Enroute a stop viewed the reconstructed P11-
was made at the United States grim houses of wood, stone.
Naval Academy at Annapolis, and thatch and saw the few
Maryland where a tour was treasured possessions. Here the
made of the grounds and build- group viewed the world famous
ings. This was followed by a Plymouth Rock.
visit to the State House of From Boston, the travelers
Maryland, capitol of the Unit- joourneyed along the coast
ed States from November, 1783 lines of Mass. and Maine on to ty, and one of America's most
to August, 1784. Portland and finally across the, famous attractions, the group
When one thinks of the East, stateline ' Maine Me, Canada.idiscovered the Mammoth Cave
one naturally thinks of Phila. Passing through customs was a; fasinating beyond description.
delphia. Therefore it was Ins- !entitle. experience for somel The colorful stalagtite and
possible to by-pass historic
Philadelphia. Here the group
made a walking tour of In-
dependence Square, scene of
the adoption of the Delecration
of Independence, meeting place
the Continental Congress and
Constitutional Convention of
1787, and the seat of the Gov-
ernment of the U. S. from 179e
to 1800. Ate group viewed In-
dependence Hall, the Liberty
Bell. the First and Second
Banks of the United States.
Arriving at the Hotel New
Yorker in New York City, the
group prepared for something
completely different. The bust-
ling crowds, the fascinating
sights and sounds made the four
days in New York memorable
ones.
SIGHT SEEING
The first day was spent in an
all day sight seeing tour which
included such sights as (sling-
ing Greenwich Village, the
Bowery, Wall Street and the
Great White Way. The group
shopped in exotic Chinatown.
made a short visit to tha Unit-
ed Nations Headquarters, rode
a mile and a half on an exciting
St. John the Divine and visited
Rockefeller Center for a be-
hind the scenes tour of NBC
Studio where we explored the
mysteries of radio and TV.
From Columbia university, the
group traveled througe the
heart of Harlem, the largest
Negro city in the world, viewed
the fine homes and shops of
glamorous Fifth ave., and end-
the guards". It is one of the
oldest in British military his-
tory, having its orgin during
the 16th century.
Other points of interest visit1 0
ed included the Chapel of Per-
petual Adoration where the
Sisters keep constant vigil be-
fore the blessed Sacrament day
and night; the Quebec bridge
ed up at the Empire State, which link the two shores of the
building, the tallest building in wide St. Lawrence River and
the world to view the city from considered as the eighth wonder
of the world, the Cathedralthe 102nd floor observatory and
Notre Dame des Victories; the
Old City, completely encircled
by a stone wall with three
g-tes; the Promenade; Chateau
Frontenac; the narrowest street
in North America, a ride down
the elevators from uptown
Radio City Music Hall where down the steep cliffside to the
the famed Rockettes danced lower city; and the Talon Vaults,
commemorating the admission the first brewery in the New
of Hawaii as the 50th state. ...
Later in the evening twenty 
wosral3cli.dg 
goodbye to Quebe
was a little difficult. Howeve
time made it necessary to
ters where dinner was served m
ove on to Montreal then
through customs again at the
and the group enjoyed the star- border. From here the groop
studded French-American re-
vue. From here the Ladies 
, journeyed on to Watertown,
, New York for an overnight stay
were taken to tee the Bowery and a tour of the Thousand
Follies, and ended the night at, Islands on glass enclosed boats.
a glittering performance at the, This hour and forty-five min-
International Roseland. utes was a thrilling experience
40 WAMEN as we rode through the main
On the following morning, channels in both the American
the forty women were taken and Canadian waters which
on a three hours sightseeing presented an ever changing
mite around Manhattan Island panoramic View of beauty and
on one of the Circle Line charm. The Thousand Islands
yachts. The spacious decks with were carved by nature from the
individual chairs, glass enclos-
ed salons, public address sys-
tems allowing one to hear the
lecturer from any part of the
yacht, the opporunity for earn- hundred. A numaer of the is-
era fans to take unusual photo- lands near Alexander Bay ha .o
been built up through the erec-
tion of palatial summer home
Over half of the islands on tii
Canadian side of the river re-
main in their natural state.
NIAGARA FALLS
The travelers arrived at
that bring history to life. Tra-, Niagara Falls, New York the
versing quaintly crooked following morning. Here the
streets that once were cowpaths sights were enjoyed from the
where visitors now wander as miniature trains specially de-
in a maze, the group traveled signed for sightseeing, as guide-
the "freedom Trial." The trail operators described points of
centrally located in Boston and interest along the Niagara
clearly marked with colorful Falls. These little trains go
signs enabled the group to see i closer to the Falls and Rap.6s
such places as Faneuil Hall, than any other vechicle can go
the world famous "Cradle of and stopovers at designated
Liberty" center of Revolution- points were permitted. From
ivy .Movements in Boston; Old the vantage points we saw i'ne
State House; Boston Common:, breath-takirg views on the
Site of the Boston Massacre; brink of the American Falls,
Old South Meeting House; City views of the upper rapids, th
Hall; Site of the first public l Cave of the V.'inds, the Hors
school; Old North church, Old- shoe Falls with its superb cresrw
eat church edifice in Boston and line of twenty six hundred feet.
graves of John Hancock, Samuel Often known as the Canadian
Adams and Paul Revere. A Falls, Horseshoe is actually in-
drive around Bunker Hill gave ternational, the boundary be-
the group an excellent view of tween Canada and the United
the Bunker Hill Monument. States passing over the crest
OLD IRONSIDES about a third of the way from
A visit to the Boston Navy the United States side.
Yard to board the U. S. Fri- Late in the evening the
gate "Constitution," is rebuilt travelers crossed the Rainbow
and restored by the children of bridge to Canada. Through the
America was indeed a thrilling beautiful Queen Victoria Park
experience. As we walked the to view the formal gardens and
docks and climbed the ladders enjoy a viw of the Falls illumi-
on "Old Ironside:" and saw nate(' under a myriad of ever-
the 44 guns and recalled her changing colored lights. From
many victories, but especially this point one views the splen-
the war of 1812, we felt that we dor of the Falls and notes
had taken a step ',sick into his, that Item the deep pool at its
tory. base rises a tower of mist.
The trip down to nearby Sunshine on the spray often
members of the group viewed
the night life of New York on a
guided tour to the Latin Quer-
graphs during the cruise, and
the thousand and one thrilling
sights made this a trip that will
never be forgotten.
From New York the travelers
moved on to Boston, Mass. to
spend two days taking the tours
of the members of the group as
they had been with other Mem-
phis Y groups on tours to
Mexico. Cuba and Nassau. The
group continued deep into the
interior of Canada and arrived
late that night in Quebec for
a two day stay.
stalagmite formations, huge
cavern rooms and Extensive
underground avenues added to
their delight.
By 9:30 p. m. the group w
saying hello to members
their families who were awai •
ins their arrival on the steps
For a complete change of of the YWCA. They said good-
pace, the group found that Que-' bye to each other and promis-
bee is a quaint city ot many ad to renew their friendships
once more on the trip already
In the planning for next sum-
mer.
THOSE WHO WENT
Those making most
Paris of North America be- memorable trip were the fol.
cause it is so French; ai the lowing: Mrs. Marie L. Adams,
City of Steeples because of its Mrs. Willie Pegues, Mrs. Katie
many beautiful old and modern McGuire, Mrs Mamie Pamph-
ehurches. It is the oldest city
In Canada. The group found
that since the French getters
were allowed to keep thetr
ways and customs in spite of
the capture by the Englieh.
ninety percent of the population
today are French and speak the
language.
CIT ADE ISLE
names and facets. It is known
as the Gibraltar of North Amer-
ica because it is a fortified
city perched atop a rock cape
like Gibraltar; as the Little
native granite and stretch out
on the blur waters of the ma-
jestic St. Lawrence River.
They number over eighteen
home with stops in Detroit,
Michigan and Cincinnati, Ohio.
Many visited relatives and
friends while others took mov-
ies and short tours of the shop-
ping areas. On Aug. 2, the
group had reached Mammoth
C..ve, Ky. Those who were too
travel weary took .. short hour
and a half tour of one of the
world's largest networks of
cavern corridors. Rich in his-
tory, geology and natural beau.
let, Mrs. Omega Shelto, Mrs.
Belle Pettigrew, Mrs. Calvert&
Ishmael, Miss Utoka Quarles,
Mrs. Bessie Edwards, Mrs.
Willette 0. Humphries, Miss
Isabel' Greenlee, Miss Willean
Freeman, Miss Annie Cargill,
lottye Irwin. Mrs. Ahma Hob-
son.
Mrs. Geraldine Smith, Mrs
The center of attraction visit- Ida Jackson, Mrs. Ruth P
ad by group on its tour in this
quaint and beautiful city was (See FORTY. Page 4) 
OftI
••
The American Council on Washington, D. C., is co-chair-
Human Rights announced this
week that over 200 colleges
throughout the United States
have been invited to participate
in its Fourth Annual Workshop
on Leadership Responsibilities
and Techniqtles to be conduct-
ed in- Washington, D. C., Octo-
ber 7.9, 1960.
•The Theme of the Workshop
is "Education-Understanding -
Action" or "A Primor for the
1960's." This year the Council
wishes to emphasize the role
of college students in develop-
ing alert and intelligent leader-
ship to meet the complex prob-
lems involved in national and
International relationships.
Plans for the Workshop in-
clude a mass meeting at which
the presidential candidate of
the two major political parties
have been invited to present
their views. Further, a session
In which "Youth Speaks Out"
will offer an opportunity for col-
lege students and youthful civic
leaders to voice opinions,
evaluate activities such as re-
Alkent student demonstrations,
Wind assess the potential of non-
violent aggressive leadership.
Dr. Nancy Bullock McGhee
of Hampton Institute is chair-
man of the 1960 Workshop and
Mrs. Emma Manning Carter of
man.
Members of the Workshop
Advisory Committee a r e:
George Butler, Dr. Martha
Dawson, Hampton Institute;
Dr. G. James Fleming, Morgan
State College; Elmer Hender-
son, Dr. Robert Martin, Howard
University; Carl Moultrie,
Omega Phi Psi Fraternity;
George Nesbitt, Lt. Lawrence
Oxley, George A. Parker,
Carl Shipley, Dr. James Single-
tary, Maryland State College;
Dr. Rose Thomas Howard Uni-
versity; Val J. Washington, Dr.
Sadie Daniel St. Clair, David
Sawyer.
Colleges indicating coopera-
tion this year are: Atlanta uni-
versity, Atlanta, Ga.; A and T
college of North Carolina,
Greensboro, N. C.; Bishop col-
lege, Marshall, Texas; D. C.
Teachers college, Washington,
D. C.; Florida A and M uni-
versity, Tallahassee, Fla.; Fla.
Normal and Industrial Memo-
rial college, St. Augustine. Fla.;
Johnson C. Smith university;
Charlotte. N. C
Knoxville college, Knoxville,
Tenn.; LeMoyne college, Mem-
phis, Tenn.; Livingstone col-
lege, Salisbury, N. C.; Meharry
Medical college, Nashville,
Tenn.; Morehouse college, At-
GOOCH PLAYGROUND —
children who performed are
seen after the program with
their directors. In front (left
OFF TO CONFAB — Head-
big for the National Funeral
Directors and Morticians Con-
vention in Pittsburgh, Pa.
are, from left, Carlotta
Hayes, Elias Williams, presi•
dent of Bluff City Funeral
Directors; Eddie Hayes, jr.
John S. Edwards, president
of the state association of
funeral directors; J. S. Ed-
wards, jr., and Eddie F.
Hayes, sr., past president of
the ci tyand state association
of funeral directors. The con-
vention runs through August
18. Headquarters for the con-
fab were in the Penn-Shera-
tor hotel. (Withers photo)
LeMoyne, A&I To Aid 'School For
In Rights Workshop Sit-ins'
Story In Look
NEW YORK — (UPI) — A
shy. 20-year old biology major
at Virginia State College tells
why she has become part of
the sit-in movement in an ar-
ticle "School For Sit-Ins" in
Look Magazine today.
Priscilla Washington, a mem-
ber of the Petersburg Improve-
ment Association, says simply:
"I finally have the opportunity,
to stand up for something
believe in."
The four-page picture story
on the training of a sit-in points
out: "Priscilla and the other
young Negroes who are part
of what they call 'the Move-
ment' have no desire to become
martyrs. They do not hate the
whites in their communities.
But they know how futile all
other attempts to end segrega-
tion have been. They're tired of
waiting, -because waiting has
never helped."
tlanta, Ga; Morgan State col-
lege, Baltimore, Md.; Morris
college, Sumter, S. C.; Paine
college, Augusta, Ga.; St. Au-
gustine's college, Raleigh, N.
C.; St. P a u l's college,
Lawrenceville, Va.; S. C. State
college, Orangeburg, S. C.
\A GUIDE TO GOODEATINGGRACE WILLIAMSCool foods seem to lower the
temperature on a warm sum-
mer day. Melons are especially
welcomed as head liners fort
warm weather meals, for they
combine good nutrition w it h
good eating. Melon matched
with cottage cheese a refresh-
ing main dish. With a few ac-
companiments a summer meal
is easily prepared. Cooking is
kept to a minimum -end meal
service is greatly simplified.
Watermelon, the queen of
melons, have been tempting
man's palate since prehistoric
times. One thing that we south-
ern homemaker's like about
watermelon is that we can ''eat
our melon and have it, too."
Yes, the cool, refreshing red
meat of watermelon will tease
the taste buds during the sum-
mer months while the firm,
white rind ripes to highligh
winter salads or accompany a
meat dish on cold winter
months. And, that isn't all, the
syrup in which the pieces of
rind are pickled is excellent for
varying the taste of barbecued
chicken.
For your future enjoyment of '
watermelon we offer the follow-
ing recipe for making about
six pints of pickled watermelon
rind.
First, select a thick rind from
a firm-not overripe melon. To
prepare, trim off the green skin
and pink flesh. Weigh 4 pounds
of the trimmed rind, and cut
into inch pieces.
Cook for an hour in lime-
water which has been made
with 2 quarts of cold water and
1 tablespoon of calcium oxide
purchased from any drugstore.
Drain and cover with fresh
water. Cook for 11/2 hours or
until tender, adding more
water while cooking if needed.
When the cooking is completed,
drain the water.
The next step is to put two
tablespoons of whole cloves,
two tablespoons of whole all-
spice, and ten 2-inch pieces of
stick cinnamon loosely into a
clean, thin, white cloth, which
is folded like a bag and tied
tightly at the top. Put the spice
bag into a liquid made from
one quart of vinegar one quart
of water, and four pounds of
sugar. Bring the liquid to boil-
ing, add watermelon rind, and
cook gently for 2 hours.
When the cooking is com-
pleted, remove the spice bag.
Then pack the rind in clean,
hot sterile jars. Fill the jars to
the top with the hot syrup and
seal tightly. The jars should
be stored in a cool, dry place
after packing.
"A Guide To Good Eating"
is a service provided to the
readers of the Tri-State Defen-
der through the cooperation of
the Memphis Dairy Council,
Mrs. Williams is a teacher of
Home Economics at Manassas
high school,
to right) are Marsha Jones, to right)
Bobbie Jean McDonald, Edi- Helen Ezeile,son Eselle, jr., and Lucy Mae
Wilson. In the back row (left director, Annie
g000to0
mar In
BUTTERMILK
are Miss Mary
playground
Carrie Mc-
Donald, Emma Jean Parrish,
Percie Mae Clemmson and
Charles Lee, assistant direc-
tor.
Lorraine Hotel And Motel
Cordially Invites your Patronage
Daily Rates 
 Spacious Parking Court
Private Tile Baths arid Showers
Telephone - - - • Radio
Coffee Shop
Downtown Location, I Block off South Main
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bailey, Owner-Manager
406 Mulberry -JA 5-6834, JA 5-6835
MEMPHIS high school stu-
dent from Hamilton, Alfreda
Wocteri ((hird from left),
gains advanced knowledge of
chemistry at the Summer Sec-
ondary Student Program ia
Chemistry and Mathematics
at Fisk university, High school
students selected from all over
the country are attending the
special six-week course. Su-
pervising an experiment in the
analysis of lobelia oil is Dr.
Wesley Elliot, Fisk chemistry
professor, left. Students, (14)
are Scott Goins of Stuysesant
high school, Flushing, N. Y.;
Kress Business Loss
Seen From Sit-Ins
NEW YORK — The impact
of the southern student sit-la
demonstrations and ihe NAA-
CP-sponsored witholding of
patronage campaign has been
acknowledged by the directors
of S. H. Kress and Co., one of
the national variety store
chains against whose discri-
minatory lunch counter policies
the campaigns were launched
The directors, on Aug. 3,
voted to omit payment on any
dividend for the third quarter
ending Sept. 30. In explaining
the vote, they cited a 5-9 per
cent decline in sales receipts
and .a drop in earnings. During
the first half of the year sales
went down nearly $4,000,000
In announcing the financial
status of the company, the di-
rectors acknowledged that "a.
program of progressively in-
tegrating the company's lunch-
counter facilities in southern I
states" was a factor in the loss
of business.
Previously, the company had
cut its dividend rate from 50
to 2.5 cents.
Kress is one of the major
chains against which the sit-in
demonstrations have been di-
rected since four NAACP col-
lege students sat down at a
variety store lunch counter in
Greensboro, N. C., on Feb, 1.
1960. They were denied service.
but the movement spread ra-
pidly throughout the South.
To support the demands of
the southern Negro students,
NAACP Executive Secretary
Roy Wilkins dispatched a
memorandum to all NAACP
units calling upon. the members
and friends of the Association
"to withhold patronage from all
units of the chain variety stores
in all sections of the country
which maintain a policy in their
southern stores of refusing to
serve Negro customers at lunch
counters on the ame basis as
other customers."
In addition to Kress, the
memorandum named the F. W.
Woolworth, S. S. Kresge and
W. T. Grant stores. These
stores were picketed by NAA-
CP groups and others in cities
throughout the country.
Americans In Paris
Miss U. S. Efficiency
PARIS — "I hardly ever go
out of the house without a mar-
ket basket on my arm unless
it is to lunch at some place
like the Ritz," Mrs. Art Buch-
wald. wife of the syndicated
newspaper hurn..ist, admitted
during an interview on what
It is like to keep house in
Paris.
She added that th:re are
eight market basket: in her
'me "in constant use
The Buchwalds, whose three
small children figure at times
in their father's columns, live
in a big, elegant apa(tment in
a 130-year-old mausion near the
center of Paris.
The huge living room has red
damask walls. a 16-foot
-high.
carved ceiling, a crystal chan-
delier, floor-to-ceiline windows
and a wide, arched door to the
library. Its furnishings include,
oriental rugs and a grand
piano. Flowers add to its
cheerfulness.
Mrs. Buchwald, formerly of
Warren. Pa., disclaimed credit
for the effect of the furnish.
ings. "No matter what you put
in them, these rooms would be
beautiful," she said. I3ut, she,
continued, no matter how much
you clean "dust seems to conic
up through the floors and out
the walls."
When the house was wited,
for electricity, the use of many'
appliances was not visualized.
Mrs. Buchwald ha., come to ex-
tect a fuse blow-out "every
time we have a dinner party."
M..s. Buchwald. a gay, de-
lightful wo m a n, met her
husband in Paris. She was
working in the fashion field.
Now, her career is focused en-
ti:ely on him, their children,
Joel, 6, Connie, 5, Jennifer, 4,
and their home.
One of the difficulties of
keeping house in Paris for
many American women, she
indicated, is edjusting to a
main. The tendency, she ex-
plained, "is to try ti make it
easier for the maid by getting
her to do the marketing only
twice a week instead of twice
a day."
'Loyal' Dems Meet
JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI) —
Loyal Democrats met Monday
to recommend a slate of Presi-
dential electors pledged to the
national party nominees. The
state Democratic convention,
with the support of Gov. Ross
Barnett, reconvenes today to
name -unpledged electors.
Words of the Wise
Worry, whatever its source,
weakens, takes away courage,
and shortens life.
—(John Lancaster Spalding)
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Miss Wooten of Memphis; An-
toinette Bowler of Booker T.
Washington high in Norfolk,
Vs.; and Prentice Thomp•
son of Booker T. Washington
high in Tulsa, Okla.
Over 20 Cities End
Lunch Counter Bias
NEW YORK — Inclusion of
Durham, N. C., and Miami this
week in an on-going NAACP sit-
In protest success survey,
raises the total number of cities
to more than a score with in-
tegrated lunch counter facili-
ties.
Kress, Woolworth and Mc-
Clellan variety stores in Dur-
ham opened their lunch coun-
ters last Mot.day, (August 1)
following a series of mass sit-
ins-
These were conducted by
NAACP youth council and col-
lege chapter members from
local high schools. North Caro-
lina college and other trade
and business schools within the
Durham community.
Food was served to Negroes
at three downtown Miami vari-
ety store lunch counters on
the same day. No disorders
were reported in either local-
ity. NAACP youth units have
been active in the Florida sit-
ins tor months.
To date,. the NAACP survey
shows varying degrees of lunch
counter integration in North
Carolina at Charlotte, Durham,
Greensboro, Winston 'Salem
High Point and Salisbury.
in Texas at Corpus Christi,
Galveston, San Antonio, Dallas
and Austin.
In Virginia at Arlington, Alex-
andria, Portsmouth, Norfolk.
Fredericksburg and,Fairfax.
In Florida at Miami. In Ten-
nessee at Nashville and Knox-
ville. Also Baltimore in Mary-
land, and St. Joseph and Jeffer-
son City in Missouri. Finally,
there are Oklahoma City, Tulaa
and Guthrie, in Oklahoma.
Oklahoma City is the .site of
the first of the recent sit-ins.
NAACP youth units launched a
carefully planned drive in 1958
to. secure lunch counter serv-
ice. It was eminently success-
ful and, today, Negroes are
served in some 60 stores where
LAWN PARTY
The youth of St. Andrew
AME church will sponsor a
lawn party Friday night, Aug.
26, at the home of Mrs. Le-.ri
Jamison, 4879 Horne Lake rd.
in Lake View Gardens.
Automobiles to transport
persons will leave St. Andrew
church, 246 E. Calhoun (at
Third) at 7:30 p. m. There will
be entertainment, games. and
refreshments for everyone.
After the party is over, auto-
mobiles will return you to the
church. The price for the affair
is 75 cents. The public is invit-
ed. For further information call
service, prior to 1958, was de-
nird them.
A DOUCHE
POWDER
that's refreshingly
Cleansing!
AT LAST science hasdiscovered a. skillfullyblended vaginal douchepowder, tested andfouhd safe to use bythousands of wellinformed women. Thial
soothing medication,called CERTANE, will not burn ordesensitize even the most delicateDime. yet is powerfully cleansingand deodorizing. Don't take chances.0.1 CERTANE today at drug storee.
HOME AND
INVESTMENT
6 Room house with store
building plus 3 pieces of
rental property in re-
spectable neighborhood.
Owner will finance part
of mortgage. Write Tri-
State Defender Box 311.
END YOUR
CONSTIPATION
WORRIES
Now you can end your constipation
worries once and for all. Put aside
chemical laxatives, oils or bran-like
roughage that may upset your sys-
tem. Instead, take SERUTAN in a
glass of water every day.
SERUMS is an all-vegetable laxa-
tive aid that provides the proper
moisture, bulk and peristaltic stimu-
lation you may need as you grow
older—to promote daily regularity.
This is entirely different from chem-
ical laxatives. Prove it to yourself.
Take SERUTAN as directed for at
least one week. You must be well
on the road to daily regularity or
your money back from the maker.
GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS SALES
NOW anyone can buy DIRECT
from U 8 GOVERNMENT SUR-
PLUS DEPOTS. by -eti for youi
self or for resale Cameras, Si-
nocula rs. cars jeeps. trucgs, foots.
hardware office machines and
eouipment. tents, tools and tens-
of-thousands of,g,ther item at a
fraction of the.. original cwt.
Many items brand new For list
of hundreds of U S. Governmect
Surplus Depots located in every
State and overseas with pamphlet
"How Government Can Sh.n Otrt et
To You." plus procedures, HOW
TO BUY and how to .;et FRE E
SURPLUS. mail $200 to SURPLUS
SALES INFORMATION SERV-
ICES, Dept. No 705. Room 700
Albee Bldg.. Wash. 5, D. C.
Starts Saturday!
6—Big Days — 6
NEVER BEFORE ON THE SCREEN!SEE THE WAR OF THE CHARIOTS!
10SEPN I LEVINE
— PLUS 2nd HIT! —
A MOTION PICTURE AS CREATIVE AS LOVE ...BRILLIANTLY,
MYSTERIOUSLY
DIFFERENT
AS MAN
IS FROM
WOMAN Nate
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Church Notes
NEW TYLER AME
Friends' Day at the New
Tyler AME church, Sunday.
drew quite a crowd. It was
just one of the fine activities
leading up to Annual Woman's
Day'which will be held in Oct.
Presently, the congregation is
lolking forward to the Annual
M 'skid Tea. It will be sponsor-
ed by the Methodist Women
Club. Mrs. Vi; Ware is the
president. Rev. Robert L
McRae is the minister.
ST. JAMES AME
Annual Friends' Day at the
St James AME church, Sun-
day, will be under the auspiegs
of the Floral club. The group
has planned a musical as the
highlighting feature of observa-
tion. The senior and No. 2 choirs
will furnish music. Mrs. Ethel
Nelson and Mrs. Erselle Wil-
liams direct the choirs.
The musical will begin at
2:30 p. m. Mrs. Florence Mc-
Pherson is president of the
Floral Club. Rev. E. M. Alcorn
Is the pastor of the St. James
AME church.
MT. ZION BAPTIST
Plans are now being made
for Annual Woman's Day at the
Greater Mt. Zion Baptist
church. It will be held in Sept.
Mrs. Lucille Hawkins is the
chairman. Rev. E. V. McGee
is the pastor.
PILGRIM REST BAPTIST
A baptismal service will be
held at the Pilgrim Rest Bap-
tist church, Sunday, at 11 a. m.
Tile pastor, Rev. C. M. Lees
will preside.
Next Sunday, Aug. 28, will
be Annual Woman's Day at the
house of worship. Mrs. Viola
Ware of New Tyler AME
church will be the guest speak.
Cr at 3 p. m. Mrs Refliiie Mae+
Williams is the chainnan.
MT. NEBO BArITST
Speaking at the )dt. Nebel
Baptist church, Sunday, w a $
Mrs. Esther Smith of Atlanta,
Ge, Mrs. Williairis who is the
regional director of the Foreign
Mission Board of the National
Baptist Convention, Inc., gave
a most inspiring address dur-
log the church's celebration of
Womeh Day.
Music was rendered by choirs
of the Morning View Baptist
church and the Mt. Nebo Bap-
tist church. Mrs. Roy Love was
chairman of the Day.
Rev. Roy Love is the min-
ister.
MT. VERNON BAPTIST
Annual Choir Day was held
at the Mt. Vernon Baptist
church, Sunday. Rev. W. P.
Scott of Tree of Life Baptist
church was guest speaker.
Mrs. Mildred Nolen was gen-
eral chairman.
CME LAYMEN
The Memphis District CME
Laymen's Annual program will
be held at the Trinity CME
church, 650 Wells ave., Sunday.
Aug. 21. The program will be-
gin at 3 p. m. The guest speak-
er will be Prof. C. J. Toney,
a member of Mt. Olive CME
church and principal of Geeter
High School.
Other participants on the
program will be Prof. E. L.
Pender, P. B. Brown of Cov-
ington, Tenn., L. R. Cunning-
ham of Jackson, Tenn., M. A.
Sloan, 0. T. Peebles and L. C.
Suttles.
L. Todds is the district pres-
ident. Rev. C. N. Allen is pre-
siding ' elder. Rev. P. Gonya
Hentrel is host pastor.
C THOMAS PAIGE
Catholic Parents Have Ducked
Racial Issue, Says Magazine
UNION CITY, N. J. — Cattle-
lic parents have "ducked their
fespousibility" toward the ra-
cial problem, according to Dr.
John J. O'Connor, first nation-
al chairman of the National
Catholic Conference for Inter-
racial Justice, profiled in the
August issue of The Sign, na-
tional Catholic magazine, pu-
blished hers.
Dr. O'Connor, winner of the
Edith Stein' Award for out- 
ish-Christi 
on
an relations
s
, asserts
standing contributi to Jew
-Factory 
Wages
"the desegregation pace is far
His views will be formally on
 West Coastto. slow and languid."presented in St. Louis, Mo.,
when the forty councils of N.
C. C. I. J. hold their annual At
 T
convention from August 25-28.
Prominent at the convention
will be Ellsworth J. Evans, a
Negro school principal, who
is president of the St. Louis
Catholic Interracial Council,
host group for the conclave.
Mr. Evans maintains- that
,"no student will change his
attitude toward Negroes, Jews
or Catholics simply because a
textbook says he must accept
them as friends. Education
must probe deeper, concentrat-
ing attention on he characer
development of the whole
child."
Also the subject of a Eign
profile in the August issue,
Mr. Evans is a graduate of
Howard and Northwestern Uni-
versities with degrees in
chemistry and education. He'
is past-president of the Nation-
al Pan-Hellenic Council and a
member for five years of he
Mayor's Council on Human Re-
lations in St. Louis.
The aim of the N. C. C. I. J.,
as reported in The Sign, is
"to alert the entire Catholic
body to the gravity of the racial
crisis."
They do me wrong who say I white as snow.
I come no more
When once I knock and fail Art thou a mourner? House thee
to find you in: from thy spell;
For every day I stood without Art Thou a sinner? Sins may
'Air door, be forgiven;
And bid you wake, rise Each morning gives thee wings
to fight to win to flee from hell
Each night a star to
thy feet to Heaven.
and
Wail not for precious charges
passed away
Weep not for golden ages on
the wane,
Each night I burn the records
of the day —
At sunrise every soul is born
again!
I augh like a boy at splendors
ti,at have speed,
To vanish joys be blind, and
deaf and dumb:
Nly judgement seals the dead
it with the dead
But never binds a moment yet
to come.
TYough deep in mire, wring
not your hands and weep
I lend my arms to all who
say, "I can,"
No shame-faced outcast ever
sank so deep '
But yet might rise and be
again a man.
Dint Thou behold thy lost youth'
all aghast?
Dost Thou reel with retribu-
tion's blast?
Iftpn turn from blotted archives
of the past,
And find the future's pages
Forty
(C,onUnued From Page 2)
Mrs. Bessie Wesson, Mrs.
Pearl Clark. Mrs. Mary Bow-
man of Canton, Miss., Mrs.
Alma Morris. Mrs. Tecoria
Smith, Mrs. Lois Greenwood,
Mrs. Martha Dulaney, Mrs.
Hattie Muse, Mrs. Pauline
Toney, Mrs. Effie Satterfield.
Mrs. Narcissa Jones, Mrs. Rose
Morgan, Mrs. Mary Montague,
Mrs.. Ruth Weed, Mrs. Isabelle
Bouhlac.
Mrs. Effie Flagg, Mrs Eliza
Mims, Mrs. Eliza Falls, Mrs.
Daisy Dawson, Mrs. Edna Wal-
ton. Mrs. Edmonia Taylor, and
Mrs. Addle Owen, Branch exec-
titi-e Director of Vance Ave-
r 7e Branch YWCA.
gnide
op Level
Gross weekly earnings of
factory workers in the Los
Angeles-Long Beach Metropoli-
tan Area in June rose to an all-
time high of $103.46, John F)
Henning, California Director of
Industrial Relations, reported
today. The current average is
St. Louisa!, Set For
Church Recital Here
Mark the date of August 21
for the recital of John Clifford
Batchman of St. Louis, Mo. The
young piano virtuoso will be
presented by Mattie E. Cole-
man at Collins Chapel C M E
The above poem entitled. "Op-
portunity" is in keeping with
the thinking of many weary
soul today. There is something
about life that causes many of
us daily to be wrapped up in
despair Try as we may we can
not move ourselves from this
position in life_ There must be
something to elevate us to a,
life that in the final analysis
will enable us to rise above the
adversities.
It is almost a part of each
of our lives to come eventually
to a place where we encounter
only the darkest life has to
offer. In such a position we
must be in a position to reach
up and once again find some-,
thing to refortify ourselves.
There must be something with-
in or without that will enable
us to live the best expected of
us.
Life is full of opportunities
These opportunities afford each
of us chances to make life
meaningful not only to ourselves
but to all of those with whom,
we come in contact.
The big thing facing all ofl
us today is not so much of an
opportunity to make life worth-
while for ourselves but to do so
for the benefit of the countless
thousands we contact daily.'
Consciously or unconsciously'
daily we come in contact with l
people whose lives can be made'
much better by our actions. The
way we bear our crosses and
withstand our adversities will:
go a Io.pg way in enabling!
others to endure what life'
places upon them.
We must not fool ourselves in
thinking that our little lives
carry no value. We affect peo-
ple positively or negatively
every time we speak, move, or,
commit ourselves All of these
things take on untold value
when our motives are so ap-
parent that we are working for
the good of those about us.
The fact of the impact of one
60 By Bus,„„,„„,„,„,,,,
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church at 7 p.
m. T h e church
is located at
Washington and
Orleans.
Heisbeing
presented by the
Youth of t h e
church of which
Miss Gwendolyn
Smith is presi-
dent.
J. C. Batchman
64 cents above June 1959.
Purchasing power of these
earnings, however, was 2 per
cent below the level of June
1959, as increases in consumer-
prices and .in taxes more than
offset the year-to-year gain in
wages
Average hourly earnings of
factory workers in the Los
Angeles-Long Beach Metropoli-
tan Area of $2.58 were at an all-
time high, 6 cents above the
June 1959 figure.
The average workweek was:
substantially shorter than al
year ago-40.1 hours compared!
with 40.8 hours per week in
June, 1959.
GKA-ris LUNCH "LREAK
HOLLYWOOD — Frank Sina-
tra's shooting hours, of 11 a.m.
to 8 p.m. caused a late lunch
break at 2 in the afternoon for
his "Ocean's Eleven" company
Piano Playing auditions . at Warner Bros. Sinatra solvedspon
the studio's 2 p.m. cafe closingsored by the National Guild of
Piano teachers. , deadline by having lunch ca-
The year be received a five I tereo to the crew and cast grat-
year pin for playing 10 or more is co. the sound stage.
pieces for five years in these
auditions. He has received cash
awards for recording festivals
sponsored by the Guild. F o r
two years he has been privileg-
ed to attend the Egyptian Mu-
sic Camp at Duquoin, Ill. This
year he placed third in the
Missouri State Music.
He also plays for his church
Sunday School and was ap-
pointed school pianist at t h e
O'Fallon Technical high school
in St. Louis.
Mr. Batchman is a junior in His program for the M e m-
high school and a student of phis recital will include works
Alleda Ward Wells School of of Bach. Mozart. Rachmanin-
Music, St. Lows. For six years off, Mendelsessohn, Chapin and
he has played in the National others.
Preachers Call Halt
To Selective Buying
Four hundred Negro preach-
ers of Philadelphia announced
from their pulpits that they
were calling a halt to a mas-
sive "Selective Patronage
Program" launched nearly two
months ago against the multi-
million dollar Tasty Baking
Company which allegedly dis-
criminated against Negroes.
The Tasty Baking company
last week agreed to the re-
quests of the Negro ministers
and gave firm ssurances that
there would he no discrimina-
tion in the plant and that here
will be equal job opportunities
in the future for all.
This campaign was one of the
most effective ever waged
against what has been termed
"Gross Discriminaion in North-
ern Industry." and had the
cooperation of all segments of
the Negro community in Phila-1 itdelphia and nearby areas — 
clergy, business, fraternal, ''-
civic and youth. At the height 1,
of the campaign last week 0
life upon another is brough
most definitely in the life
Jesus. At a very early age lit
stated, "It is time I be abou.
my Father's business!" In the
same token of thinking each of
us is about a business. We
have opportunities to be great.
Greatness is the goal for each
of us. Real greatness is pre-
dicated upon trying to he like l
Jesus.
Each day of our lives present'
us with opportunities untold
We occupy precarious places
life that demand we put fort,,
our best each day. We must,
rise up to the best in us. Any-
thing short of this will cause.'
the whole world to falter. The
men and women of the world
today must rise up as never
before to place an impact for
goodness in this world that
heretofore has been unknown.
We — each of us have daily
opportunities that can be used
only by us. We. must be up and
doing!
itri1111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ii:
more than 250,000 people were
participating.
The 400 Negro preachers
representing all denominations
are now urging their people to
once agan patronize the Tasty'
Baking Company's products. A
number of corporations recog-
nizing the power of the min-
ister's "Selective Patronage
Program" have commenced to
employ Negroes.
A source close to the preach-
ers stated, "The North has
used the South as a 'whipping'
boy' long enough in matters
affecting Negro rights. We just
decided it was time to turn the
mirror the other way. There
is no question that there is
gross discrimination against
Negroes in Northern industry
and the Negro preachers just
decided to do something about
MRS. EDNA M. Douglass of
Little Rock, Ark., will be the
j main speaker at the St. Paul
; Baptist church Sunday, Aug. 21.
It is Woman's Day at t Is •
church pastored by Rev. S. IL
Herring. Mrs. Douglass is as
outstanding speaker and educe-
! for. She will speak at 3 p. m.
The public is invited.
OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
"Everybody Likes 'Err,"
Real Hickory Smoked — She 15 to 30 Pounds
rue Too, Old Country Home 
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ANNUAL TEA -at Mt. Nebo
Baptist church leading into
Probe Pakistan
Jets In Afghan
RAWALPINDI, Pakistan —
(UPI) — Pakistan has asked
Afghanistan for information on
how two of its Air Force Fury
jet fighters happened to be in
Afghan territory, Foreign Min-
ister Manzoor Qadir said Mon-
day night.
The planes were forced to
land at Kandahar, Afghanistan,
after taking off from a
Pakistani air base on a train-
ing flight. Qadir said he had
no information whether bad
weather forced the fighters off
course.
Women's Day was held last
Saturday, August 13 at 7:30
In the pastor's study. Rev.
Roy Love is pastor. Taking
active part in the festivities
were, from left, Miss J. Tay-
lor, Mrs. Roberta Brown, co.
chairman of the program,
Rev. Roy Love, Mrs. Ethel
Smith, of the foreign mission
board of the National Baptist
Convention, Inc., from Atlan-
ta, Ga., and Mrs. Roy Love,
chairman of women's day
CHOIR ROBESHigh fo,hici, ,tyling
superbly tailored
- at an economy price!
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
UNIFORM COMPANY
63 S Thsrd 1.1n,..n Jo IS 3641
program. A large host of
church women dressed in
colorful after-five tea dresses
were in attendance. Many
women attended from other
churches throughout the city.
(Withers photo)
BEAUTIFUL
CHURCHES
PRICED FROM
$33,000 TO $250,000
Mrs. Thelma Seymour
BR 5-1883
H. E. WILBANKS
REAL ESTATE
3544 Perk GL 1-3332
BACK TO SCHOOL TIME
And with those wonder.
ful Quality Stamps you
can get Valuable School
Accessories.
Visit your Quality Stamp
Redemption Center
TODAY!
Remember. • • the store
that gives quality stamps
means quality products
for you
JANA PONTIZ
Yes Madame,
During National Hot Day Month why
not let the small-fry have a lolfipop
party ana serve lollipop franks made
with Jack Sprat enriched wheat flour
and Jack Sprat cream style corn meal.
Suggested Menu:
Lollipop franks, pickles, carrot sticks,
celery curls, assorted pops, frozen fruit
ice on sticks (the make it yourself kind).
This party will make a hit with the
youngsters and grown-ups too — Frank-
furters on the stick with a crispy corn
meal coating.
LOLLIPOP FRANKS
1 cup Jack Sprat enriched flour
2 tablespoons sugar
1 1  tsp. Baking powder
1 tsp. salt
1 slightly beaten egg
2-3 cup Jack Sprat corn meal
2 tablespoons shortening
3-4 cup milk
1 lb. (8-10) frankfurters
Sift together Jack Sprat flour, sugar,
baking powder and salt. Stir in Jack
Sprat corn meal. Cut in shortening till
mixture resembles fine crumbs. Com-
bine egg and milk; add to corn meal
mixture, stirring till well blended. In-
sert stick into end of each frankfurter.
Spread frankfurter evenly with batter.
Fry in deep, hot fat (375 degrees) until
brown, 4 to 5 minutes. Serve with cat-
sup and mustard. Make 4-5 servings.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter
tilde"
STARDOM BOUND — This fine array of young talent appear-iJarnes Carpenter, Betty Jones, Tommie Lee Hamilton and Hat
ed recently on a Big star Food stores of Memphis and the my White. Back row (I-r) are Carla Thomas, who with her
Mid-South's talent time show heard each Saturday over 50,000 father Rufus has a new recording on the music scene that
watt powerful WDIA. Big Star is always proud to bring these l aaerns destined for "hitsville"; Johnny Carpenter, Mary Win-
shows to you every week and invites an with radio talent to'frey, William H. Carpenter and Shirley Jones. Standing hi
be auditioned. Above, front row (I4) are Eddie Carpenter, Jesse front, almost lost is La Nitha Gail White.
•
•
•
•••
sS
Fairmont in San Francisco
Sept. 13. — WHEN PICTURE
"Ocean's Eleven" preemed in
Las Vegas all the top stars,
Sinatra, Sammy Davis, Dees
Martin and Joey Bishop attend-
ed.—THE PREVIEW and at-
tending stars will be shown on
JICA Pear television program
when latter returns from Eu-
rope 
— DON'T MISS IT, gang
or you'll be sorry.
• • •
CONTROVERSIAL "Gone
with the Wind" still topic of dis-
cussion for television spotlight-
ing may never hit the airwaves.
—REASON, THERE are many
minority groups opposed for
one thing and another is PRICE
FINIS HENDERSON one of MGM IS asking for its releasethe "mouthpieces" for Sammy to television — LET's HOPI"
Davis in Chicago was all smiles
over debut of his 9-year-old
daughter who appeared with
Eddie BRACKEN IN play
IVinian's Rainbow" in sum- IVORY JOE HUNTER, theer theatre on Chicago's north- ,orkster-cemposer greeted wifey,
side. — CHICAGO PRODUCER Sophielee's return from Chica-
all agog over probability of se- j go where she went for medical
curing Lorraine Hansberry to treatment with THE NEWS
write a play he hopes to have
Sammy Davis, jr. star in on
P-oadway. — SPEAKING OF
VIS he says all the stage
stunts he know (and that's plen-
ty) will be turned on WHEN
HE APPEARS AS headliner
of the Urban League Festival
In Sox Park Aug. 27.— INCI-
DENTALLY. DAVIS GOES into
Riverside, Reno, Nev., for en-
gagement starting
DEFENDER
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By AL montor
THE WEDDING DATE for
Sammy Davis, jr., and 7441
tt has been set for Oct. le
source close to Davis inform-
ed columnists this week. —
DTNAH WASHINGTON's two-
week stint at Roberts cafe was
one of the most successful she's
erieyed in Chicago this season
—BILLED FOR THREE shows
nightly 'hies a fourth on trio
of occasion' —HARRY BELA-
FONTE'S current engagement
in Japan more socksational
than expected —THE "NIPS"
SORTA love the guy to speak
in terms of the theatre.
• • •
• • •
Sept. 13
JOHNNY MATHIS WHO is
In rehearsal for his "one man
show" that opens in Greek
Theatre in Hollywood Sent 5
follows with week's stay at
the arguments are never Sege
tied sufficiently to permit Mel
being televised.
• • •
THAT HE'LL remain horns with
her and won't hit the usual
one-nighter trail for another
six weeks —IVORY JOE'S LAT-
EST "work" was discing sev-
eral tunes in New York.—BOB-
BY EPHRIAM WHO appeared
on Dinah Washington show at
Roberts Show Lounge is quite
a favorite here. — ALTHEA
GIBSON WHO was in Chicago
for the Bud Billiken Parade
and Picnic will be seen and
heard on national television
on two occasions this winter.—
SHE'S ALSO IN line for an-
Ather pix role to follow, her
last stint, "The Horse Soldiers."
urton learning police had scat- on South Parkway near 84 are
tered the "teenage gangsters"
who elected to PARTICIPATE
IN BUD Billiken Picnic and
OLD NOSEY VERY happy FRINEDS OF VICTIM living
talking about the lady who,
after taking hubby to hosiptal
was involved in accident few
Parade Saturday. — THERE hours later.—NOT WHILE RE'
IS NO place or need for such TURNING from hosiptal butindividuals at such a gather- enroute to join boy friend ating.—PHONE CALLS CAN be
dangerous and especially so
when a new employee of a
large firm uses one to call
boy friend without establishing
identity of the switchboard op.
Aft tor.
WN THIS CASE the new
employee might have associlt-
ed the name of operator with
that of the boy friend.—SHE
DIDN'T, however. And as re-
sult operator recognized phone
number asked for and why
not since it was her own.—
CALL WAS PUT tbrough, quite
naturally, and now the girls
cannot work for the firm any
longer and for good reason.—
ONE IS IN HOSPITAL and the
other out of a job.—WHEN
COPS PICKED up young LI-
low and charged him with in-
decent exposure on beach Sun-
day it was greatest "catch"
made on Lake Michigan this
or any other season.—COM-
PLAINTS OF SUCH practices
have been registered by ladies
on beach number of times but
O Is first actual meetde on the complaint.
• • •
SAMMY DAVIS and Mai
Britt wedding date has been
set for Oct. 6 it is reported
from Hollywood this week,
ADD SCARCE AS hen's teeth.
— SEEING STOREKEEPERS
wrap groceries in newsprint
since Old Nosey began cam-
paign to correct this unsani-
tary practice. — FOLK ARE
SAYING THE wedding an-
nounced in social pages last
week as scheduled for Oct. 8
will not take place after all.—
REASON, THE RUMOR says.
is that the bride to be learned
things she'd never known be-
fore about the groom-to-be.
WELL, OLD NOSEY had that
Information she now owns sev-
eral months ago but saidiiik,ing about it at the time.—
E'S TIP to "pushers"
a ong the 63 street scene:—
COPS HAVE NEW ORDERS
that make peen suspects li-
able to arrest and if found to
be in posession of "dope" the
time will be much higher than
usual.
YOU FEMALE CUSTOM-
ERS who "detest sitting in
beauty parlors where males
Sire ALSO BEING WAITED"
en can thank Nosey for the
change that has come about.
—YOU'LL FIND VERY few
non-lady customers in your
favorite shops now. — AND
SPEARING of changes for the
good have you noticed the
absence of THOSE LADY
CUSTOMERS in taverns who
a nearby tavern. SHOULD
THE lady insist of denying
this story we'll confront her
with "official" proof of what
was happening when accident
occured.
Live Shows Make Chicago Unique
LaVERN BAKER BROOK BENTON
Larry Steele To Head Star
Parade Along Winter Scene
ATLANTIC CITY — Larry
Steele's show "Smart Affairs"
currently spearing on board-
walk at Club Harlem will lead
trek of productions along the
various winter scenes starting
in September.
"Smart Affairs," for years
a favorite with theatre patrons
and night club fans draws
large jams when appearing at
such places as Chicago's Tivoli,
Detroit's Flame, The Dunes in
Las Vegas and on location in
Las Vegas and Miami. The
show is also much sought after
by foreign prOmoters including
those in Australia the place
• • •
PERHAPS THAT TAVERN
owner, south of 10th street and
north of 64 who along with his
bartender nightly entertains a
couple young school girls in
private room of the establish-
ment should be told he's being
watched by a friend OF ONE
OF THE GIRLS' parents.—
CAUGHT SENDING THE girls
home one night the bartender
told a strange story about the
girls being on scene looking
for work.—OLD NOSEY WHO
heard the explanation didn't
scene.—THEN TO JUSTIFY
believe what he heard nor did
the "stranger" who was on the
Nosey's suspicion the same
girls were in the place two
nights later. COULD IT BE
possible that they were told
to come back and ask for the
Jobs again?—READERS MAY
BE interrested in learning that
this spot owner is the same
one who lost a waitress be-
cause "she refused to go along
with this program."
DEFENDER'S OTHE L-
LO Tinsley was treated to
dinner and other entertain-
ment in loop 'tother night by
his daughter, Brenda and a
trio of her pals, Shirley Thomp-
son, Marjorie Dodson and
Jean Quarles. — LITTLE
FAITH TAYLOR, the latest
rock'n roll find LEAVES
NEXT WEEK on vacation in
Arkansas.—SHE WILL VISIT
relatives and friends in her
former hometowns, Little Rock
and Dumag. — "DEAR NOS-
EY,'" says mail bag" that sly
store-martin fox with chest-
nut and blonde hair you see
on scene now and then with
"The Midnight Man" is his
new love, "Terri." — CLAR-
ENCE" Bowman's" Arm-
strong; Alphonse "beer sales
man" Took and George "Post
Office" Dunlap whose wives
recently returned from trip to
Europe will be bachelors again
and soon — REASON? WIVES
ARE leaving soon for conven-
tion in Indianapolis. 'TWAS
HAPPY 12-YEARS that
brought celebration party for
Esther and McDuffle Howard.
— MILLIE BRUCE, wife of
cafe baron Herb "Speedy"
Bruce still enjoying sights in
Europe
• • •
SYMPATHY TO family of
John Kery who was buried last
like meddling with other fe- Monday which is lest than two
males who may even be pre-
sent with their husbands,—
tf NOSEY, WITH AID ofo. wners and cops can alsoim credit for eliminating
this disgusting condition.—
Larry spent several months
playing two seasons ago, and
figures to return to this year. ridge, Count Baste and band
years after wife Helen passed
'TWAS PLENTY FUN for all
who dropped in on RALPH
AND HELEN Shaw to watch
movies made of recent events
the other yavinirig.—AMONG
While "Smart Affairs" stands
out as tho only full scale pro-
duction slated for nation wide
jaunt it is reported that Cab
Calloway may bring his "Cot-
ton Club Revue" back for en-
gagements in Miami, Las Vegas
and Chicago. However there
will be several top artists cov-
ering the Miami and Las Vegas
scenes, as well as Chicago, es-
pecially the Regal and Tivoli
theatres and Roberts Show
Lounge.
Such touring artists would nat-
urally include Johnny Mathis,
Nat Cole, Loufs Jordan, Ella
Fitzgerald, Dinah Washington,
Billy Daniels, Brook Benton,
Lena Horne, Dorothy Dand-
Sinatra, Dean Martin
Davis For 'Dung(' Den
HOLLYWOOD—With "Ocean's
Eleven" the robbery film corns
pkted plans are now reported
being afoot for the stars to ap-
pear in a revival Of "Dung*
Den" a film that aroused the
movie world several years ago.
The four top stars in "Ocean's
Eleven," Frankie Sinatra, Sam-
my Davis, Peter Lawford, and
Dean Martin are said to have
approved the revival that will
be presented with a vastly re-
vised and modernized format.
The Defender's attempt to reach
the stars by phone past week
was unsuccessful. Davis is in
Canada, Sinatra in Atlantic
City and Martin is in Holly-
wood where neither of the trio
was available to phone calls.
However, sources close to both
Sinatra and Davis admitted
knowing of such offers being
made for the two greats to star
In the revival. However, our
source of contact was unwilling
to say if either had accepted.
The world premiere of
"Ocean's" staged in Las Vegas
last week found all major prin-
cipals in the cast on hand for
personal appearance spotlight-
ing. They were joined by the
greatest array of Hollywood
greats ever to attend a pre-
miere. In the Sands hotel fol-
lowing the premier a special ce-
lebrity party was put on and
again most of Hollywood's top
players and brass were repre-
sented.
THOSE SCHEDULED to in-
vade Idlewild next week are
RUTH P. SUMMERS, HELEN
SHAW, Minnie Horton, Addye
Thornton, Mr. and Mrs. C.
Lewis, Sunshine Franklin, Ros-
coe McQueen and Katherine
Bell.—FRAZIER L. JOHNSON,
popular insurance man leaves
TIONALLY spend some time at
next week for visit to Memphis
and Little Rock. HE'LL NA-
Philander Smith College where
he was graduated from back in
„??.—EL TRIO BEVERAGES,
owned and operated by Ne-
ken Show Saturday. THE
roes supplied soft drinks for
stars appearing on Bud
COMPANY'S president, Percy
Canty and salesmanager, Wel-
ter Farmer directed the dis-
tribution to the artists.
STEMMERS POINT TO Eu-
gene Summers, McDuffy How-
ward, AND BILL ANDERSON
AS aces of the new "Madison
Dance" with patience to
TEACH OTHERS THE steps a
la-professional—WHEN NEXT
EDITION of "An Evening
With Fred Astaire" is televised
Count Basie will be among
those particIpatint—SFUNNY
INDEED BUT when it comes
to electing church officials the
"CHECK SO AND SO" talk is
done before hand with very
little being heard or said when
time comes for balloting.
TWO SHAPELY models,
Sarah Tarpley (left) and Mar-
garet Coleman, laugh it up
with recording star Dee Clark
as they visit the artist be-
tween his acts at the Regal.
The models stopped backstage
to greet the singer who is cur-
rently appearing at the thea-
ter with Rig Mayhelle, Rill
Dogget and other names, with
many top attractions.
with Joe Williams, Sammy
Davis, Louis Satchmo Arm-
strong and combo, Lionel Hamp-
ton and band, and several
others.
Another certainty for the
winter parade is Pearl Bailey
who has not announced if she
will continue with her big show
after few dates including Tivoli
here. Pearl has several
television dates that must be
tilled this winter.
Thus all in all it looks like
sepians will be pretty active
during the winter season. Sarah
Vaughan, currently in Las
Vegas, has several commit-
ments here and then will hit
the seas for tours abroad.
Checking the Miami scene it
ssems practically all of the
stars listed above will be heard
and seen at the Florida resort
town during the coming winter.
Jazz Music Top Theme
For Cafes And Hotels
Sutherland Lounge has be-
come known as one of the
great jazz meccas of the na-
tion.
Recent jazz stars, many Of
them new on the scene, have
helped establish this reputation.
"enor sax "man Gene Am•
mons will gladden the hearts
of Jan fans through Aug. 21.
Gene comes to the Sutherland
after a highly active week on
the Regal Theatre's stage.
This is an indication of the
vast playing experience and
the range of Ammon's musi-
cal ability. The big bands and
big houses are as much his
cup of tea as are the more
Other Cities Pass Up
Stage Shows, , Orks To
Feature Pix Programs
Chicago's Cli11111 to the title
"live show center of the nation"
can hardly he questioned
Week after week southside
theatres are bringing in live
attractions that cannot be
matched any place. Example
the Regal theatre's current at-
traction starring Brook Ben-
ton and featuring names often
seen on hit parade listings.
Among the artists on the Re-
gal stae.e are, in addition to
Brook Benton, LaVern Baker.
Sammy Turner, Red Saunders
and band- Leonard Reed, Ben
E. "ing, Norma's Dance Sen-
sations, and Andy and the Bey
Sisters.
This show follows the recent-
ly closed Bill Doggett, Big
Maybelle show that packed the
nouse for a week. The show
is also part of a series of Mi-
ster show., that are slated for
the Regal stage during the fall
and winter season.
Manager Glover, outlining the
intimate rooms and ensemble
groupings. Gene has a record-
ed musical history reaching
back to the days in 1941 when
he played with a local Chica-
go band and on up through
such notables as the Billy Eck-
stein and Woody Herman bands.
Those who will share the
island band stand with Gene
at the Sutherland during this
five day engagement are:
Fortunatas Richer?, trumpet;
at the piano, Jodie Christian;
drummer, Lewis Taylor; Leo
Blevins, guitar and Nate Stew-
art on the base. Gene Am-
mons' latest LP album is a
10 ban number called "The
lTwister" on the Prestige label.
LULU POTTER, manager
McKie's Lounge goes over
records with Gene Rollins
that will be played on the big
jam session Saturday after-
noon. This weekly event
matches in popularity the
breakfast parties staged at
McKle's Monday, that last for
2 hours and features chicken
at 25 cents.
Hear Sammy Davis,
Lena Home To Play
Broadway This Fall
NEW YORK—There is some-
thing new, quite often routed to
Broadway but generally "the
old" is what the stem gets all
excited about.
In this case it is the rumor
that Sammy Davis, jr., and
Lena Horne are as good as book-
ed for repeat shows next season.
Lena is well remembered for
her starring vehicle "Jamaica"
that ran so successfully last
season. The play with a West
Indian theme ran much longer
than was anticipated and might
have remained on Broadway but
for previous commitments by
both Horne and her co - star
Ricardo Montalban, "Jamaica"
was to have hit the road after
Broadway but most of the prin-
cipals were not available.
‘oming attractions let out oith
a list of names seldom seen On
a theatre stage of late. Not
since such houses as Chica 3's
la:ge Chicago Theatre, New
York's Paramount, and Apollc
theatres and the Fox in De-
(reit slowed down on "presen-
tation" has theatre audiences
been favored with witnessing
such shows.
.dost of the major theatree
have refrained from booking
live shows, turning instead tc
pictures as weekly entertain-
ment. Years ago the theatres
presented big name bands and
:complete shows on their stages
but only Chicaeo can boast of
such "live" attractions ins
up part of regular attraction!
today.
And the current Regal show
starring Brook Benton, Laverne
Baker and others is certainly
one of the toppers. "Just like
old times" one patron leaving
the Regal was heard to say,
About the same situation pre-
vailed in the case of Sammy
Davis and his "Mr. Wonderful"
show, a decided hit on Broad-
way. "Mr. Wonderful" was un-
able tc fill requests from pro-
moters about the country for a
lengthy tour because Davis was
not available for such a jaunt.
Sammy had taken time out from
his many night club and tele-
vision appearances to play
Broadway and in the end was
unable to cancel enough of such
engagements to make himself
a—ilable to remain in the "Mr.
--Vionderful' show. Now both
Davis and Miss Horne are re-
ported listening to offers to ap-
pear on Broadway in shows next
season.
Picture Is Rated
Hitchcock's Best
'Psycho' that opened at Tivoli
and Regal Friday is the last
word in Alfred Hitchcock hair
raises.
The mastery film maker
seems to reach ever higher
pinnacles of accomplishments
with every motion picture he
produces and directs. He may
never top "Psycho," however.
Starring Anthony Perkins,
Vera Miles and John Gavin
and co-starring Martin Balsam,
John McIntire and Janet Leigh
as Marion Crane, "Psycho"
sets new records for suspense,
drama and sheer terror. The
story is based on an Inner
Sanctum mystery novel and
concerns the events that follow
when a young woman (Janet
Leigh) steals a fortune that will
make it possible for her to
marry the man she loves
(John Gavin). As she flees to
take him the money, she meets
Anthony Perkins, a sensitive,
brilliant young fellow who has
been too long under the demi.
nation of his mother.
Vera Miles portrays Janet's
devoted sister who cannot be-
lieve her guilty of the theft and
who believes, when she disars
pears, that there must be
some other explanation for it.
She goes to Janet's lover who
knows nothing at all about the
missing money, and together
they set out to find her. Involv-
ed in the search is Martin
dalsam as a private investiga.
tor, and John McIntire who
plays a slow-moving, easy-go-
ing sheriff.
Since your full enjoyment of
i"Psycho" depends upon the
'many surprise twists, this
column will not reveal any of
them. Suffice it to say that they
all contribute to making this a
whopper of a motion picture.
CW/wb the Cati564,
111111 Hit EARS afEl)
THERE IS LOTS OF action
planned for various spots this
weekend. The Sutnerland will
say it with combo music star-
ring John Coaltrane. On Tues-
day nite the Sutherland will pre-
sent its regular weekly jazz
concert
McKie's will spotlight music
over weekend and on Monday
morning come on with break-
fast dance with chicken sand-
wiches for twently•fiye cents.
There will be sock entertain-
ment at Roberts with Dinah
Waseington headlining a show
that includes an all-star cast.
The C And C Lounge will pre-
sent an all-star floor bill direct-
ed by Marshal Thomas and his
stars There will also be enter-
tainment at Paul Bank's Club
Trocadero featuring Lefty Bat-
es, The Sparks with Singing
Sam and other acts and musici-
ans.
There will also be music and
dancing at the Tan Toppers It
Club. a new socko spot along
the stem Lee's Lounge down
at 1800 Michigan will be in the
groove with Clear Waters and
combo There will be organ
music furnished by Lonnie Sim-
mons at the Parkway Steak.
house this weekend as usual.
The Club Impala's program
calls for entertainment on the
jazz kick.
The Kitty Kat, always scene
of music and gayety will offer
talent galore on its bandstand
this weekend. There will be
special guest stars on the bill
making the night a real gayer.
Over at Club 411 Skip Shields
offer the tops in music. There
will be a celebrity party Sun-
day night that is expected to
attract celebrities from loop
loop and southside.
The Toast Of Town will also
be on the organ music kick
with guest artists participating.
The popular Cadillac Room will
be especially "hot" with cock-
tin party Sunday afternoon and
affair during the evening. The
Archway Supper Club, Killer
Johnson's hot spot on 61 street
will offer the tops in music.
throughout the weekend. Dave
Gieen or. organ will be Arch-
way's main attraction.
DUKE ELLINGTON who sp-
peered In Chicago Sunday nes
given a farewell party in Las
' Vegas just before leaving for
Windy City. Here the Duke looks
on as Ted Lewis salutes So.
phie Tucker, both of whom were
on hand for the party.
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Our Opinions
Congo's Continuing Crisis
When the riots of February, 1959,
shattered the Congo's false calm, Bel-
gium sensibly chose to throw aside pre-
conceptions and grant speedy indepen-
dence. Recent weeks have brought an-
other series of fqndamental changes,
implying the jettisoning of a second
dream—the preservation of an indepen-
dent province, Katanga.
When the disorders in Leopoldville
gave Premier Moise Tshombe the oc-
casion to secede from the central gov-
ernment, a strong body of opinion in
Brussels wanted to back him with of-
ficial recognition. Pressure of world
opinion, not to speak of the threat of
Russian intervention, ruled that course
out.
U. N. Secretary General Dag Ham-
marskjold's visit to Brussels precipi-
tated a further shift. Ten days ago Bel-
gium was still clinging to three basic
tenets of policy: that Belgian troops
muit stay in the Congo until the secur-
ity of Belgians lives could be guarante-
ed; that the Belgian bases there were a
in.:i:ter to be negotiated with the Con-
golese and did not concern the United
Nations; and that Katanga, the only
tranquil part of the Congo, must re-
main undisturbed. The implication was
that Tshombe should be left alone to
negotiate his terms with Premier Lu-
mumba.
But under the impact of Mr. Ham-
marskjold's influence, the Belgian gov-
c•iiment has had to retreat from this
position too. It has recognized that the
bases issue may have to be solved with
some sort of United Nations presence.
And since no Belgian government is go-
iPrt to use force against the United Na-
tions, the idea of eventual United Na-
tions occupation of Katanga cannot be
ruled out.
Under these considerations, it would
appear that the best the Belgians can
h ipe for is to make the entry of the
United Nations into Katanga as discreet
and painless as possible.
As the magnitude of the disaster
has sunk in, in Brussels there has been
a wave of self-examination, criticism
and, in some quarters, a search for
scapegoats. On the right, the Liberal
party, which has close ties with indus-
trial interests, has clearly indicated
that there are many aspects of the gov-
ernment's policy with which it disa-
grees, even though it forms part of the
coalition with the Social Christians led
by Premier Gaston Eyskens.
The Liberals now claim—although
they did not say so before—that the
march to independence was too swift;
the f:o vernment has been legalistic and
pusillanimous in not standing up to Lu-
mumba : above all, it ought to have rec-
ognized Tshombe's independent govern-
ment the day it was set up. A section
of the right wing press gives boisterous
backing to these views.
Sniping has also been coming from
the other flank, where the Socialists
have been pointing out that the dis-
asters of today are the result of past
improvidence, of the gross failure of
successive governments to prepare for
independence by providing higher edu-
cation for the Congolese and by Afri-
canizing the Administration. This crit-
icism carried more weight than that of
the Liberals, for the Socialists have ad-
vocated these policies in the past. They
are echoed by a good many Belgians, in
and out of government, who know the
Congo.
The government in Brussels is tot-
tering and may fall at any moment.
Whether it will be replaced by Men of
greater wisdom to deal with the reali-
ties of the day, is yet conjectural. How-
ever, this must be observed that des-
perate and sincere attempts to catch up
with the political flood tide in Africa are
yet mixed up with dangerous remnants
of the old colonial set-up.
Though criticism of past failings
has been bitter and searching, none of
the critics can really offer an alterna-
tive policy for the future. If the Bel-
gians would offer economic assistance
and technical aid to the central Congo
government without strings and with-
out ostentation or arrogance or patern-
alism, they would come near redeeming
their souls for their sins in Africa.
The South Is Yielding
Whatever may the verdict of his-
tory, this much should be said here and
now that the national political conven-
tions have given psychological support,
if nothing else, to the Southern Sit-in
movement.
Since the political conclaves scores
of communities below the Mason and
Dixon Line have had a change of heart
in the matter of lunch-counter service.
Some of them have desegregated their
eating places voluntarily.
A week seldom passes but that some
department stores in Dixie don't broad-
en their racial policy to meet changing
conditions. Though the wave of com-
pliance with students' demand for
equality is by no means universal, never-
theless it is encouraging to note that
some stores have shed off their dis-
criminatory practices without public
pressure of any kind.
This goes to show the salutary value
of organized sentiment when backed by
social action. The credit for this change
in the social climate of the South goes
to those energetic, far-visioned Negro
students who literally took the bull by
the horn to achieve their objectives.
Despite arrests, fines and maltreat-
ment, these students continued unabat-
ed their demonstrations against hither-
to unchallenged social mores. It took
courage and a sense of dedication to
moral values to carry on such an under-
taking in the face of massive resistance
and scanty support. They have thus
established a pattern of action that
may well prove in the end to be the only
rational solvent to America's racial di-
lemma.
Our Social Security Law
The Social Security Act enters its
25th year of operation this week. Creat-
ed Aug. 14, 1935. at a time when the
American economy was tottering, when
ten million jobless citizens roamed the
streets in despair, the Act Was a boom
to U. S. economic structure.
This law was a practical compro-
mise between wild-eyed "share-the-
wealth" advocates and wait-and-see
wailers who predicted that Federal aid
to the needy would destroy initiative.
bring abandonment of capitalism, and
enslave workers.
The Social Security Act makes pro-
visions for Federal Aid to state's relief,
welfare and unemployment programs.
Its overriding importance however is
In the creation of the Old Age and Sur-
vivors Insurance set-up, under which
eligible retired workers coult draw
Being Frank „
About People, Places
A1141 Problems
Ey FRANK L STANLEY
both of the respectIve nation-
al political conventions are over,
['his reporter sat through one
and watched the other as com-
pletely as TV could afford.
While these conventions are
denounced as "irresponsible
oodles" mainly dominated by
professional office seekers and
office holders. I suppose no oth-
er vehicle provides such a fleet-
ing opportunity for an ultra-con-
servaive to shame moderates
end liberals before a world au-
:teat 011ie he plays lip to the
prejudices back home. Nor does
anything else provide such a
singular opportunity for a well-
managed, properly projected
aspirant to give compensating
ground on their liberal demands.
One writer has said, ' A con-
vention combines comedy, skull-
duggery; high - mindedness and
rich drama along with horren-
eous stretches of boredom. It
presents some of the nation's
poorest orators at their worst
It disolayS skilliul plannine gen-
erous!: m;Ned with amateurish
confusion.-
Yet for the want of a better
method of choosing party stand-
ard bearers, national political
conventions are the best meth-
od of nominating a President.
One proven fact is that the
most popular aspirants, who are
often the most reluctant, do
not win. The reason? Simple
enough Popularity is applauded.
but the candidate wins who has
the most committed votes. Oth-
erwise, Adlai Stevenson and Nel-
son Rockefeller would be the
current nominees for the White
House. Easily they were the
most popular men at the re-
spective conventions—that is if
demonstrations and noist mean
anything But the same two men
who were predicted to win
months in advance — Jack Ken-
nedy and Dick Nixon, took the
nomination -in stride. Only the
formality of naming them ne-
cessitated the Conventions.
The vice presidency, which
has taken on new importance
in these quadrennial confabs,
was left entirely to the dictates
qf the presidential nominees.
One thn may properly ask—
why would anyone want to be
a delegate?
There is no salary. Each dele-
gate pay„ his own expenies and,
lest he be accused of disinterest
and low intelligence, he must
attend endless caucuses, every
scheduled convention session,
subsist on hot dogs and ham-
burgers from 10 to 12 hours
daily, and sleep in a below-
average hotel room at an ex-
cessive rate.
The best known justification
for such sacrifice is that the
democratic process needs dele-
gates to attend political conven
tions. Otherwise how would
presidential nominees be chos-
en? This is true even though
few, if any, delegates are able
to vote their iwn convictions,
especially if they are under the
unit rule or practice loyalty to
their delegation leaders.
Three eminent scholars, aft-
er much political convention
study, have concluded: "that
the great majority of the dele-
gates were well qualified to
deal with tho problems of their
politieal parties, and that they
were about as reputable a group
of individuals as could reason-
ably be expected in a large
political assembly in this im-
perfect world."
To this, I would only add, that
in all my not too limited social,
professional and fraternal na-
tional convention experience,
none of it compares with the
political.
Rough as the going was and
tined as my body remained, I
stuck it out because something
anexpeeted and new happened
at every session, in my first con,
-:ention exposure to that im-
portant but crazy political busi-
Washington
Raps Demos
On Rights
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A
Republican leader said if the
Democratic defeat of President
Eisenhower's latest civil rights
bill was a guide "the Democrats
should tear up their 1960 plat-
form."
Val T. Washington, director of
the GOP National Committee's
Minorities Division, said "the
Democrats promised the moon
on civil rights and then came
back to Washington and voted
as a party a6inst civil rights."
He said the Democratic party
should "confess it (the platform)
is a meaningless document" and
that they have "down-graded
civil rights to the status of sec-
ond class legislation."
The Republican party, Wash-
ington said, believes ''civil
rights legislation has first prior-
ity and their Senate performance
proves it."
Virginia Union Prexy
Serves On Race Board
RICHMOND, Va. — President
Thomas Howard Henderson of
Virginia Union university was
appointed by Mayor Glaude
Woodward to serve on a I2-man
bi-racial committee which is de-
signed to work toward improv-
ed race relations in Richmond.
LOUIS MARTIN
. Dope And Data
—TirATMgrirdN, =2. The
dispatches from the Belgian
Congo are dominating the news
of Africa but there are signif-
icant developments in other
areas which should not be ignor-
ed.
Specificially I have reference
to the action of the government
in the Rhodesias, next door to
the Union of South Africa, on
the explosive issue of the color
bar.
Last week the government
officially outlawed color barriers
in hotels, bars, restaurants,
movies and other public places.
Some months ago the govern-
ment asked for voluntary com-
pliance with an announced open
door policy. Nothing happened.
Rioting and racial violence
have occurred sporadically
for some time now and the
forces of law and order have
been hard pressed. No doubt,
it is hoped that the govern-
ment crack down on the color
bar will ,ease the tension.
In the Federation of the Rho-
desias and in other parts of
Fast Africa, where there are
large white settler groups, the
doctrine of "multi-racial part-
nership" has been promoted by
Antibody Mechanism
May Cause Diseases
The theory that the antibody-
producing mechanism in man
can cause diseases is gaining
support and may be the key to a
better understanding of rheuma-
toid arthritis and other disorders
the Journal of the American
Medical Association said today.
The autoimmune process,
man's natural resistance to dis-
ease, consists of the ability to
produce antibodies to fight off
lating evidence that abnormal
antibody-producing cells can
cause Red Wolf Disease, techni-
cally known as systemic lupus
erythematosus (SLE).-
The evidence "seems convin-
cing" and may mark "the be-
ginning of a new era" in defin-
ing the causes of other diseases
such as rheumatoid arthritis,
Addison's disease, and chronic
pancreatitis, the Journal corn-
the infection. mented.
An editorial id the current The Journal referred to an ed-
(Aug 13) Journal cites accumu- itorial on Red Wolf Disease by
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monthly benefits. This is what most
people mean when they speak of Social
Security.
The Act makes it possible for 14,000,-
000 Americans this year to receive
monthly checks from Uncle Sam. The
Old-Age benefits cover 58,000,000 peo-
ple who are jobholders. That's 87 per
cent of the nation's work force.
Federal employees who are protected
by a Federal retirement plan, and self-
employed physicians do not come under
the protection of the Social Security
law.
Thus when President Roosevelt ap-
pended his signature to the Social Se-
curity Act 25 years ago, that brought
to an end decades of agitation and con-
troversy over the role of the Federal
government in providing for the wel-
fare of the elderly citizen.
Dr. William Dameshek, profes-
sor of medicine, Tufts Universi-
ty School of Medicine, Boston, in
the current (August) Archives of
Internal Medicine, published by
the A. M. A.
Dr. Dameshek said, "We be-
lieve there is sufficient evidence
at hand to call SLE a complex
autoimmune disorder with irreg-
ular involvement of various con-
stituent, with progressively
blood vessels, thus resulting in a
highly protean (changeable) dis-
order.
government leaders.
When Prime Minister Harold
Macmillan, a year ago, visited
these' countries he praised the
doctrine of "partnership" and
suggested that this was a new
concept which could bring peace
and true interracial understand-
ing and cooperation.
Most African leaders, how-
ever, regard this doctrine as
a mere propaganda line which
means almost nothing in actu-
al pralice. They have no
confidence in the whites 410
are promoting the doctrine.
I remember having a long
bull session with Tom Mboya
of Kenya in the lobby of the
Mainland hotel in Lagos. Ni-
geria, last year in which this
partnership doctrine was dis-
cussed. He said flatly that such
a line could not be sold to the
Africans and that 'he would al-
ways oppose it.
Of course, it is easy to see
that when Africans embrace
our democratic concepts, partic-
ularly the principle of one man,
one vote, they quite logically
and naturally expect to see ma-
jority rule. Any scheme or doc-
trine which tends to negate the
democratic principles is sus-
pect.
"Involvement at the beginning
may be limited to one tissue,
one organ, or one blood cell con-
stitueunt, with progressively
greater 'nvolvement as time
goes on. Finally, there is a
widespread generalized disease
with death ordinarily doe to se-
vere renal (kidney) disease."
Dr. Dameshek said the reasons
for groups of abnormal antibody-
producing cells to develop are
"obsecure."
Red Wolf Disease is a chronic
disorder, more common among
women than men. It is not rare
and can cause death. The sym-
ptoms include fever, arthritis,
joint pain, and skin rash.
Words of the Wise
The anvil lasts longer than
the hammer.
—(4old proverb)
Apparently some of us on
on this side of the Iron Curtain
are undecided whether we
really want democracy to
work in Africa or not, There
is just no way to promote
white supremacy and demoAK-
cray at the same time, Tim,
cannot oe done in Africa and
American Negroes feel that it
cannot be done in Mississippi
either. We of the western
democracies must make up
our minds and quick too.
Few whites really understand
the dynamic wickedness of the
color bar. Barring a black man
from a hotel or a movie simply
because of his color is a public
slap in the face which electri-
fies the very roots of his nature.
I know a prominent Nigerian
who told me that he will never
forget an incident that happen-
ed some years ago to his sister.
She took off on her bicycle in
Lagos and decided to ride across
the bride to Ikoyi island, a 'so-
called government reservatio
where white officials, main
civil servants, lived in beautifu
homes. Only whites then lived
on Ikoyi island. The young girl
was turned back and told that
the residential area was off
limits for Nigerians who had no
specific duties there.
This insult to his sister still
rankles in the breast of this
Nigerian leader despite the fact
that now Nigerians live any-
where they can afford to on ,
Ikoyi island and the color bar
is long gone. Indeed, he has one .
of the finest homes on the
island.
Little has been said about the
color bar in the Belgian Con-
go but in some areas it was just
as rigid as Jim crow in Missis-
sippi. The whites in Africa who
have stood firm for the color
bar cannot really expect to win
the confidence or friendship
the Africans, as we say in Am
ica, overnight.
The action oi the government
of the Rhodesias in putting its
foot down on the color bar is
certainly welcome. My only fear
is that here again we have the
old story of conceding too little,
too late.
SO WHAT? Declares Few Men Want
"I DECIDED TO HAVE A TALK WITH MY TEENAGE
DAUGHTER.
HER."
To Help Themselves
Enoch Williams, who found-
ed a club to foster his ambi-
tion of telpnig man help him-
self,' has found most men
neither want to ' help them-
selves nor be helped.
At 58, Williams organized
his Veree clubs on the princi-
ple that people can profit from
the experiences of associating
with each other. One of the
primary aims of the self-
made philosopher, is' to bring
together a group of people who
will meet and battle the econ-
omic problems the Negro is
pitted against.
Williams who has worked as
a porter, dishwasher and gen-
eral handyman, is qualified to
say much of the Negro's prob-
lem stems from his economic
plight.
His other fundamental belief
—that Nezroes won't stick to-
gether — was proven to him
when he started a membership
drive for his club. His efforts
fell far short of the goal he
set.
..AN' I SURE LEARNED PLENTY FROM "If the second problem can
be overcome, the first would
o.
be easier to conquer," he
pointed out. Williams illustrat-
ed his statement of explaining
the operations of Veree club.
With no membership restric-
tions in regard to age, religion,
race or Interest, the club
would provide a place for rec-
reational facilities, meetings
and education ' centers. Busi-
ness wise, the club would In-
itiate a credit union-type op-
eration that would encourage
its members to save and join
together—as individuals, not
through the club—for business
opportunities.
Williams, of 6320 Stony Is-
land, said that because of the
unlimited number of existing
rackets, a lot of people have
lost confidence and find little
encouragement to save
But stressing that the main
functions of Veree cuks will be
to discuss vital topics of cur
rent interest and importance,
Williams said too many peo-
ple are not aware of their
rights or their obligations In a
modern society.
Ridiculing Negroes who stood
on the sidelines during the re-
cent political conventi
cheering for each party to
do the other in civil righ s
planks, Williams said "Many
people still think Civil Rights
are a commodity."
"The sooner we realize we
have all the rights we need,-
the sooner we will be on the
right road. We have to built
our way out of our present,
situation; we can't beg out,'
he said. "We have to use our
heads."
Members of Veree Clubs.
Inc., a non-profit organiza-
tion chartered by the state to
foster better citizenship, in-
clude: Sammy Austin, 5430
Maywood: Curtis Howard, 6320
Stony Island;. Claude Lincoln,
1529 E. 65th it.; Cornelius Jen-
kins, 6347 S. Blackstone; Jame*
Winston, 441 E. 42nd pl.; Hanry
Sussewell, 331 W. Everggli
ave.; Mrs. Shirley Mae WAR
1148 N Orleans st.; Floyd
Vaugh, 537 W. 63rd st.; and
Leroy Taylor, 6420 E. 220d at.
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titi PLANS ABOUT
SPARKS!
Average Price Of Drug
Prescription $3 In U.S.
The average price of a drug
prescription in the United States
today is about $3, according to
Dr. Austin Smith, president of
the Pharmaceutical Manufac•
turers Association.
"More than 60 per cent of all
prescriptions cost $3 or less, and
only about 1 in 100 prescriptions
costa as much as $10," the drug
official wrote in the current
(Aug. 13) Journal of the Amer-
ican Medical Association.
In a special conimunication to
the Journal, Dr. Smith discussed
the cost of drugs and other
01 ts debated during hearingsre the Senate Sub-committeeAnti-Trust and Monopoly.
SPENDING SAME
"The American consumer to-
day, despite all that has been
said about drug prices, actually
is spending about the same part
of his income on drugs as in
1939, before most of our specific
high potency drugs were avail-
able," he said.
"In a period of continuing in-
flation, the wholesale price of
drugs consistently since 1948 has
resisted upward pressures —
rising only 3 per cent in the
past 10 years. This has occurred
go a time when wholesale prices
of all industrial products were
soaring 22 per cent. It has oc-
curred in a period when drug
Industry costs, such as wages
and construction, were spiraling.li'. Smith said the colt of
materials in the drug .eld
I relatively slight" but the
preducer's cost must also cover
production expenses, selling ex-
penses, research, general and
administrative expenses, taxes,
licenses, royalties, reserves for
depreciation, quality control,_
an 1 advertising and promotion.
bi 'JOR RISK
lesearch, he said, "represents
p haps the major tie in the
industry.
"The chance that any given
research involving a new poten-
tial medicine will be successful
stands at 2,865:1 against the
manufacturer.
"Last year the drug industry
spent almost 200 million dollars
in the search for new medicinal
agents."
BASIC RESEARCH
A large part of this research
activity was in fundamental in-
vestigation or basic research,
consisting of projects which are
not indentified with specific
products or process applica-
tions, but rather have the pri-
mary objective of adding to
over-all scientific knowledge, he
said.
"In the short period of a
quarter of a century, &seal*
after disease has been erased
from the dread list of cripplers
and killers," he continued,
"This has been made possible
in large part by discoveries and
developmental activities of the
drug industry — by chemother-
apy that today permits a phy-
sician to treat many specific
organs and to conquer many
specific diseases with the preci-
sion of a surgeon using a scalpel.
"Every major advance of the
United States drug industry has
also been accompanied by
astronomical dollars-and-cents
savings to the American people
—from vast reduction in medical
expenses made possible by
rapid cures for illnesses and
the resultant shorter length of
hospitalization to the increased
productivity of those to whom
new drugs have made cure
possible."
ADVERTISING AND DETAIL
Turning to advertising and de-
tail men, representatives of
drug firms who acquaint
physicians with new products,
Dr. Smith said:
"Advertising, supported by de-
tailing, is the fastest means our
free enterprise system has pro-
duced to guarantee that the lag
between availability of a drug
product and its use in treatment
is held to a minimum.
"Any time lag between the ap-
proval of a nese product and
the doctor's knowledge of that
product is intolerable where
health and often life itself are
at stake."
The use of brand names is
fundamental to a successful sys-
tem of competitive distribution,
Dr. Smith pointed out, adding:
"Competitive distribution is,
in short, a system which insures
available at the right place and
at the right time; that it will
be prescribed by a physician
who knows about it, trusts it.
and knows how to use it, and
that it will be dispensed by a
highly trained, professional
pharmacist. The most expensive
drug in the world is the one
that is not available where and
when it is desperately needed."
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Dear Mme Chante: I would
like to meet a young lady be-
tween 25 and 35, 5 feet, 6 inch-
es tall, not more than 150 lbs.
Race does not matter. I have
a good lob and trying to get
some where in life. —
Davis, 12734 Montvill,
38, Mich.
Leroy 
and would be interested in find-Detroit ing a mate with same disposi-
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
very lonely lady, 5 feet, 7 inch-
es tall, light brown skin in my
forties. Interested in meeting
a kind, considerate gentleman
who is a little taller than I am
• • • lion. — Bernice Ewing, P. 0.
Box 4542, Chicago, Ill.Dear Mme Chante: I would 
• • •
like to meet a nice settled man
near • • hsvebetween 42 and 52. One who Mm Chante 
loves children as I have four, been reading your column for
Been a widow for 10 years. Will quite a few years. Now I am
aexchange letters. — F a nniesking you to help me find a
Rutledge, 1191 Toronto St., nice gentleman between the
Columbia, Ohio. ages of 49 and 60. I am 49.
• • • light complexioned, 140 lbs., 5
Dear Mme Chante: I have feet, 3 inches tall. Would like
read your love lorn column to meet someone who is sincere
many times. I would like to and looking for a settled lady.
meet a nice settle minded man. I am of the Baptist faith, like
Someone who is kind, under- all clean sports, very affection-
standing and very sincere, liv- ate, sincere and kind. All letters
ing in Washington or near by will be answered promptly.
Miss H. F. Butler, 5716 S. Ws-Between the ages of 37 and 40.
If not sincere do not write.— bash ave,, Chicago 37, Ill.
• * •
Mrs. E. D. Hargrove. 1619
Rosedale St., N. E., Washing- Dear Mme Chante: I have
ton D C been a reader of the Chicago, . .
• • *
Dear Mme Chante; I am seek-
ing a certain type of man He
must be tall. brownskin, 40 IO
50 years of age, sincere and
with marriage in mind. Would
prefer someone living in Cali-
fornia or willing to come here.
I am 45, 5 feet, 2 inches tall,
weigh 135 lbs. brownskin, con-
sidered nice looking. Will
answer all letters. Please send
photo in first letter. — Marie
Brooks, 535 W. Montana St.,
Pasadena, Calif.
Dear Mme. Chante: I have
been reading your column for
sometime and know that many
have been helped. I would like
to meet someone between 46
and 50 who is very nice. I am
brownskin, weigh 190 lbs., well
built and nice looking. Please
send picture in first letter. —
Gertrude Brown, 6281/2 Miller
ave.. Columbus, Ohio.
• • •
MU Plans Studies To
Help African Students
NEW YORK — Exploratory
studies on a scholarship pro-
gram for Africans at the 33
member colleges of the United
Negro College Fund will be
made in Africa this Fall by W.
J. Trent, jr., executive director,
and Calvin H. Kaullerson. edu-
cational director, of the Fund.
A grant for the preliminary
investigation has been made by
the Rockefeller Foundation Im-
plementation of the proposed
program will be financed
through philanthropic sources
separate from the annual UNCF
ca mpaigns.
"Whatever scholarship pro-
gram may be developed for
African students will be apart
from the continuing scholarship
programs for American stu-
dents," Trent said. "Plans to
aid in the education of Africans
are cenaistent with the College
Fund's philosophy of extending
Urge Thorough Probe
To Cut Road De aths
SE THOROVGd-48 teothicSTUN — (UPI) — The na-
tien's district attorneys were
urged Thursday to investigate
every highway death as a pos.
al 61.! homicide.
This was one of the recorn
yr dations made by Dr. Alfred
L Moseley and Dr. Richard
L ord in a progress report
federally sponsored $810,
00,i research project into fatal
tr, ,fic accidents.
Moseley. Harvard research
psychologist. and Ford, chair-
m of Harvard's department
of legal medicine, proposed
a :our point plan to help reduce
the nation's 40,000 yearly high-
way deaths. They urged the 11th
annual convention of the Na-
ti mai Association of District
Att•irnevs to back state laws
re 'ting mandatory:
4 )INT PLAN
autopsy on every highway111rm.
Immediate, complete physi
eel examination of every driver
who survives a fatal crash.
Thorough investigation of
eveiy vehicle involved in a
nighway death.
The broadest possible inves•
.:gation at the scene of every
iatal crash.
Mosely salu the national
health institute's five year sur-
vey of death on the highway
has passed the 18-month mark.
He said some of the findings
of hie 13 man medical and scien
title teams are appalling.
LISTS EXAMPLES
Ford said investigation show-
ed one driver killed in a crash
had an active record of epilep-
sy. Another driver who knew
he had heart disease still drove
his ' car and was killed in a
crash.
He said autopsies could pro-
vide information that might
lead to improvements in auto
engineering to prevent future
accidents.
Discussing the need for phys
Inal examinations of drivers.
Moseley cited the case of a
driver who was hazy about the
details of a woman pedestrian
who was killed.
First the driver said she car-
ried an umbrella. Then he said
she didn't. First he said she
stepped in front of his car.
fheis he wasn't sure. An eye
lest showed the reason. He
had defective vision. Moseley
said that of 44,000 Connecticut
motorists checked. 20.000 had
substandard eyesight but only
4,400 wore glasses.
educational opportunity on as
wide a scale as possible.
GREATEST SERVICE
"Our study of the secondary
school system and the availa-
bility of qualified students will
be made in East and Central
Africa. Discussions with Afri-
cans have indicated an oppor-
tunity for greatest service in
Tanganyika, Uganda, Northern
Rhodesi a and Nyasaland,"
Trent said. "No current U. S.
program includes a significant
number of persons from these
areas.
"Historically, the member
colleges of the Fund have had
/1 powerful influence on develop-
ments in Africa. both through
their African alumni and gradu-
ates who have worked there,"
Trent said.
"The movement toward self-
government in Wert Africa was
given primary impetus by Dr.
James Aggrey. born to the
Gold Coast, now the independent
nation of Ghana. Dr. Aggrey
was educated at UNCF's Liv-
ingstone College in Salisbury,
N. C., and at Columbia Univer-
sity.
LINCOLN GRADUATES
"President Kwame Nkrumah
of Ghana and Dr. Namdi Azi-
kiwe, president of the Nigerian
Senate, are graduates of UN
CF's L I is coln University in
Chester County, Pa. The Hon.
Angie E. Brooks, a graduate of
LINCF's Shaw university in
Raleigh, N. C., is perhaps the
only woman in the free world
holding the rt.nk of Assistant
Secretary of State She serves
her native country of Liberia.
"Since the College Fund was
founded in 1944. some 2.000
Africans have been enrolled in
UNCF colleges.
"We are especially interested
in the nations newly emerging
from colonial st•tus," Mr. Trent
said. "We believe strongly that
UNCF colleges can be of help
to America in these uncommit-
ted countries.
CRITICAL NEED
"There is a critical need of
trained persons for teaching in
primary and secondary educa-
tion in both East and Central
Africa. Equally mportant is the
need to develop trained techni-
cians and professionals against
the day these -Areas assume re-
sponibility for their own tech-
nological, economic and social
advance.
'In the entire area of East
Africa there are currently only
two universities providing facili-
ties for higher education. Ma-
kerere College at Kampala,
Uganda. and the Royal Techni-
cal College at Nairobi, Kenya."
The UNCF roster includes 31
four-year. liberal-arts colleges.
one graduate school and one
professional school. All 33 col-
leges and universities are pri
vately supported and accredited.
All but one are located in the
South. Some 24,000 students are
currently enrolled at UNCF col-
leges.
Trent and Raullerson will con-
duct their studies in Africa iron,
Oct. 8 to Nov. 17.
Urban Renewal Topic
If a special session of the Ci;
un cil is called for this
month, the urban renewal is
sue will be included on the
agenda, Mayor Daley announc- GAINING ADVANCED knowl-
ed Monday. edge of chemistry at the Sum-
Defender for quite a few years
and know that you have helped
many lonely men and women
find happiness and companion-
ship. I am hoping you can help
me. I am 40 years old, weigh
170 lbs, love all sports. I would
like to correspond with ladies
between 18 and 55. Color does
not matter. Please send photo
in first letter. I am a working
man and would ,ike to meet
someOne who will work with me
and try for the better things
in life. If not sincere please
do not write.—James E. Brown, NASHVILLE, Tenn. — A lot Science Foundation's constant
3560 W. Argen ave., c-o Robert of noise isn't being made about effor. to enrich serious scienceStewart, Chicago, Ill, it, but American youngsters who students combined to bring in.
show special interest and anti- to being the six-weeks pro-
tudes in science and mathema- gram which was designed to
tics get this vital knowledge give the student individual in.
polished up during special Sum- structior. while providing the
mer programs. One such opera- advantages of group inten-
tion has just closed at Fisk Uni- change.
versity The general objective of the
7orty-five high school stu• program is to improve the corn-
dents from fourteen states and petence of better students in
the District of Columbia have chemistry and mathematics.
returned from Fisk to their For six weeks, under the direc-
home towns with a new respect tion of Dr Samuel P Massie,
for science and math and re- heac of the chemistry depart-
newed interest in these vital merit at Fisk, the students delv.
fields in which they have shown e' into the complexes of the two
outstanding ability. Some will fields From these lectures and
take this new knowledge into experiments they developed:
-heir senior high school year A deeper, understanding and
while others will find the re- appreciation of the nature,
milts of this program a bonus methods utility and limitations
when they enroll in college next of science and the scientific
month. method:
Fisk's interest in the "super- greater ability to read and
ior" student and the National interpret scientific literature:
An interest in research
through participation in the
solution of problems under the
guidance of seasoned research-
ers, an.: greeter knowledge of
the basi skills of chemistry and
mathematics
The Fisk-National Science
Foundation program included
several field trips, lectures by
internationally known scientists
and audio visual presentations.
The students were divided into
two groups and in an slternat.
ink basic, carried out special
laboratory techniques and par-
ticipated in introductory re-
search studies. The entire
group was instructed in the use
of the library and contributed
to alibrary research project.
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Race Relations
Unit Discusses
Plans. Policies
!Members of the board of the
North Suburban Human Rela-
tions Council met in the home
of Chairman Lee K. Thorpe of
Evanston, August 6, in order
to discuss policies, goals and
programs.
Miss Aimee Isgrig, director
of the Illinois Commission on
Human Relations, reported on
statewide human relations ac-
tivities and presented the pro-
gram for a Northern Illinois
human relations conference to
be held in Rockford in Septem-
ber. Suggestions for speakers
at the Rockford meeting were
made and some North Shore
delegates were tentatively se-
lected.
D Martin H. Bickham of
Wilmette, founder of the North
Suburban Council, pointed out
the vital necessity, in view of
the increasing movement of
nonwhite citizens to the North
Shore and other suburbs, of
co ordinating local human re-
lations activities. He stressed
the importance of these activi-
ties in such situations as the
'Bright' Students
Get New Chance
Deerfield crisis.
It became apparent in the
course of the discussion, that
a real need exists for an ad-
visory and co-ordinating or-
ganization such as the North
Suburban Human Relations
Council.
Several members of the
Council suggested that t h e
Council should promote furth-
er legislation against discrim-
ination, including a state FE-
PC law and legislation to pro-
mote freedom of residence.
In conclusion, Thorpe strong-
ly urged full participation in
the North Shore interracial pic-
nic to be held on August 27.
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mer Secondary Student Pro- mi.tics at Fisk University are
gram hi Chemistry and Mathe• these high school students se
lected from across the coun-
try for special six - week
course Supervisine an experi-
ment in the analysis of lo-
belia oil is Dr. I, Wesley El.
lint, Fisk chemistry profes-
sor, left. Students, left to
right are Scott Goimi of Stuy-
vesant high school, Flush.
11 V.: ‘Ifreda Wooten of
Hamilton high school, Mem-
phis. Tenn.; Antoinette Bow-
ler of Booker T. Washingtos
High school, Norfolk, Va.; sad
Prentice Thompson of Rook.
er T. WaxhInglion high school.
Tulsa, Okla.
National Medical Association Holds Confab
GOVERNOR G. MENNEN WILLIAMS of Michigan (second from
left) is shown following his speech to the 2,000 delegates of the
National Medical Association Convention held in Pittsburgh this
week. With the Governor at a reception following the public meeting
Priest To Surrender In Rape Try
EDINBURG, Tex. — (UPI) — Authorities said a young
Catholic priest accused of trying to rape a pretty college coed
can't flee the country and the next move is for him to surrender.
District Attorney Robert Lattimore disclosed that the at-
torney for the priest, the Rev. John B. Felt, 27, telephoned him
from California and said he would be surrendered to authorities
in about three weeks.
Fred Seman, a prominent San Antonia criminal lawyer,
telephoned Lattimore from La Jolla, Calif., where he is va-
cationing. Lattimore said he was told that Semaan had put the
Rev. Felt in an out-of-state hospital, and refused to disclose
the location.
Book Millionaire Brazilian Playboy
MEXICO — (UPI) — Millionaire Brazilian playboy Fran-
cisco (Baby) Pignatari was booked late Monday on charges
of adultery and resisting arrest and released from jail pending
further consideration of his case.
Pignatari complained that he had been given no food during
more than 24 hours in custody.
He was arrested Sunday on the complaint of Austrian
prince Alfonso Hohenlohe, who is engaged in a custody fight
with his estranged wife princess Ira — a frequent companion
of Pignatari's in recent weeks.
Senate Gets Ike's Treaty On Antarctica
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Senate is faced with the
dilemma of whether to ratify a presidentially endorsed Antarcti-
ca treaty despite a provision that would block any U. S. ter-
ritorial claim there for at least 30 years.
The 12-nation pact, strongly recommended by President
Eisenhower, would make the six million square mile Antarctic
area a great international laboratory for scientific purposes,
de
-militarized with a specific ban on nuclear military installa-
tions and with a provision for insp?ction.
• •IP
Mother Of N.Y. Physician Found Dead
NORTH BERGEN. N. J. — (UPI) — The trussed body of
a 65-year-old widow, the mother-in-law of a prominent New
York physician, was found in the basement of her home Mon-
day.
Police said Mrs. Bertha McCormack had been strangled
abo.it two days ago. Detectives questioned Robert Lee Carter.
an 18-year-old roomer at the house, in connection with the case.
Mrs McCormack's body was discovered wrapped in ablanket lying face down on the cellar floor. A piece of wire,
such as that used by florists, was tied tightly around her neck
and her hands and feet had been bound with wire There was
a gash in her head.
Lodge To Finish UN Disarmament Job
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. — (UPI) — Republican vicepresidential candidate Henry Cabot Lodge said he plans to
stay on as the United States' U. N. ambassador until his workbefore the 82-nation U. N. disarmament commission is com-pleted.
The U. S. has requested the commission meet next Mon-day. However, the Soviet Union has rejected that date for the
meeting, and India has suggested that the commission meetJust before the General Assembly begins its fall session Sept.;20.
Although a spokesman for the U. S. delegation said no de.'
cision has been taken on Lodge's successor, speculation gen-
erally agreed that Ambassador James J. Wadsworth, Lodge'sdeputy, for the past seven years. would succeed Lodge.
Hold Youths For Rape, Death Of Girl, 12
NASHVILLE. Tenn. — (UPI) — Two young Nashville
youths face murder and rape charges in the death of a 12-year-
old girl whom they picked up at a local carnival.
The charges were filed against Donald Johnson, 17. and
Jerry Wayne Stewart, 18, in the death of Ruth Carolyn Weaver:
The child apparently died of a fractured skull after she alleg-
edly fell from the boys' auto last Friday night.
Police said an investigation showed the girl had been rap-
ed. Both Johnson and Stewart. who have minor police records.
denied the charges.
Cuba Takes Over Oil, Electric Firms
HAVANA — (UPI) — The Cuban cabinet, meeting without
premier Fidel Castro, effectively nationalized all phases of the
country's oil and electric power industries early Tuesday and
ratified closer ties with three Communist nations.
The move followed a decree issued by Castro Sunday ex-
propriating about $700 mron worth of U. S.-owned properties,
Including the big Cuban electric company and two big oil re-
fineries.
There was no immediate government reaction to a U. S.
note protesting the seizure of the American properties.
Nagasaki Observes Minute Of Prayer
NAGASAKI. Japan — (UPI) — This port town's 340,000
people observed a minute of silent prayer Tuesday in memory
of 70,000 persons killed by an atom bomb 15 years ago.
The bells of churches and Buddhist temples tolled and
sirens howled throughout the city at 11:02 a. m., the hour when
the A-bomb exploded.
People halted in their tracks and observed a minute of
silent prayer. Buses and trolley cars also stopped service for a
minute. More than 5,000 persons attended memorial rites held
at the city's peace park.
NEWS
•M
at which he appeared are Dr. Vaughn C. Mason, New York City,
member of the Board of Trustees and President-elect of the NMA,
and Dr. and Mrs. Murray Davis of High Point, N. C. Dr. Davis is
chairman of the Board of Trustees.
50 Politicians To Attend TV School
NEW YORK — (UPI) — More than 50 political candidates
will go to school Wednesday to learn how to act on television,
it was announced.
The American Broadcasting Company said it would hold
classes at its "school for political candidates" to show the cam-
paigners how to use television in their drives for votes.
The session will include courses on television make-up, do's
and don'ts while a candidate is in front of a camera and gen-
eral TV production techniques.
ABC said more than 50 invitations had been accepted to
attend the school by candidates, including Rep. John Lindsay
(R-N. Y.).
Arab Official Ends Tour Of Russia
MOSCOW — (UPI) — Arab League Secretary Abclel-Khalek
Hassouna Monday completed a two-week tour of the Soviet
Union as a guest of the Kremlin. -
During his trip, he held talks with First Deputy Premier
Anastas I. Mikoyan, the tee Soviet trade expert.
United Arab Republic public works minister Mousa Ara;
announced meanwhile that he has completed negotiations for
Russian financing of the second stage of the Aswan high dam.
He did not disclose the outcome of the talks.
Thousands Of Bees Kill $2,500 Horse
EL CAJON, Calif. — (UPI) — The death of a $3.500 horse
was blamed Monday on thousands of bee stings.
Reese Morgan said he was out with members of the Im-
perial County mounted sheriff's posse Sunday when the bees
swarmed out of an old Oak tree where the officers had tied their
horses during a rest.
Morgan said the other two horses tied to the tree managed
to tear loose and gallop away, but his 7-year-old gelding was I
unable to break away.
It was given first aid, but died three hours later, Morgan
said.
'Green' Woman, 20, Left At Hospital
MONTREAL — (UPI) — A 20-year-old woman, painted
green from head to toe and wearing only a blanket, was found
on the steps of a hospital here at dawn Monday.
Police, who declined to disclose the name of the woman,
later arrested one man for questioning. Another man was
sought.
Those who painted her, police said, app..rently became
alarmed and took her to the Royal Victoria hospital. She wasincoherent when found.
For Distinguished Service
DR. JOHN B. JOHNSON, of Howard University, is awarded the
medallion designating him as recipient of the Distinguished Service
Award of the National Medical Association. The medallion is pre-
sented by Chicago's Dr. E. Albert Dumas during the group's annual
convention in Pittsburgh. Dr. Johnson was honored by his col-
leagues for his contributions to the field of medicine and for his ten
years service as chairman of the medical section of the organization.
Seeks New Law On Lead Poisoning
Health commission Samuel Andelman said that he will ask
the State to require doctors to report each case of lead poision-
ing.
Dr. Andelman said there has been a sharp rise in the num-
ber of cases, most of them coming in children.
The commissioner also said he would recommend a change
in the state law to require the labeling of paints to show lead
content.
Dr. Andelman said that so far this year there have been
51 cases of lead poisoning, eight of them resulting in deaths
Last year there were 193 cases and 19 deaths.
Royalist Troops March In Laos
BANGKOK, Thailand — (UPI) — Royalist troops were re-
ported marching on the administrative capital of Vientiane in
Laos Wednesday to put down a leftist pocket revolt against the
pro-western government.
The counter-attack was being nrbilizekirom Luang Pra-
bang, official residencfrof Kihg Savane V ana, about 140
miles to the north a Vientine the reports
Britain Cites Need For German Unity
LONDON — ( UPI) — Britain told the Polish government
Monday that a final legal settlement of Germany's frontiers
can only be reached "through the reunification of Germany
and the conclusion of the peace treaty with an all-German
government.''
The British 'statement was contained In a note to the
Polish government, released by the foreign office.
It was in reply to the Polish note of July 20 on the future
of the Oder-Neisse frontier line between Poland and West
Germany.
Esquire Lists 40 Best Dressed Men
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Cary Grant, Clark Gable andWalter Pidgeon were listed by Esquire magazine among the40 best dressed men in the U.S.A.
The magazine noted that since Beau Brummel mixed
champagne in his boot polish 150 years ago, the Beau's studied
carelessness in dress is still the keynote of today's well
-dressed
man.
Others on the list are former secretary of state Dean
Acheson, publisher David Tennant Bryan, frozen
-foods kingJohn Seabrook, wall street's Henry T. Mortimer, drama criticJohn McClain and socialite A. J. Drexel Biddle.
Delay Suit Against Paar, Kennedy
DETROIT — (UPI) — A federal district judge has ruled
subpenas were improperly served in the $2.5 million libel suitbrought by Teamsters Union President James R. Hoffa againstJack Paar and Robert Kennedy, brother of Democratic pres-idential nominee John F. Kennedy.
But Judge Theodore Levin said Hoffa's suit against tele-
vision entertainer Paar and Kennedy would stand if the sub-penas were properly served within a "reasonable time."
Levin said the subpenas should have been served in Mich-igan, where the suit was filed. Kennedy was served at McLean,Va , June 1 and Pear at New York City June 13.
Name Neutralist To Laos Premier Post
BANGKOK — (UPI) — Prince Souvanna Phouma, an ad-
vocate of a neutral policy for Laos, has accepted the post ofPrime Minister, the rebel
-held Vientiane radio announced Mon-day.
The broadcast, heard here, said Phouma agreed to form a
new government after receiving a personal message from KingSavang Vathana, who is in the royal palace at Luang Prabang.The king yielded to demands of the revolutionary group incontrol of Vientiane earlier and offered the post of premierto Phouma, the rebel radio said.
5,000-Year-Old Island Gets Freedom
NICOSIA, Cyprus — (UPI) — Thousands of Greek and
Turkish Cypriots cheered outside the House of Representatives
Tuesday as this troubled island ended 82 yeais of British rule
Say Soviet Aides Leaving Red China
LONDON — (UPI) — Soviet techni'dians and advisers were
reported to be leaving Communist China "by the trainload"
apparently as the result of worsening relations between Moscow
and Peiping.
The reports came from Yugoslav correspondents in the
Red Chinese capital and obviously passed strict censorship.
French sources said they had received similar reports.
No official confirmation of such an exodus had reached
allied capitals from their own scanty sources in red China,
but the Yugoslays, who have been among the closest observers
and bitterest critics of Red China gave too many details to be
ignored.
Cyprus Gains Independence From Britain
NICOSIA, Cyrus — (UPI) — The eastern Mediterranean
island of Cyprus became independent at midnight, ending 82
years of British rule.
In preparation for the changeover, President-elect Arch-
bishop Makarios Sunday night announced a youthful seven-man
cabinet to help him lead the island through the first stages of
ruling itself.
The Greek Orthodox archbishop and Turkish-Cypriot Dr.
Fazil Kuchuk, the vice president-elect, will take their oaths of
office today. Britain will retain military facilities on the stra-
tegically-placed island, but will no longer have a voice in
Cyprus' government. ,
Ike Back To Work After Brief Retreat
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — President Eisenhower returned
here Monday from a quiet weekend at his Camp David, Md.,
retreat and immediately swung back into a busy work schedule.
The president was in his office a few minutes after his
helicopter landed on the White House lawn at 8:31 a. m. EDT.
He had taken off from the mountain top hideaway at 8 a. m.
South African Author Wins 1960 Award
NEW YORK — (UPI) — South African author Alan Paton,
who wrote "Cry," the Beloved Country" and "Too Late the
Phalarope," will receive the 1960 Freedom House award at the
organization's 19th annual meeting Oct. 5.
Freedom House said Paton would recive a bronze plaque
inscribed, "Your words and deeds are mighty weapons in the
struggle for the rights of man."
N. Korean Premier Urges Reunification
TOKYO — (UPI) — Communist North Korean Premier Kim
II Sung proposed that North and South Korea take a step
toward reunification by setting up a "provisipnal" federation
of the two states.
Kim made the suggestion in a speech at a rally in Pyong-
yang celebrating the 15th anniversary of Korean liberation from
Japanese rule. It was broadcast by Pyongyang radio.
If the Republic of Korea does not consider federation feas-
ible, then it should at least agree to a "purely economic com-
mission" to arrange for trade and joint Development projects,
he saia.
Premier Says Chinese 'Like Americans
TOKYO — (UPI) — Communist Chinese Vice Premier Li
Halen-Nien said the Chinese people like the American people
but not U. S. "imperialist policies."
Li speaking at a rally in Peiping, said according to New
China news agency that the only reason negotiations with the
and became independent for the first time in its 5,000-year U. S. have failed is the American refusal to pull out of Formosa.history. He said the Chinese people "Have been friendly to the
A throng of 20.000 persons assembled to hear Sir Hugh American people in the past, and are and will remain so for-
Foot, the 13ritah governor, declare the island's independence ever. (They are) opposed to the policies of war and aggression
as of midnight. A 21-gun salute marked the historic event. of U. S. imperialism and not the American people."
•
Belgian Girl Voted 'Most Popular'
LONG BEACH, Calif. — (UPI) — An 18-year-old Belgian
miss with facial and figure resemblances to actress Brigit
Bardot was honored as the "most popular" girl in the Interne
tional Beauty Pageant parade.
Miss Lecers. a professional model from Belgium. was
chosen on the basis of public response to her appearance in
the parade Sunday. Like Brigitte, the Belgian entry is a blonde.
U-2 Pilot's Wife May Cancel Trip
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A spokesman for Mrs. Francis
G. Powers said the wife of ill-fated U-2 spy plant pilot may
cancel her planned trip to Russia if the Soviet Union does not
permit her mother, doctor and advisers to accompany her.
The spokesman said Mrs. Powers planned to leave New
York for Moscow tonight to attend her husband's trial on spy
charges. Powers was captured by the Russians May 1 after
his plane was shot down deep inside Russian territory.
Hoover Blasts Religious Bigotry
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Herbert Hoover took the occasion
of his 86th birthday anniversary to voice his disgust at religious
bigotry and state it would be "a dreadful idea" to inject in the
Presidential campaign.
Hoover in 1928 defeated the first Roman Catholic ever
run for the United States presidency, the Democratic candidat
Alfred E. Smith.
This year's Democratic candidate, Sen. John F. Kennedy
of Massachusetts, is the second Catholic in history to seek the
candidacy.
Probe Destruction of Rocket
CAPE CANAVARAL, Fla. — (UPI) — Investigators check-
ed army claims that a Redstone rocket was blown up during a
normal flight Tuesday night because safety officers were fed
"erroneous" data.
The alleged foul-up nearly overshadowed America's latest
spectacular military shot seven hours earlier — The firing of
an Atlas missile 7,000 miles to a target area off the west coast
of South Africa.
9 Killed, 1 Hurt In Car Collison
READING, Minn. — (UPI) — Nine persons were billed
and another injured Saturday in one of the nation's worst two-
car collisions which strewed bodies and wreckage over a wide
area and left 38 children motherless.
The mother of three more children was in critical condition
at a hospital.
The two vehicles crashed on a straight stretch of highway
near this southwestern Minnesota community. The cars hit
with such impact that one overturned and burned in a dill)
and the other had its top sheared off.
Accuse Demos Of Bogus Registering
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. Hugh Scott (R-PA.) accus-
ed Pennsylvania Democrats Saturday of registering "fictitious
people" in his state and announced that the Justice Department
would he asked to investigate.
Scott said that he and two other Pensylvania Republican
leaders would meet here Aug. 23 with Attorney General Wil-
liam P. Rogers to discuss the situation. The others will be
George 1. Bloom, state GOP chairman, and Ernest Gazda,
Lackawanna County Republican campaign manager.
More Walking For Dr. Barbara Moore
LONDON — (UPI) — Dr. Barbara Moore left Saturday
for Montreal in an attempt to conquer another section of the
North American continent.
She plans to walk from Montreal to Toronto in time for
the opening of the Canadian National Exhibition.
Dr. Moore told newsmen at London Airport she also plans
to go to Kansas to collect some equipment and gifts she left
behind during her coast-to-coast American walk.
Vientiane Rebels Ready To Compromise
VIENTIANE, Laos — (UPI) — Rebel forces who seized
this capital in a military coup and declared their "strict net*
lity" in the cold war have indicated they were ready to c
promise with the pro-western royal regime.
Capt Kong Le, who mastermined the rebel takeover of
Vientiane Tuesday, prepared to receive Premier Tiro Som-
sanith and his cabinet ministers who were returning here by
air from the royal city of Luang Prabang.
TWA Jet Sets Record With Lollibrigida
N'EW YORK — (UPI) — A Trans World Airlines jetliner
carrying Actress Gina Lolobrigida set a speed record of six
hours-48 minutes from New York to Rome Friday, the airline
announced.
The plane. a Boeing 707, carried a crew of 11 and 117 pass-
engers, including Miss Lollobrigida, her husband, Dr. Milko
Skofic, and their son. Milko jr., 3.
The airline said the plane, averaging 645 miles an hour
with the aid of a strong tailwind, cut 10 minutes from the pre-
vious New York-Rome record set by a TWA plane July 15.
Cleric Bans Lone Kids From Church
HATFIELD, England — (UPI) — Rev. David Farmbrough
banned children unaccompanied by adults from his church Sun-
day
He complained the children used the church as a play-
ground, dropped ice cream in the pulpit, sprinkled sand do
the aisle. They also left apple cores in the pews, broke
decorations, overturned prayer stools, splashed water ac
i Polished floors, and broke a stained glass window
••
otgt S HOUSE OF BEgury
4( 44( 4( 4( 4( 4( 4( 4(
229 VANCE AVENUE
And then—to the left of the drying area
are the semi-private booths—Modecraft's
latest—the Jupiter Booth Unit in Pumpkin
and white lace with wood in White Confet-
ti. Each Unit has its own beautiful Pump-
kin colored Shampoo Basin by Belvedere—
electric and gas equipment for marcelling—
And for your comfort — each booth has
Modecraft's finest Hydraulic Chairs — all
in Apricot Filigree Vinyl Upholstery.
From there, we go to the private booth
area with five large fully equipped booths
and four of them especially designed for
hair tinting and cosmetic experts to have
ample room to beautify Milady.
Mr. Pickett invites you to come in and visit,
and inspect the finest Beauty Salon in the
South.
411 Congratulations And
Best Wishes From
MUTUAL-FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN
ASSOCIATION OF MEMPHIS
Paying 4% Dividends
588 VANCE JA 5-6672
COOK PLUMBING CO.
1013 E. PARKWAY S. BR 5-9810
CORNETTE REALTY CO.
Real Estate Loans & Insurance
334 VANCE JA 5-1861
SCRUGGS ELECTRIC CO.
SCRUGGS ELECTRIC CO.
58 FLICKER FA 3-5511
MEMPHIS, TENN.
To welcome you, the decor of the re-
ception room of this lovely beauty
salon is harmonizing Lemon a n d
Apricot — one wall is lemon and one
wall is apricot — and this blends in
beautifully with the finest of Mode-
craft furniture in the same colors of
upholstery. The Chandelier type
lights by Scruggs Electric Company
and the fish net drapes by William
Shade and Awning Company are all
in the same radiant colors.
The ladies lounge is something you have to see to
appreciate — and music all over by Southern Amuse-
ment Company.
Mr. 0. W. Pickett with the help of kar-Hill, Inc. was
very happy to have the top designer from the Mode-
craft Company of New York and Chicago, to proper-
ly design and install this exquisite II booth salon.
Mr. Pickett has personally supervised the installa-
tion from the very first brick until the finished
product.
ORRELIA PICKETT
0. W. PICKETT
DOROTH1' IRBY
Modecraft
VERA PICKET
The Finest In Beauty Salon Furniture And Boothwork
New York, New York
KAR - HILL INC,
220 SOUTH DUDLEY ST. — MEMPHIS, TENN.
Designers and installers of the finest in Beauty Salon
From the reception room, you go into the
Drying Area on the right—and this is the
ultimate in hair drying—Air Conditioned
Magic-Aire Dryers by Helene Curtis.
PATIO
Right on back into the Patio — with its
Slate Flagstone floor and brick and. atone'
Planter — a place of restful beauty. For
your pleasure — a refreshment bar.
Orrelia's House of Beauty is the finest
equipped Beauty Salon for Colored Peo-
ple in the South — and it can truthfully be
said it is one of the three finest in the
United States.
Phone JA 5-1168
An For Appointment TODAY!
WILLIAMS SHADE & AWNING CO.
216 S. PAULINE B4 6-4431
BELVEDERE PRODUCTS
BEVIDERE, ILLINOIS
MAGIC - AIRE DRYERS
By
HELENE CURTIS CO.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
SOUTHERN AMUSEMENT
628 MADISON
CO
JA. 5-3609
•
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One never tires of hearing oL coming ill, and had to be conI
the wonders of Europe, es- fined to bed for a short time
pecially when reported by an We're glad that she is noo
interesting observer. 'Twas well and back home with us
just so, with MRS. JAMES S. again.
BYAS telling us some of the • • •
highlights of the extensive trip If you've missed ELMA HUB-
through six European c o u n- BARD MARDIS around town, it
tries, accompanied by h e r is because she is acquiring
husband, DR. BYAS. The Byas' more knowledge in the g r a d•
were invited by their friend, uate school at the University Of
Victor Daley of Washington, Illinois.
D. C., and the president of the
American Bridge Association to
join the planned tour of the or-
ganization.
The party of 30, who, for the
majority, were close friends,
left via Air France from New
York's International Airport. In
New York, their trip was deter-
red three days because of the
pending strike of airline pilots.
'This resulted in bypassing Lon- brother, genial J o e Diamond
don, which was to be the start. and his wife. The Lamb Club
's life of their schools, and they
ing point of the tour. However, annual picnic was a highlig
ht are both endowed with w a r m,
this was placed at the end of of her trip, as was a boat ride
their itinerary. on "The Avalon" and the social
Mrs. Byas' preference in Eu- activities. o
f the National Den-
ropean cities were Venice, Flo- tal AuxillarY•
rence and Rome, Italy . . . all 
• • •
steeped with world famed art
museums, churches, cathedrals
and a way of life she found to
QUIET WEDDING — Rich-
ard Duncan took Miss Helen
Virginia Tooles as his wife
last Saturday night, August
13. The wedding took place
in the home of the bride and
groom at 2344 Shasta ave.
Mr. Duncan is the son of Mrs.
Leona Duncan. The bride is
the daughter of the late Mr.
outgoing personalities which
will augur fine rapport with
their fellowworkers, parents and
students.
Callie was beaming with the
VIVACIOUS MARY ROB- delight of the news of her ap-
ERTS sent us word that she has, pointment as sne and her hue-
had a gala time on het exten- band, businessman George Ste.
be vastly different in atmos. sive trip which has taken her to yens, left for Pittsburgh, Pa.,
phere than other cities. Also, Chicago, South Haven, Michi- last weekend where they will
she was overwhelmed with the gan to visit her parents a n d attend the National Funeral Di-
Majesty of the Swiss Alps and niece, Detroit, and Cleveland. rectors Association's conven-
the beauty of Brussels, Belgi. While in Chicago, she attended , con.
urn, a grand reunion of the Davis,REGIONALJackdbhh herhic us an , 
Several specific details a r • Clan,
 w Mrs. Melba Briscoe, south-
accompanying her, but w h 01
vivid in her memory however !central regional director of
, . . the all day tour of St. Pe- left he
r there to continue her Jack and Jill of America, pre-
rt f
ter's Cathedral in Rome a n d
the Vatican City, where they
• • • Teen-age Jack and Alters at
were part of the group of 2500 MRS. ADDIE JONES, M R S. Topeka, Kansas, recently.
people who had an audience SALLIE BARTHOLOMEW1Memphians attending were
with The Pope on their visit. AND MRS. ANN B. HARRIS Jeanne Letting, Junienne Bris-
who welcomed them in Italian, should be back home now, aft-1 me, Joan Hargraves, Jana
w,hich of course was translated er attending the summer ses- Davis, Yvonne Jordan, MiCh-
by the Poe's attendants. Con. mon of the University of Ten- ael Braswell. Homer Fouche,
tinuing, Mrs. Byes declared nessee. graduate school at Edward Harris and Thomas El-
that the magnificence of t h e Knoxville, Tenn. rod. Accompanying them were
Sistine Chapel is really beyond • • • .Mrs. Lois Hargraves and Mrs.
verbal description — with its Genial WILLIE LINDSEY Mildred .;ordan. The c o ii -
Incomparable at frescoes done left for California last Saturday,
by the great Michaelangelo. and methinks there may be in.
Another grand experience terestmg news to follow c o n-
was their attendance at t h e cerning his visit to Los An-
Oberammergau Passion Play, geles.
in the famed village high in the
Bavarian Alps. The eight hour
performance was said to be an
unforgettable delight, and a re-
vernt joy that is unsurpassable
ii its historical significance and
d ication.
Other especially enjoyable ex-
p.,rience was the visit to t h •
shrine of St. Bernadette. whose,
biiy is preserved in lifelike ap-
v!.arance. encased in glass at
Lyins, Francp.
handsome mosaic and cameo
jewelry' for which Italy it
famed, along with French silk
for wardrobe items, articles of
china and many of the crafts
and luxuries for which Euro-
p,in artisans have no peers.
.To be sure, they were spell-
hund with the culture a n d
li:e of every one of the many
c.:,ies they visited in the vari- ball coach.
eos countries . . . and n o w
find themselves looking for
rd to a return trip. 
-
The national convention of
v
We are anxious to see t h e Delta Sigma Thet
a Sorority
slides and movies of their trip convened at t
he Palmer House
... and hoping too, that the ex-
Tririence of a European tour
wdl be ours to partake some
ly.
‘I c'ATIONERS ALL
3ECKONING THE LURE OF
GOLDEN WEST this sum-
r 1-r were the following Nlem-
i )ns not hitherto mentioned in
oi: reports of the exodus of
;omphians to California this
Imer.
TSD's Church Editor, M r a.
• • •
ELSIE ROBINSON followed
her usual summer pastime —
a trip to New York City —
where she has been going f o r
several years, combining vaca-
tion with summer employment.
• • •
GERALDINE MARIE D I A-
MOND has been enjoying St.
Louis, Mo., visiting with h e r
ference theme was, "The Es-
sence of Time, as it Affects
Young Adults of Tomorrow."
Among the activities w a
the special opening of the To-
• • • Peka, Kansas Museum, a visit
Your scribe has been delight- to the state capital, where they
ed to have my sister and herl rOde an elevator run by nuclear
family to spend some time power, a visit to the governor's
here, PAUL and LOUISE mansion, where they were gra-
(Iles) COLLINS, and their ciously received by the Gover-
Paula and Pamela. They a r e nor's wife who gave them the training for interpreting the,
delighted that Paul acquired'run of the house and invited school program to the public 
'
NP3'
and Mrs. Monroe Green.
From left are Walter Wynn,
the best man; Mrs. Aliesher
Couch, the bridesmaid; the
happy bride and groom and
Rev. J. T. Jones, who gave
the ceremony. The wedding
was attended by a host of
friends and relatives of the
newlyweds. (Withers photo)
Many Beginning Teachers Face
Several Adjustment Problems
•
' sided at the convention of the
d ihis Masters degree in health them to play in the recreation- .ann analyzing and answering'
and physical education at Ten- 1 al room, followed by refresh-1 unwarr
nessee State University 1 a s t, ments served in the dining room. 1 schools.
Sunday. Attending the c o m-i meetings were held at t h el 2—Be
mencement exercise and it Kansas Teachers Association's1 class at a grade level for which
Mrs. Byes' brought b a c previous attending social ac- fabulous building . . . where; he is not prepared, with his
from her travels some of the; tivities were brother and sis- much of the 'discussions cen-I lack of scholarship soon be-
ter-in-jaw, CHARLES A N D,tered on mental health made' coming apparent even to his
EVELYN ILES and their by Dr. Walter Menninger, students.
little daughter, Kathy Diane. grandson of the founder of the 3—Lack of tact in dealing
The Collinses returned to Mem- famed Nlenninger Foundation. with parents and students.
phis for several more days of
visiting with friends and other
relatives before returning to
their home at Mississippi Voca-
tional college at Ma Rena,
Miss.. where Paul is the basket-
in Chicago this week, and be-
sides Miss Maggie McDowell
and Mrs. N'asco Smith whom we
reported would be in attendance
from the Memphis Alumnae
chapter, Mrs. Hattie House and,
Mrs. Mary Collier were also in!
attendance. We hope to have
the highlights of the convention
for our readers next week.
• •
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations were the or
of the day last weekend,
I' .Lie House was the guest of
with the announcement of thely.r aunt and uncle, Mr. a n d
appointments of Mrs. Callie
Lentz Stevens as the new prin-
cipal of Melrose Elementary
School, and genial George D.
Clark, jr., as the principal of
Wisconsin School.
Both are well qualified to do
a superb job of piloting the ad- 1'
mini strative and educational
Mrs. Robert Washington in Los
Angeles. Besides the tourist de-
r -'its there, Hattie particularly
e:joyed Pacific Ocean Park and
a visit to The Cresendo Club
on Sunset Strip. Another inter-
es:ing tidbit was the news that
was invited by the Penny
Petty Shop to be a model in a
ck tritable fashion show.
tAmong the courtesies ex _
tinded by friends was that of
armer Niemphians, Reuben Di-
vi 
tells us, too. t h a t, HEADACHEand Bill Perry.
ENIMA and AUGUSTINE PIC- For faster, are templets relief of
KETT were in LA this summer lisadacht 'neuralgia, neuritis pains,
visiting their brother . . . and) take STANBACK 'tablets or Powders.
Alberta Riley will be telling; STANIACWs I. A (Synergistic Action)
her friends of the beauty of — the combined action of several
Los Angeles and Southern Calt-! medically-approved ingredients in
fornia when she returns home. see "10°4a" dose—eases ansletYand tension, starts bringing relief
• • • amp 
.116
MRS. EDNA SWINGLER has 
right away. sem(
Test
re urned home from her extend-, STANBACK
ed vacation in Chicago where; pafatoinasrattaionryi
she visited with her sister and; you'vt (ow
brother-in-law, Florence a n d: usod
JIbe Wheeler. former M a sn-1
Phians. While there, however,,
she had the misfortune of be-
1
Also, Dr. Phelps, an outstand-
ing Negro psychiatrist, spoke
to the group, with emphasis
Isiven to careers in mental
health. A lovely dance a n d
other social activities provided
fruitful experience for t h e
young adults attending.
lifithWore
Public school administrators
are mapping plans for doing a
better job in helping seine 100,-
000 new teachers adjust to the
communities in which they will
live and teach this fall.
A survey conducted by Dr.
W. W. Theisen, professor of
education at Marquette univer-
sity, indicates administrators
are becoming more aware of
the problems facing beginning
teachers and the need to get
them off to a good start.
Reporting on his survey itt
the August issue of The Na-
tion's Schools, a professional
magazine for school adminis-
trators, Dr. Theisen notes the
new teachers face many prob-
lems, especially in dealing with
the public, for which they are
not well prepared.
If a new teacher fails to ad-
just properly to the community
and the school system, he can
create an unfavorable public
image for himself and the
schools, Dr. Theisen warns.
The educator usts inese nine
reasons why a new teacher
may have trouble in adjust-
ing to his new classroom as-
signment:
1—Lack of public relations 
anted attacks on the
,
By. RthisERT MUSEL ,they climbed into their special
ing assigned to teach a railroad car, Margaret a n d
LONDON — (UPI) — T h Tony left what some observers
royal family is so embarrassed called "a crisis below the roy-
by reports another servant is al stairs."
about to quit the home of Prin- Only two weeks after t h e
cess Margaret and Anthony highly publicized departure of
Armstrong-Jones that it would
like to lend the inexperienced
newlyweds some of its own do-
mestic help.
This became known Monday
as the Princess and the form-
er photographer arrived at
4—Little or no interest in the
community. A teacher may be
criticized for failing to partici-
pate in some form of commun-
ity activity, or, on the other
hand, he may be accused of
pushing himself forward.
5—Appearing too independent
MANUFACTURER'S SALE
4\---f SPECIAL!
3 TRACK STORM
DOORS
$29"
• Self Storing
• 2 Bar Frames
• Weather Strip l ea
MATCHING
3 TRACK STORM
WINDOWS $139
F. H. A. TERMS
First Payment 60 Days After Installed
ALUMINUM SIDING
10 Years Bonded Guarantee $94114s0
1x20 Carport *FInstalled
Free Estimates — Contractors
Write — Call Or Come By
RAY'S PRODUCTS
3662 Summer Avenue GL 8-6687
Our Display Is As Near As Your Phone
and believing his own personal
behavior out of school is no
one's concern but his own.
8—Being unconscious of com-
munity economics and causing
businessmen to look upon him
with decreasing favor by mak-
ing major purchases outside
the community.
7—Failing in his relations
with other teachers, who some-
times develop a wait-and-see
attitude toward him.
8—Establishing a poor credit
rating. The beginning teacher
ofen finds it difficult to pay
debts promptly.
9—Foregetting common cour-
tesy toward those he serves or
who serve with him.
Here are some ways recom-
mended by the school adminis-
trators to help beginning teach-
ers get off to a good start:
1—Recognize clearly that
public relation begin the mo-
ment a teacher appears or the
scene and that a teacher needs
not only to be proficient in the
classroom but to be able to
justify what he does in the eyes
of he public.
2—Develop an orientation pro-
gram for counseling new teach-
ers in such matters as parent-
teacher conferences, home
visitations, reports on puPli
progress, dealing with prob-
lem cases and press relations
3—Provide beginning teach-
ers with adequate information
on the program and policies of
the school and the reasons be-
hind these in order that he
may answer correctly ques-
tions from parents and the
public.
4—Help new teachers become
well informed abou tthe cons
well informed about the com-
munity, its background, its
varied resources, its problems,
its need and what it expects of
its teachers.
sthb
Royalty Shame
Over Servants
Theo
•
by
Simeonilevf Anna Cooke
A delightful summer it has
been but come Monday, school
bells will ring in the City of
Jackson and that includes me
too.
Late summer vacationers
have begun to return. Mr. and
Mrs. Alanson Porter report a
mot enjoyable summer in cool
California.
After leaving the National
Dental Association meeting in
St. Louis, Mo., Dr. and Mrs.
W. R. Bell were the weekend
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Percy
Carruthers in Kansas City where
a fabulous time was had. Also
included were Dr. and Mrs. Clin-
ton Cannady of Lansing, Mich.,
who also attended the meeting.
Mrs. Cannady is the former
Hortense Golden of Jackson,
Kentucky Lake was the set-
ting for a hot Sunday outing on
last Sunday for the McKissacks
and then children, William Ed-
ward and Mark and their niece
and nephew, Paulette and Ken-
neth Holden. The McKissacks
also attended the Dental meet-
ing in St. Louis.
Guest of your scribe is her
niece, Miss Barbara Ann Jones
of St. Louis, Mo. Miss Jones is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Harry Jones of that city.
Vincent Merry who is enrolled
at Howard University is spend-
ing some time before school re-
opens with his mother, Mrs. Al-
berta Merry of Jackson. Jack
sonians are poud of M. Merry
for the exceptional record he is
making at Howard.
SOCIALLY
Se..Tral ladies were guests of
your scribe for bridge on last
Tuesday evening. They include
Mesdams Sylvia McAfee, Altha
Stewart, Carrie Bigger, Fern
Walker, Vivian Bell. Marietta
litIghes and Essie Perry. The
traveling prize was again the
Interest of the game which was
taken home by Mrs. Walker.
First and second prizes respect-
ively went to Mesdams Stewart
and Bell. The guests enjoyed
chicken salad on lettuce, sliced
tomato topped with cottage
cheese and olives, potato chips,
party crackers, cokes and co-
conut macaroons.
Both Mesdams McAfee and
Stewart will leave this weekend
for vacation as Lane closes the
summer session.
I know many of you missed
your newsboy, Gillard Glover,
last week. He was enjoying the 411
sights in Chicago, Ill., before
school begins.
PLAYGROUND CLOSES
To close our activities for the
summer in Jackson, the Rec-
reation Department which spon-
sors four playgrounds for Ne-
gro children, had the closing
exercise on Thursday night,
August 11. in the form of a
circus. Children who had par-
ticipated in the playground ac-
tivities during the summer por-
trayed many different kinds of
animals under the supervision
of their instructors.
The activities proved that
the children are really getting
something out of playground
supervision. The event, held at
Rothrock Stadium, was very
well attended.
•
Club Notes •
0. M. BEAUTICIANS
The Orange Mound Beauti-
cians. Chapter No. 2. gave their party held 15. Garfield
firs' annual picnic recently on
the beautiful and spacious
lawn of Mrs. Alice Cloud, a
popular beautician of Collier-
ville. Tenn. Games and dancing
were enjoyed as well as the
oarbecue chickens and trim-
mings plus a variety of drinks.
Approximately 85 guests were
present A lawn party in Sep-
tember will be held at the resi-
dence of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Lowe of 2593 Midland ave.
ELLISTON HEIGHTS
The Elllston Heights Civic
club sends special thanks to
Mrs. Gheraldine Ball, chairman
of the Ways and Means Corn-
mittee, sponsor of the Town
July
Campbell. president: M r a.
Edyce Campbell, assistant sec-
retary.
CHRISTIAN CLUB
The Christian Service club is
having its annual tea Sunday,
Aug. 21, from 4-7 p. m. The
club wilt hold the Tea at the
residence of Mrs. Susie Marks,
1411 Rozelle st. The public is
invited. The President. Mrs.
Bettie Dotson, is asking all
members to be present at 3 p.
m. for their regular monthly
meeting Mrs. Ethel M. Webb,
reporter.
Thomas Cronin, the perfect but-
ler, following a tiff with Tony,
it was disclosed that T o a y's
valet, Bernard McBride, has
also been looking foraneW
job.
McBride, 27, telephoned the
Balmoral in Scotland to join home of his former employer,
Queen Elizabeth and other the Earl of Roseberry, a few
guests at a royal house party days ago asking if he could re.
celebrating the 10th birthday 1.turn. The request surprised
Princess Anne. friends there who knew his am
Behind th -mi in London as
_ 
bition had always been to be in
i royal service.
McBride did not say why he
wanted to quit only 24 days aft- 1
er achieving his ambition.
Cronin was more explicit when
he left. He said that as far as
he was concerned he was not;
used to being summoned by!
, the snapping of fingers and hel
did not consider that Tony
knew how to handle a domestic
staff.
There still is no successor to
Cronin. One of those tipped for,
Straighten er footman at Clarence House,the job, David Payne, 28, form-'
said he was no longer a candi-
your hair date.
at HOME in one
easy applicat;on!
Airlift
Now you can have ea-BY-W-
manage, easy-to-style straight
hair that won't go back even Belgians
in hottest, humid weather.
Easy-to-follew directions,
every package.
money-back guarantee in From Congo,
GEN77,4 Orange% for women and
childret's lon•rr. fln.r hew-
R ZOULAR terirnitA fee men's
shertcr, regnrer heir.
III TWO OUNCE JAR $123
*Ile 'Mitre II tar
ComplAs
No.,* rt
CS
ELISABETHVILLE, Katanga
— (UPI) — Belgian troops were
airlifted out of Elisabethville
Monday as U. N. planes stream-
ed in at 10-minute intervals
with reinforcements for United
Nations troops in seccionist Ka.
tangs.
, Crowds of Europeans lined
the air strip and the front of
the airport headquarters as the
Belgians marched past in one;
last defiant gesture, Bayonets'
fixed and banners flying.
"The Kid" says
The One-Two
Combination is
Good—But ...
For A
Combination
That Can't Be Beat It's
FEDDER'S
AIR
CONDITIONERS
Norge Appliances
and
Furniture by
National Rose
French Prov.-Traditional-Modern.
Be sure to ask for THE KID, and
You can get them all - If you ask
for THE KID when you call.
JOHNSON
FURNITURE
937 South Cooper
SR 4-0111 BR 6-3986
•
1'1 1 1 1
•Si
[,-aittatak,
The LIGHT and BRIGHT
modern way to keep
your hair in style
Be Smart ..
Slat al Me
popular pc .s
. and thrifty, too/
15c` and 35
AMERICA'S LARGEST SELLING
HAIR DRESSING
BACK TO CALIFORNIA . . .
Mrs. Maxine McCain Lowe is
seen receiving a special kiss
from her mother, Mrs. Ola
McCain, as she is about to
board the flight which took
her back to her home in
Berkeley after a three week
visit. Seen with the popular
Manassas high graduate, now
a student at San Francisco
State College, are other mem-
bers of her family, and
friends, left to right, Patricia
McCain, Miss Carolyn Mc-
Cain, Miss Mattie Daniels
and Miss Betty Davis.
file School GI Bill
Papers Now, Says VA
Veterans planning to train
under the Korean GI B i 1 1
this ; coming fall were urged
today by the Veterans Adminis-
tration to get their applica-
tions in now,, raher than wait
until the last minute.
This same advice holds true
for young men and women who
intend to start school in the
fall under the War Orphans
Education program, Harry G.
Phillips. Officer-in-Charge of
the VA Office in Memphis,
Be SPEASific ... Always Ask for
SPEAS
APPLE CIDER or DISTILLED
VINEGARS
FULLY AGED—MELLOW
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•
Radio 148, It's Grog-
LISTEN TO THE •
GOLDEN GIRL •
8:30 --- 9:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.--3:30 P.M.
•
HEAR
HUNKY DORY
GOLDEN 6:30 A.M.-8:30 A.M. BROTHER
GIRL 11 A.M.-1:30 P.M. BOB
YOU'LL ENJOY
BROTHER BOB
9:30 A.M. -- 11 A.M.
1:00 A M.-6-on A.M
1:30 P.M.-7:30 P.M.
•
DON'T MISS
DICK "Cane" COLE
3:30 P.M.-7:00 P.M.
111111111111111111111111111111111111111H11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111''
said.
By filing an application now,
early in the summer, all pro-
cessing can be completed long
before classes start, Phillips
pointed out. Any snags or spe-
cial problems can be ironed out
with time to spare. But waiting
until the last minute — when
VA Regional offices may
swamped with applications
may risk delay.
Applications for Korean GI
Bill trianing or for War Or-
phans Education may be obtain-
ed at any VA office.
VA estimates the 5,000 Ten-
nessee veterans will be in train-
ing this fall under the Korean
GI Bill. Another 250 young men
and women are expected to
be in school under the War
Orphans program.
Tri - City News
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STRIKING a happy pose are
newly-weds Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Ware, who were mar-
ried recently at the New Phil-
adelphia Baptist church in
White Station The bride was
given in marriage by her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. James
Coger. She is the former Miss
Sophia Coger. A capacity
crowd witnessed the lovely
nuptials with the following
persons taking an active part
in the ceremony. Mrs. Mokel-
la Turner, maid of honor;
Mrs. Wanda Ryans, Miss Mil-
dred J. Walker, Miss Vertice
Bolds and Miss Louvenia
Hunts bridesmaids; W. 0.
Higgs, best man; Little Ernie
B. Ryans, ring bearer; Little
Sue Walker and Kathy Buggs,
flower girls; Greenie Walls,
DEFENDER
Sot., Aug. 20, 1960
11
James E Coger, sr., Leroy
Coger and John Coger were
ushers. Rev. B. T. Dumans,
pastor of the church, officiat-
ed. Pictnre above was taken
at the reception held at 770
Winton St. Mr. Ware is a
teacher at Manassas high
school and Mrs. Ware is a
senior at Tennessee A & I
Universits. Both are native
Memphians.
Barnett, Luther Barnett, Jr., 6
Home, Tuesday night. The Funeral Services were held nett, James Barnett, Mrs. Fan- 1 s StudyBlackwell and Mrs. Paul Albea. Martenzie Barnett, Toby Bar- 1Ladies Auxiliary was invited I
— it was a big night for the men • • •
very w 
nie Bledsoe Ross at Providence Shackleford, Mrs. William 
JorNemphis Profsrecently for the late Mrs. Win- nie Shackleford and Davidbe but fe attended, however Primitive Baptist church with clan and mother of Indianapolis.i
This is the month for Old
Time Revivals and they are
really getting off to a fine start
In this area. At the Mt. Zion
CME church, the Rev. W. to.
Meriwether conducted the serv-
ices last week, and this week
at the Presbyterian Church in
Rutherford, the Rev. Nicholson
of Kentucky has charge. Pas-
tors are The Revs. T. L. Brack-
ins and S. Doaks, respectifully.
Rev. J. W. Miller of Humboldt
has been able to carry a part
of the congregation from Dyer
with him each night to Obion
where he is working. The Rev.
W. Emory is pastor there.
James Harris and Johnnie Jam-
ison have attended regularly.
With the Rev. P. E. Brooks
of Memphis as Evangelist, Dyer
ChM Will begin the Third Sun-
day in August. Rev. W. C. Rog-
ers'is pastor. The Rev. J. D.
Thomas of Beech Grove. Ruth-
erford, and an Evangelist will
be at that church on the same
date. Other churches have not
turned in any Revival plans.
Sunday was Homecoming Day
at Dyer CME with Rev. Rogers
in charge. The day was fully
spent. Morning services were
ended with a Fellowship din-
ner in the basement, and the
afternoon services followed.
Mrs. Geraldine Williams serv-
ed as Mistress of ceremony.
Highlights of the program in-
cluded a saxphone solo played
by Master Charles Booker, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Book-
er of Cordele, Ga., selections
by the Martinairres, the Mt
Olivet Baptist 'church. McKen-
zie, Mrs. Taylor, solo, Mc-
Kenzie;
Mrs. Farmer and numbers
from Dresden, solo by Bro.
Leroy Taylor of Martin, Mrs.
Carrie Harris, Dyer. The fi-
nancial effort was for the bond-
ed indebtedness of the church.
The sermon was by the Rev.
J. S. A. Brown, pastor of Mt.
Olivet Baptist church, McKen-
zie.
Fairview Baptist church at-
tended the Annual Field's Day
of the Obion River Association
Missionary Society in Milan.
This proved to be a very fine
and well attended occasion.i
Fairview Baptist Sunday School
spent an enjoyable August 8
with a Picnic on the church
lawn. Go to Sunday School and
you can join with these affairs.
The American Legion Post No.
200 announced a "Kick-off"
membership Drive at the Post
for they were successful in end-
ing the night with one third
their members for this area.
Barbecue Pork and chicken,
prepared at Buchanan's Barbe-;
cue Pit in Dyer.
ON'THE GO
Dorsey West of Memphis is
and Mrs C. S. "Pete" West.
and little Ida Clara West, new-
ly arrived "addition to the C. S.
Wests.
These are children and grand-
children of Mrs. West
-Dennis.
Mrs. aural Johnson of Nash-
ville Is spending a few days
with relatives in Milan, Tren-
ton and Dyer. Guests of Mrs.
Florence Booker and Mrs. Eliz-
abeth Holland have been Mr.
and Mrs. John Booker of Mun-
cie, Indiana and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Booker of Cordele, Ga.
The two men are brothers and
have not seen each other for
many years
This has been quite a week
around the Tri cities —
What??? Happy birthday to
me! Blow my own horn. Mrs.
Lena Lee accompanied Miss
Annie J..Booth back to Kalama-
zoo, Mich., for a visit with re-
latives and friends. Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Clarkson and Ter-
ry of Pittsburg, Pa., was a
recent guest of he sister Mrs.
Sallie Lewis and son. Mrs. Pearl
Ellison of Toledo, Ohio is visit-
ing her mother Mrs. Con Elli-
son.
Mr. and Mrs. William Henry
Hendrix of So. Bend are visit-
ing relatives and friends in
Trenton. Mrs. Pearlie Johnson
of South Bend, Ind., is at the
bedside of her mother Mrs.
Mary Johnson, who suffered a
stroke. Mrs. Elizabeth Woods
of Bufallo, N. Y., was a recent
guest of Mr. and Mrs. L. H.
Chrisp. She was accompanined
by her nephew, Mr. S. Day,
who visited his mother, Mrs.
Mable
THIS AND THAT
The Church of God in Christ
recently held a dedication ser-
vice at their church where a
communion set was presented
by the white church of the same
faith. The Dedication was to
the Church Mother, Mrs. Betty
McClellan. Rev. A. L. Wade
and members of New Hope
CME church were recent re-
cipients of a communion set
given by the Brownsville Dis-
trict Missionary Society. Mrs.'
Lucy Overall is chairman ofl
that department. Rev. W. C.
Rogers conducted Revival at!
that church last week. Mr. Joe
Simpson and Miss Imogine
Coplin were married recently.
BIRTHS AND DEATHS
New births include all girls
born one each to Mrs. Jessie
Norman, Mrs., Dorthy Nell
Take Part In
The 1960 Summer Science In-
stitute at Fisk university for
junior and senior high school
teachers has just concluded
and 64 tired but happy teachersspending a few days with his die. Mrs. Winnie F. Barber. Rapids, Mich., and Mack seat of have now returned to theirmother and stepfather, Mr. and Miss Ester Faye Moore, and Benton Harbor. home communities for anotherMrs. R. J. Dennis, Mr. West Mr. James T. Moore all of Mil- We appreciate your news. We year of service.and Mrs. Dennis motored to waukee, Wis., Mrs. Nannie Pol- repeat a lot happens, we hear These teachers sak coursesChicago Saturday to visit Mr. lard, Mrs. Helen Wade and about it but it 'cannot be of- in Biology, Physics and Chemis-and Mrs. Walter West and Mr. Walter Love of Benton Harbor ficial until we hear it from you. try, and heard iutstanding lee-and Mrs. Evelyn M. Williamson Trenton, send your news to turers in these fields. Theyof Trenton; 15 great-grandchil- Mrs. Carrie Marsh, Dyer and also made a field trip to Oakdren and a host of relatives and Rutherford, Call 3585 — Dyer. Ridge (atomic energy) andfriends. Mrs. Mary Haley of St. Louis, Redstone Arsenal (missiles).Grandsons and greatsons serv- Mo. spent the weekend with These experiences greatly
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Overall, broadened their scientific hori-Pollard, Wayne Pollard, James Mrs. Ilaley came to attend
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
RADIOS TOASTERS PERCULATORS FANS
Bowls Beaters
and Ports
Open
Nites
Free
Parking
Vacuum Bags. Hos*
and Ports
Serving
You
Since '32
760 Union Ave. -JA 7-2631-2268 Park Ave.-FA 3-8507
Radio end TV Tub*, Chneked Fres
the Rev, J. H. Andrews officiat-
ing. Survivors include a son,
Clarence Moore; his wife, Mrs.
Odelia Moore; brother, Em-
manuel J. Bledsoe of Indianap-
olis; a sister, Mrs. Roberta Pol-
lard of Chicago; grandchildren,
Billie Moore, Mrs. Wilma Wed-
ed as pallbearers — Herman
T. Moore, Russell Williamson,
Charlie L. Weddle, and J. B.
Burl.
Will Barnett, father of Luther
Barnett of Union City, and
Mrs. Frankie Burnett of Tren-
ton, passed away several days
ago. at St. Mary's hospital in
Humboldt. Those out-of-towners
attending the funeral were Mrs.
Zelma Waller and family of
Nashville, Mr. and Mrs. Will
David Luther had gone to Mil-
waukee to visit the Luther
Barnetts jr., and had to return
for the funeral.
Daisy Seat is at Jackson and
Madison Co. Hospital for sur-
gery. With him are Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Wainwright of Grand
Homecoming at the CME
church.
Others attending were Hom-
er Blake of Toledo, Ohio, Mrs.
Lena Blake Seat, husband Mr.
Seat, along with several friends
from Cedar Grove, Tenn.
Rev. J. D. Thomas of Hum-
boldt, with eight decons and
many members from Beach
Grove, Rutherford. Rev. Tons-
til of Martin was here also.
New
Park
Cemetery
The South's Most Beautiful Cemetery
10 Minutes from Downtown Memphis
4536 Horn Lake Rd.
EXpress 7-5811
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
HUNKY
DORY
"CANE"
COLE
NOW OPEN!
TUESDAY
NIGHTS
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FAIRGROUNDS
AMUSEMENT
PARK
"America's Most Popular Priced
Mid-Way"
zons.
Among the teachers attend-
ing and participating were
George D. Clark, jr., of Book-
er T. Washington high school,
Mose Walker of Douglas high
school, William Roach of
Manassas high school and Miss
Virgie L. Ghant of Gailor high.
Mason, Tenn.
EGYPTIAN P MADE
SAN GOOD 1111 to gray
hair, w;th now fragrant
pomade with lanolin. Apply
simply as you would your
regular hair dressing. Gray
LOOK 10 YEARS
YOUNGER
I, airs disappear gradual.
Leaves hair beautifully soft
and lustrous. Will not streak
or rub off.
SPECIAL OFFER
Return this Ad with $2.51
for full results Jar.
EGYPTIAN PRODUCTC
8163 N.E. 2nd Ave. —
Miami 38, Florida
CHA-CHA-ANN
CREAM PRESS
A New Greaseless
and Smokeless
Pressing Cream
CONDITIONER ADDED ,
Leaves the Hair Soft and Silky
With A Sheen Finish
The Champion of
Pressing Creams
Formulated by
Charles Champion
- R. Ph. -
Pharmacist and
Cosmetic Chemist
Champion Products Co.
Dept S
1541 Guasco Road
Memphis, Tenn
Enclose $1.00 (Fed. Tax and
Postage Included)
Name
Address 
City State
LAN-A. MINK
SCALP
TREATMENT
Many recent experi-
ments have produced
almost miraculous re-
sults by combining OIL
of MINK with LANO-
LIN.
The following is a summary of
results obtained from MINK OIL
durth I two month survey In
a New Jersey hospital to deter-
mine its therapeutic •alue. When
MINK OIL was applied to over
100 cases of dermatitis. excellent
results were obtained in cases
having dry scaling skin condi-
tions. In the treatment of severe
dandruff scalp conditions Oil of
MINK was found to alleviate
these conditions. LAN-A-MINK
only by mall at special intro-
ductory prices.
Full 1 oz.' Jar
1.49
Full 2 oz. Jar
249
SEND TODAY TO:
Champion Products Co
1541 Guasco Road
Memphis, Tenn.
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Site Chosen To Cover
Rich Mineral Deposits
By WILLIAM ANDERSON
BRUSSELS, — (UPI) — Bel-
gium's military base at Kamina
in the Katanga Province is not
jeeit a dump surrounded by bar-
bed wire, but a fortress as vast
and as complex as a world
capital.
The first team of Belgian
Jechnicans arrived on the site
about 280 miles northwest of
Elisabethville in 1949 when the
West was beginning to think
about strategic defense.
The site was chosen to cov-
er the rich mineral deposits of
the Katanga and the diamond
fields to the north in the Kasi
Province.
It was also near enough to be
a logistic support base for the
U. N. trust territories of
Ruanda and Urundi, mandated
to Belgiem.
Construction began in 1950,
and the base became operation-
al in 1953.
Kamina Is a combined army-
air force setup. It includes the
largest airfield in Africa — cap-
able of taking aircraft of un
to 135 tons Its runways have
been extended to enable the lar-
gest commercial jet planes to
land.
PILOT TRAINING
Kamina also contains a pilot
training center where hundreds
of pilots went through their
elementary and advanced fly-
ing schools away from crowd-
ed Beligium, where frequent
bad weather slowed training.
There is also a technical
training school for Congolese
who were hired to work on aim
base, and airfield hangars cap-
able of repairing and servicing
all NATO aircraft.
There is a small town for
Europear. troops and their
wives and two towns housing
the 15,00C Africans who depend
on the base for their livelihood.
POST OFFICE
The base also has a complete
post office, two huge hospitals
for civilians and military, and
two schools.
Its power is provided by a
hydro-electric plant big enough
to light a large modern city
providing high and low tension
current to the entire area.
There is even an industrial
section where spare parts for
army vehicles and aircraft are
machined.
via Mu- -enter and picnic point about Louisiana
bee men are being held with- 20 miles from Mobile on Mobile
out bond in the Mobile County
jail. on rape charges made by
a 17-year-old high scheol girl.
The men, Theodore Peter-
son, 19. James Peterson, 27,
John Peterson, 22, and Allen
Waps, jr., 20, all of whom list-
ed their address as 3208 Old
Snell Road, are said to have
raped the girl, member of a
well-known Mobile family, at
Mon Louis Island, a swimming
Belgian Base In  Katanga Is Complex Sot Au. 20 1160 DEFINER
KO PATRICIA ANN JONES,
wilco is a Macon, Georgia
teacher and a graduate of
Seethern University. eliss Jon-
es is enrolled in a workshop
this summer at Savannah
State College, Savannah, Ga.
4 Men Charged
N Attack Case
Call Policeman
Champ Driver
police as an example. That force
will travel about 14 million miles
a year in the 400 Plymouth po-
lice cruisers now in service.
Toe-make that statistic more
understandable, if you drive 20
'
-
re miles a sear for the next 50 
I
y ars, you wou'd cover but one-
1.erteenth of the distance.
:ach year the New York state
p .ice Plymouth cruisers travel
an aggregate distance which is
equal to 562 times around the
world at the equator. They pa-
trol the state's 90,273 miles of
paved roads, parkways and
throughways as well as 15.203
miles of unpaved roads.
"These officers drive throueh
&Ili kinds of weather conditions
Tikey must drive at close to
top speed on occasion, and loaf
through bumper-to-bumper traf-
fic at other times. Police duty
is the most arduous job any
cer is required to perform."
New York is one of 38 states
vseig 960 Plymouths. A total
of 523 cities and 122 counties
bare also bought 1960 Plym-
oihs.
Bay, last Wednesday afternoon.
She said that one of the men
raped her on a raft in water a
distance from the beach and
;hat each of the other three
raped her in about 41/2 feet
of water nearer the beach.
The girl, who was said to
have gone to the beach with
another teen-age girl, told of-
ficers she struggled and
screened for help but no one
on the beach came to her aid.
The other girl was reportedly
called away from the rape vic-
tim shortly before the attack
occurred.
Deputies Tom McComb and
Harold Donald picked up the
four alleged rapist shortly
bETROIT. Mich. — Among, after receiving the rape cor
n-
those who use automobiles in plaint as the quartet was spot-
thejr work, the rural mail car- 1 ted driving along Cedar Point
rine country doctor, traveling Road back toward town and
salesman, taxi driver and police away from the scene of the
officer do the most driving in incident. ents, and both husbands showed
any given year. I The men were subsequently every possible attention to them
But the mileage and endure identified by the girl and charg- while they were hospitalized.
ance champion of the five is, ed with rape. A report of the We have news that our dear Dr. of Medicine to young Don-
the man beeind the wheel of ai attack was first given officers neighbor, Mrs Fleet is home aid Chatman, son of Dr. and
',Ace cruiser, according to1 second report told of the girl from her visit in California. We Mrs. A. L. Chatman of our
Robert H. Mead, director of fleet havine been raped four times look forward to seeing her after city. Although it seems that
sales of the Plymouth-De Soto- and afforded a description of a rest from her trip is enjoyed. just a few days ago he was
Valiant Division of Chrysler the car the suspects were rid- We are still feeling elated be- just a very small boy. We are
Cerporation. ing in, which facilitated their cause of some courtesies we wit- proud of them finishing so very
Mead cites the New York state nessed as they were shown to young.
some candidates of our group Mrs. Annie F. Knox left for
the Mass Meeting, and through another trip to Europe and oth-
publications in our local pa- er foreign countries, this week.
pers. 
We are still bearing teachers 
hWaep_ do hope for her a safe,
py trip.
and pupils voice their pleasure
over the visit here this week 
Mrs. M. L. Aldridge left also
and last week of Miss Louise for 
a visit to foreign countries
Lewis who is a regular teacher l
ast week. Their friends wish
during the regular sessions but t
hem happy going.
whose home is in New Orleans.
She is always accorded a gener-
ous welcome to our city and in
our homes. We do hope this will
not be a short visit.
We are so proud of the stand
taken, the speeches made dur-
ing meetings, and the general
conduct of our young men while
the Campaign was being carri-
ed on in our city. We have tat-
robin arrived at tee home of • eat, as evidenced in the public
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robbins meetings, and we have young
last month and the couple's people with, not only training,
daughter, Charleen. 14, cared but with ability and purpose to
for the bird until it regained a meet conditions presented
normal appearance. We gleaned the following in-
formation from a Southern uni-
versity pupil. that Captain
Hebdricks is leaving for Korea
in the near future. —That Capts.
BATON ROUGE Austin and Huff are being queri-
By MRS. M. N. RINGGOLD
We are very happy this week
especially so because our dear
little Valencia is spending the
week with us, and, as she says,
she is nursing us back to good
health. Although our home is
not the quietest one these days,
we really do feel better because
she is here helping us get well.
Then, too, we have the pleasure
of getting acquainted with sever-
al other girls of her age and
size who live in this block, but
we had not met them before
she came to visit us. We should
get well. — or worse.
arrest.
Deputies said their investiga-
tion is continuing and they are
awaiting a physician's report of
an examination of the victim.
Several citizens who frequent-
y visit Mon Louis Island said
that a number of unreported
similar cases of rape have
taken place there, hut with
confused victims usually unable
to identify their attackers when
complaints were made to
friends at the beach.
Robin Sold On
Robbins' Nest;
JOHNeTOWN. N. Y. — (UPI)
—A mysteriously defeathered
Now, the robin refused to'
leave the Robbins' nest It re-'
turns to their home after daily,
flying trips.
GIIANANS AND NIGERIANS
visit USDA. Four of the 14
farm officials of Ghana and
Nigeria who are in the United
States observing the work of
!he U. S. Department of Agri.
culture and the Land-Grant
We, with many many other
, friends are glad to welcome
both Mrs. E. B. Cotton, ("Stelle
Benjamin"), and Mrs. Mabel
Bryant, back to their homes
after they have spent some time
as patients in Our Lady Of Lake
hospital. Both were good pati-
ed as to any possibility of two
of them leaving. It seems that
no one cares to see them leave
Southern university.
Little Miss Valencia is en-
joying a visit from Kathie Ann
Leggett who is visiting relatives
in our neighborhood. Both are
having the time of their lives,—
but, evidently, both are babies
in their homes.
Letters from other relatives
let us know that Miss B. J.
Purnell made the auto trip to
San Francisco without any
trouble. With all eur years of
driving we would not take a
new car on a trip of that dist-
ance. Yet, it is well said that
"God takes care of children
and babies. So she is the baby
of the Purnell family. But we
do hope for her a pleasant, safe,
and enjoyable trip and a safe
return.
We are so happy to read of
the awarding of the degree of
Railroad Man
Last rites will be held Friday
and Saturday for retired rail-
road employee Ezekiel Hopkins,
73 of 5616 South Parkway.
Hopkins died Monday night at
Michael Reese. He had been ill
since suffering a stroke two
years ago.
A wake will be held Friday
8 p. m. in Powell's funeral
home. 471 S. State at., and
funeral services will be held
Saturday at 11 a. m., also at
the funeral home. Interment
'will be ir. Burr Oak cemetery.
Hopkins is survived by his
wife, Clyde, and two sons,
Henry and Jeff.
Colleges are shown in a USDA
dairy research laboratory look-
ing at an S18,00e analytical
ultra centrifuge machine used
to determine the chemical
changes milk may undergo as
a result of processing and stor-
age. Roth Ghana and Nigeria
import canned and powdered
milk. Left to right: J. J. Woods
of Prairie View, Texas. A and
M College, technieal leader of
the troop; Nadolina
Ghana; Walter &malls, NI-
•
eerie; Mohammed Dahlru,
Nigeria; Seth Nyane • Abu.
Ghana: and Thomas W. Quig-
ley. Jr assistant to the direc-
tor of the Eastern Utilised°,
Research and Development Di-
vision (USDA Photo)
GORDON KAMPS, head of the
science department at Man-
hattan Christian high school,
Manhattan, Mont., pauses in
a lecture to give a student as-
sistance during the Summer
Secondary Science Student
Program in Chemistry and
Mathematics at Fisk Univer-
sity. Forty-five high school
students from 14 states and the
District of Columbia were se-
lected to attend this six-week
session which was designed for
"superior" students in chem-
istry and mathematics.
Tennessee
JACKSON
By C. A. AGNEW
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Staten
of Indianapolis, Indiana were
visitors over the, weekend in
the home of Mr. Staten's moth-
er and step father, Mr. and Mrs.
Will Foster of 406 First st. They
also visited in the home of
their good friends, Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Wyley at 213 W. Syca-
more st.
The Tennessee Annual Con
ference of the Methodist church
Central Jurisdiction which wa
held with Wesley Chapel Method
ist came to a close with flying
colors on last Sunday afternoon
The occasion was acclaimed as
one of the best sessions in the
history of the Tennessee Con
ference. The Rev. M. L. Easley
did a job that is seldom equaled
and at no time surpassed in his
effort to make everything
pleasant and enjoyable for the
The city of Jackson is blessed
and the people are very happy
and grateful to the Rt. Rev. M.
W. Clear, Presiding Bishop for
sending Rev. Easley back to
Wesley Chapel. The sessions of
the conference were held at
Washiogton • Douglas school.
Rev. M. L. Easley-Host Pastor,
Rev. C. J. Reed-Host District
Supt., The Rt. Rev. M. W.
The Tennessee State "Gala
Day" of Nobles of the Mistic
Shrine and Daughters of Isis was
celebrated recently at King-
sport, Tenn. The occasion was
largely attended. Those attend-
ing from Jackson, Tenn. were:
Mrs. Jeffye Hearnton, Illustri-
ous Commandress, Miss Gladys
Collins, First Lieutenant, Miss
Claudette Hunt, Constestant,
along with Noble and Mrs. Joe
Pettis, Rabbi W. M. Warlick,
High Priest J. D. Hearnton,
Illustrious Potentate Zack Car-
ter and Noble Enloe Taylor.
They all reported a very
pleasant trip.
The American Legion won
over The Noble of the Mistic
Shrine in a thrilling base ball
game on the eve of July 4 at col-
lege park. It was barrels of fun
to watch the old timers try to
regain some of the fire of their
youth. Ozell Byrd was the loos-
ing pitcher and James Davis
the winner.
Funeral Services for Mrs.
Mary A. McBride were held last
Wednesday at the First Baptist
church of which she was a mem-
ber with the pastor the Rev. W.
G. Terry and the Rev. S. C.
Long officiating. Interment wee
in Denmark Baptist Cemetery
with Ford Funeral Home in
charge
Survivors include her hus-
band, Mr. Garner B. McBride;
her mother, Mrs. Lelia Fuller
of Jackson; two sisters, Mrs.
Clara Burns of Jackson and
Mrs. Hattie McDuffy of Cham-
paign; a sister-in-law. Mrs.
Louise Giles of St. Louis, Mo.,
two brothers-in-law, Mr. Clif-
ford Burns of Jackson and Mr.
Abraham MeDuffy of Cham-
paign, Ill and other relatives and
friends.
The Rev. J. E. Poindexter,
pastor of Rock Temple church
Conference of the churches of
attended the National Youth
Conference of the Churches Of
God in Christ which convened
in Washington, D. C. last week.
Rev. Poindexter had a very
pleasant trip.
Mrs. Lucy Duter of 522 S.
Liberty street celebrated heri
birthday quitely at home on July
4, 1980. Congratulations to Mrs.
Luter for having been born on,
a national holiday.
Miss Cleo Thomas. daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Otis Thomas
of East Southernat. won
scholarship to attend Knoxville
college, Knoxville, Tenn.
Miss N -ncy Grimes of 480
Thomas st. spent last weekend
in St. rouis. Mo. as guest of
relatives and friends.
Mrs. Lela Mae Dugger of 114
Peachtree st celebrated her
birthday at home with her son,
Bob and a few friends on July
5, 1980. Miss Dugger is one of
the loyal members of Liberty
CME church.
Mr. Otis Thomas was at home
with his family on Southern st.
from Huston Texas where he is
employed as chef of the Nation
Wide Food Co.
Rev. R. L. Drain of this city
is getting along nicely as pastor
of the First Missionary Baptist
church at Maury City, Tenn.
Congratulation to Rev. Drain
Rev. and Mrs. C. F. Odom
and family of Mother Liberty
CME church left Wednesday for
a two-week vacation in Hot
Springs, Ark. We hope for them
a very pleasant vacation.
Funeral services for Mr. Ker-
sey Donnell, 74, were held last
Wednesday at 2 p. m. at Ma-
cedonia Baptist church of
which he was a member with
the Rev. W. M. Monroe officiat-
ing. Burial was in Mt. Olivet
Cemetery with Bledsoe Funeral
home in charge. Mr. Donnell
worked as a fireman at Budde
& Weis Manfacturing Co., re-
tiring in 1053.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Lucy B. Honnell, 1 son Prof. L.
D. Donnell; one grandson, L. D.
Donell, jr., two grand daughters
Linda Jean and Ellen Donnell
all of Jackson and one nephew,
Rev, Jesse Webb of st. Louis,
Mo, and other relatives and
friends.
The Funeral of Mrs. Pegues
was held Sunday at 2 p. m. at
New Hope Baptist church with
the Rev. L. R. Swinney
Interment was in Mt. Olivet
Cemetery with Ford Funeral
home in charge.
Survivors included five daugh-
ters, Mrs. Louise Cole, Mrs.
Annie Mae Pegues and Mrs.
Lenora Anderson, all of Jack-
son, Mrs. Loretta Long and
Mrs. Pearline Morris, both of
Muskegon Mich; 3 sons, Joe
Luther Pegues, Elvis Pegues
and Raymond Pegues, all Of
Jackson; a sister, Mrs. Lilian
Graham of Madison County; and
23 grandchildren.
Funeral services for Mrs.
Louana Blair were held Mon-
day at 1 p. m. at Lane Taber-
nacle CME church with the
Rev. J. D. Atwater officiating.
Burial was in Berry Zion Ceme-
tery. Mrs. Blair was a member
of Lane Tabernacle.
Survivors are a son, Mr.
James Rhea of Philadelphia,
Pa.; her mother, Mrs. Georgia
Blair of Jackson; two aunts,
Mrs. Savanah Blair and Mrs.
Pearlana Merriweather, one
uncle Mr. Henry Blair and two
grandchildren.
Mrs. Mary Phelps of Fryman
st. celebrated her 82nd birthday
on July 4th, 1960. Mrs. Freeman
is hale and hearty and reads the
Chicago Defender each week.
Get Degrees
at Southern
BATON ROUGE, La. —Some
203 candidates for graduationn
received their degrees this.
summer at the annual Summer
Commencement exercises at
Souther! university.
Those graduating summa
cum laude were Nola D. De-
cult, Rougon; Lizzie Dillard,
Newellton and Gilbert Taylor,
Baton Rouge.
Cum laude honors went to:
Oswald L. Boykin, Baton
Rouge; Geergia L. Burrell,
Alega..dria; Charles Clark, jr.,
New Orleans; Amy Lee Davis.
Ruston; Marione Decuir. New
Orleans; Aileen King. Ruston:
Leon Metz, New Orleans;
Mary Lee Murray. Port Allen;
Arthur Murry, Mansfield; Ro-
nald Patterson, New Orleans:
Richard Robinson, jr., Monroe;
Arkansas
WARREN
By MA1TIE M. BURNETT
Last rites to the sacred mem-
ory of the late Dr. Harvey Har-
rell Rhinehart were held at
Bethel ME church. Rev. J. M.
Watkins, pastor. After being
ill for some time Dr. Rhinehart
passed away at Bradley County
Memorial Hospital. He was born
Feb. 16, 1880 in Stephen, Ark.,
to the union of Mr. and Mrs.
George Rhinehart. At an early
age he became a member of
Seminary AME church at Steph-
en. Membership in this branch
of Methodism was continuous
until his death. He was a good
red faithful member of Bethel
AME church. For 48 years he
served as Superintendent of
Sunday school: for more than
25 years a member of the trus-
tee and steward boards. Dr..
Rhinehart was elected several
times as a delegate to the gen-
eral board of the AME church
and received his public
school training at the schools
of Stephen and Camden, Ark.
He was a graduate of Philander
Smith College in Little Rock
and Howard University, Wash-
ington where he earned his
medical degree. He was or-
ganizer cf the Bradley County
Civic League, a former mem-
ber of the board of directors
of the Boys Industrial School,
a member of the Democratic
Voters Association and many
other civic and fraternal orga-
nizations Dr. Rhinehart mar-
ried the late Emma Cox in
1906. To this union two child-
ren were born. One, of whom
preceded him in death. His
life was a life of service to his
people and to all mankind. He
was one of the best doctors in
Warren and Bradley counties.
We will greatly miss him.
Survivors are a son and
daughter-in-law. Mr. and Mra.
George Rhinehart; 2 brothers,
Alvin and Edgar of Chicago;
3 sisters, Mrs. Josie Holley,
Mrs. Fannie Leake of Kansas
City, Kan., and Mrs. Sevin of
Little Rock: several nieces and
nephews and other relatives
and friends Our deepest sym-
pathy to the family in their
sorrow.
Mr. and Mrs. James Frazier
of Warren spent last Wednes-
day in Yorktown as guests of
Mrs. Frazier's mother, Mrs.
Bessie Davis and family.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Ware of
california were recent visitors
in our city visitog Mr. Ware's
parents in Mt. Olive Commun-
ity and Mrs. Ware's parents in
New Edinburgh. They report-
ed tnat their stay here was en-
joyable.
Mrs. Juanita Davis, worthy
matron of the Union Leaf Chap-
ter No. 235 of the OES of West
Warren, Mrs. Bernice Burks.
Mrs Jimmy Jones and Mr.
and Mrs. James Wimberly all
attended the royal grand chap-
ter order of the Eastern Star
recently held in Pine Bluff.
Cop Wounds
Fleeing Man
Ted McCallister, 27, 755 Corn-
elia, was shot in the left leg by
Det. Walter Vallee when he tried
to elude capture early Sunday
morning.
Detective Vallee was sum-
moned to the tavern at 2,418 Cy-
bourn aye, by the proprietor
w h o said he remembered
McCallister from a previous
holdup. When Vallee entered,
McCallister made a bolt for the
rear door and bad reached the
yard when he was struck by the
Records reveal that McCall's- 
Girl Quads Diebullett.
ter had been sought since 1958 1 NEW YORK — ( UPI)—Quad-
for robbery and parole viola.' ruples girls born prematurely
lion Tuesday night to Mrs. Rose Wil-
i after birth. hospital officials a
He was taken to Henrotin hos-i llama, 28 (Negro), died shortI
pital for treatment and 
emov dnip
to the Bridewell. I nounesd Wednesday.
Colorado
COLORADO SPRINGS
By GEORGE REDDEN
Hello everybody everywhere!!
The weather has been rather
hot and humid here in the Pikes
Peak Region. On the fith of Aug.
8 young men picketed F. W.
Woodworth store here in the
Springs in support of the sit-
ins of the Southland. The pickets
consisted of 7 whites and 1 Ne-
gro youth.
On the social scene, there was
a very lively combination birth-
day and anniversary party on
the 6th of August at the home
Mrs. Oretha Evans, 430 E. St.
Vnain.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Wilson cele-
brated their 10th. anniversary
as Robert Hayes and Mrs. Ore-
the Evans celebrated their
birthday. Among the many
guests present were:
Mrs. Lester Mayberry, Jesse
J. Cunningham, King L. Moore,
Mrs. Alphonse Nichols, Paul
ported a wonderful
Johnson, Lloyd Crawford, Mar-
ian Brooks, Hoyt Moore, Sylvest-
er Blackman and Miss Darlene
Skinner. AU present reported
a wonderful time.
Mrs. Rose Anderson of 643 E.
Maple announces the engage-
ment of her daughter, Miss
Betty Anderson to Mr. Edward
Thomas, jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Thomas of Los Angeles.
Mr. Thomas is stationed at the
Air Force Academy.
Mr. Roosevelt Collins eceived
an award for 25 years of service
as trainer for Colorado college
recently. Mr. Collins served for
2 years as assistant trainer at
LSU prior to coming to Colorado
college.
S
Hello everybody everywhere!
We are having very good wea-
ther here in the Pikes Peak
Region at present. Plenty of
activity and excitement in and
•
around the Region with the Boy
Scouts Jamboree going full
bloom as we have about 55,000
Boy Scouts from all over the
world assembled here in the
' Pikes Peak Region. And. the
Junior Rodeo is holding their
annual sesion and what a sight
to behold. There seems to be
more tourists here than ever
before possibly some are parents
of Boy Scouts.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bolden 1,
and Mrs. Bolden's grandfather,
Mr. Elijah Hall recently return-
ed from an emergency visit to
Mason, Tenn. as they attended
the funeral of Mr. Bolden's
grandmother, Mrs. Sarah Jack-
son.
Pvt. and Mrs. Clarence Rawl-
ings are the proud parents of a W_
baby boy born recently at Fort
Carson Army Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. James John-
son are the proud parents of a
baby girl, Esther, born recently
at Glockner Penrose Hospital.
Among the many Army pers-
onnnel in and around the Pikes
Peak Region are; Sgt. and Mrs.
Silas Green of Longview, Texas.
If you have news of interest.
Church, social or otherwise Call
ME. 4-1913.
Wood Receives
Top Slot In
Match Division i
NEW YORK — Raymond J.
Wood has been promoted to di-
rector of forest management
for the Diamond Match Division
of Diamond National Corpora-
tion.
The announcement was made
here by I. H. Koenig, general
manager of the Diamond Match
Division.
Wood has been with Diamond
National for eleven years as
manager of the land and timber
departments in Minnesota and
Colorado. He had previously
worked for the University of
Minnesota — from which he
received BS and masters' de-
grees in forestry — as an ex-
tension forester.
A member of the Forest Prod-
ucts Research Society, he is
presently vice president of thip
Timber Producers Associatio
and secretary of the forest prod-
ucts section of the Society of
American Foresters.
Wood and his wife, Carol, live
at 625 Spruce St., Cloquet. Minn,
He is a veteran of World War If,
having served with the Air Force
in the Pacific Theatre.
In addition to its traditional
match business, Diamond Na-
tional produces paperboard and
paperboard cartons, labels, ad-
vertising materials, posters,
molded-pulp products and wood-
enware. Sales last year totaled
$228 million
7MARRIED — Miss Martha Ma-
rie Eggerson was married re-
cently to Elbert J. Kuykendoll.
The former Miss Eggerson is a
graduate of Manassa high school
and was an active member in
the dramatics club.
Spy Ace's Kin
Meets Lawyer
4
MOSCOW — (UPI) — Soviet
ficials arranged a first meet-
g Monday between American
U-2 pilot Francis Gary Powers'
Russian lawyer and his wife
and parents.
The meeting was set up by
officials of the Intourist Soviet
Travel Organization.
Mikhail Grinev is the Soviet
attorney who will defend Pow-
ers aganst charges of espion-
age at his trial scheduled to
start Wednesday.
He was understood already
to have had several legal
strategy meetings_ with powers.
WoinakTort
by Agonam
Hello,
Here again are your daring
reporters to "blow you up" with
the latest goings on around our
way.
CHURCH NOTES
Recently, a baptizing cere-
mony was held in the pool of
the New Philadelphia Baptist
church located on 533 So. Men-
denhall. Among the 16 candi-
dates were the following: Sis.
Willie Rene Taylor, Sis. Joyce
Ann Jones, Sis. Peggy Ann Lane
C. W. Cooper, Walter Ayers,
Sis. Cynthia Ann Leuellyn, Sis.
Versie Alexander, Turner Ay-
ers, Jr., Sis. Elizabeth Woods.
Sic Lois Leuellyn, Sis. Charl-
ene McKinney, Sis. Joyce Nell
Moore, Sis. Henrietta Nevile,
Larry Johnson, Sis. Catherine
Mitchell, James Harris and
Booker T Cole, sr.
Rev. B. T. Dumas is pastor of
the church and also served as
baptizer. Giving him assistance
were Deacon Westley Wilburn,
Deacon Abraham Greene, Dea-
con Cennie Pointer and several
ushers of the great New Phil-
adelphia.
The entire church was invited
to Little Rock Baptist church
after the affair.
STATIONETTES
"f nearly itched to kat* or 7% ream Recently the Stationettes So-
Thee /swaddle/wove recrewe.Nes• rial club gave a swinging dance
Froibappy,"says Mrs.D.NrordlofLA. that was really tip top. The af-iiera'sblessod relief fro* tortures of vaginal •„ was opened to the publicith, rectal itds. chafing, rash ansf Kittrla "thin mums maw. scientific formula cod closed a great success.Lied LANACAME. This fast•actmg, stain. a
mong the many who werelee Naito Ccitedcreme kills harmful batter*, A 
germs while it soothes raw, ite,..ateg and present and enjoying themselves
,seamed *is tissue. Stops scratching—vs
ti...eds healing, Don't Mkt another minute were Delores Joyner, Doris
Cast LANACANI mdar at all 6'1 "ma Spheres. Lonnie Steward, Wal-
ter Lowe, Robert Murray. Har-
old Gant and ElmerJohnson
If you missed that don't feel
too let down, because there is
always a place filled with fun
around our way.
The Stationettes are also
sponsoring a "Hay-Ride" to Ful-
ler's Park, leaving at 12 noon
from 780 Spottswood. Round-
trip is 50 cents, You are invit-
ed.
COMMUNITY SURVEY
Top Boys and Girls: Girls.
Flodell Franklin, Mary Gilmore,
Synthia Wallace. Louise Willett.
Barbara Jackson. Boys, James
Smith, John Plunkett. Charles
Miller, Milton Burchfield. and
Edward Sheffa.
BERCLAIR
Girls, Charlene Taylor. Bob-
bie Knox and Marie Gentry.
Boys, William Dukes Allen,
Gary Tatum and Melvin Fort.
HYDE PARK
Girls, Sara Jackson, Irene
Jackson. Daisy Parrish and Pa-
NOTICE!
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Mail In Your News
Stories To The
• Tri-State
Defender
236 South Wellington
Pest Office Box 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free" of Any
Charges
g out of 10 WOMEN
GET RELIEF FROM
tho awful norvousnoas and "hot fleshas" of
HANG Ems OF- LIFE
he scientific clinical tests by notad doctor!
dery case tested got striking re- that tension, irritability 
aren't
let from awful discomforts of relieved with Pinkham's. Be. 
11
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'educed for as many as 117% . . flashes" that made change-of
-life
'hot flashes" 75%1 so hard to bear. Today, get 
Lydia
No Costly Shots Needed— 
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
at all drug stores.
SLEEP a NOURS — WAKE UP TIRED? 1
When due to simple iron defi-
ciency anemia, take Pinkham
Tablet-a. Rich in iron, they
start to strengthen your iron-
starved blood within one day
F.,nat. Ailments Reli•veell
Results were credited entirely to
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
ompound. Acting through the
sympathetic nervous system, it
has remarkable power to reileve
this functionally-eaused distress.
Don't suffer needlessly. See 11
•
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tricia Postell. Boys, George Car,
MacArthue Smith, Cleophus
Owen and Napoleon Williams,
HOLLYWOOD
Girls, Gertha Ree Jones, Bev-
erly Bras and Barbara Ritley.
Boys, Leo Jones, Robert Weav-
re, Robert Manning and Richard
an.: Willie Phillips.
ORANGE MOUND
Girls, Joyce Berry, Carolyn
Love, Margaret Sherrod, Mari-
lyn Isabel. Boys, Athur Hull.
Kenneth Cox, Paul Poston and
Lavon Hodges,
WHITE STATION
Girls Doris Farley, Gloria
Calloway, Florida Williams and
Little Jackson. Boys, John Gar-
ret. Ralph Williams, Charles
Freeman and Joe McKinney.
DOUG LASS
MORE TO KUM —
Girls, Elaine Harvey, Rosie
Dillard, Bennie Teague and
Gloria Stamps. Boys, Calvin
Graham ,Willie Older, Clyde
Griffin and James McWilliams,
WALKER HOMES
Girls, Sandra Bass, Julia
Vaughn, Helen Davis, and Peg-
gy Marmon, Boys, James
Nance, Norman Malone. Free-
man Willis, jr., and Edward
Gray.
CASTALLA HEIGHTS
Girls, Evelyn Covington, Joyce
Ranking, Evelyn Buchanan and
Dorothy Lewis. Boys, Percy
Ward, Luther McNeal, Jimmy
Morris and Sammy Micksen.
CLEABORN HOMES
Girls, Barbara Davis, Barbara
Williams and Loretta Mosby.
Boys Clarence Goodman, Her-
man Stagall and Samuel Wash-
ington.
SOUTH MEMPHIS
Girls, Eleanor Addison, Phyl-
lis Smitn, Carolyn Thompson,
Maxine Foster and Carla Thom-
as. Boys, Jimmy Morris, Victor
Markhum Stansbury,
Melvin Owens and Harold Lew-
is.
NORTH MEMPHIS
Seretha Ann Toy and Curtis
Jackson.
TEEN LAND
While strolling around from
street to street we noticed Eu-
gene Lane, who informed us that
he gill be going into service
8.30 p. m., TATE — A cold
blooded gang of outlaws seri-
ously wound Otto, then bet on
how long he'll live. Tate guards
the wounded man from Clay
Sedon ve,o wants to insure his
bet. "Before Sunup" starring
David McLean •
9:30 p. m., THIS MAN DAW-
SON — After Dawson demotes
a veteran detective, the officer
plots a horrible vengeance.
Andy Devine plays the title Keith Andes.
role In "The Jesse MacAbbee THURSDAY, AUG. 18
Story" on Wagontrain. It seems 6:30 p. m., LAW OF THE
that Jesse has five beautiful PLAINSMAN — "The Comet"
daughters that he doesn't want Two strangers come to town.
scout Flint McCullough (Robt.' One claims to be a minister
Horton) to know about, and frightens the townspeople
7:00 p. m„ PEOPLE' CHOICE by warning that world is com-
ing to an end. The other man
has "medicine" to sell to ward
off the disaster. Michael An-
sera.
7:00 p. m., BAT MASTER-
and Pat Breslin star. SON — Two men corner the lo-
8:00 p. m., HAPPY "SALLY'S cal market in mining stock by
LITTLE WHITE LIES" get her using former poney express
into a heap of trouble. It seems riders to rush the news to Den-
ver ahead of their competition
broker. Bat Masterson is hired
by the latter to counter the
move. "Pigeon and Hawk"
starring Barry.
7:30 RODUCER'S
•
WMCT
Channel 5
Hiahlinhts
WEDNESDAY. AUGUST II
6:00 p. m., WAGONTRAIN-
-Sock's basset hound Cleo is
smitten with a handsome
French poodle owned by an ac-
tress who recently moved into
the trailer court, Jackie Cooper
that Sally does not wan o hurt
the feelings of Clara Mason, so
she fibs and tells Clara her
speech for the ladies' dub is a
real smash. Yvonne Lime and
Ronnie Burns star.
Gene
P. •
soon. With his being pretty pop-
ular around here we say our
farewell now. We're wondering
if it will be this easy for cer-
tain young ladies.
Rober. Walls has been heard
conversing with Betty Rober-
son while Hazel Wicks makes
eyes at . . . wouldn't you like
to know ? ? Say Gloria, what's
going on between you and John
? 7 ? Certain people seem to
think that a "come-back" will
occur . . .
By the way, Ora what Is L.
J. going to think when he reads
this week's top couples ? ?
TOP COUPLES
Ora Hooks and Eddie Woods,
Hazel Wicks and Cortez Byrd,
Marjorie Crutcher and Lawr-
and Carolyn Dukes, Beverly
Burrows and Otis Williams
03inghampton), Willie J. Brit-
tmon and Lovie Flemings, Lo-
rene Cotton and guess who?
Robert Walls and Betty Rober-
son.
TOP TUNES 1-10
Hideo by Brook Penton; If I
Can't Have You by Etta and
Harvey; Cause I Love You by
Carla and Rufus; Ta Ta by
Brook Benton; Surely by Rose°
Garton: You're Looking Good
by Dee Clark; 'Deep Down In-
side by Rufus and Carla; Why
by Jackie Wilson and The Crawl
by Willie Mitchell's band.
COMING EVENTS
Fannie Nickolson's party re-
port; Vacation round-up; Last
ence Woods, Doris Macklin and deeds. Until next week "You're
Robert Sims, Matthew Burkina Looking Good."
OH.. YOU MEAN
LITTLE
TANGERINE?
CHOICE — Barbara BelGeddes
in "French Provincial." Big
city columnist Mary Andrews
is in Paris on a combined busi-
ness and pleasure trip. She
meets her old friend Dutch
Morgan, who is about to visit
a French family that helped
him when his plane was shot
down during the war.
8:30 p: m., WRANGLER —
"Affair at the Trading Post"
Pitcarin gets lucky in a poker
game and wins an Indian girl
named Monacita.
9:30 p. m., RESCUE 8 — A
young boy is trapped at the
scene of his first theft when the
ceiling of a church cellar col-
lapses. Jim Davis stars in
"Secret of the Mission."
• • •
NOTE: Starting time of Fib-
ber McGee on Comedy Play-
house is 3:00 p. m. instead of
3730 p. m. on your highlights
sheet.
• • •
NOTE: Story line for "Mo-
ment of Fear," Friday, Aug.
19 is as follows —
A wife is shot to death in
front of her hysterical husband
by a gunman in "Finger of
Death," in spite of the hus-
band's protestations, the killer
Insists that it was the husband
who planned the killing and
paid money to have it done.
• • •
FRIDAY, AUG. 19
6:30 p. m., CIMARRON CITY
— J. Carrol Naish in "The
Bloodline". Outlaw Rafe Crow-
der comes to town in search
of his son. The boy is faced
with a struggle between loyal-
ty to his father and his notion
of right and wrong,
7:30 p. m., WICHITA TOWN
— "Seed of Hate", During a
tribal ritual, Blue Raven gets
drunk and dreams that he must
slay a white man wearing a
badge. He picks Ben Mathison
(Jodey McCrea) as his victim.
Joel McCrae stars.
9:30 p. m., MOMENT OF
I FEAR (color) — "If I Should
Golden Circle Social a e d
Thrift dub held its Annual
Benefit Tea Sunday, July 17
from 4-7 p. in. at the residence
of Mr. and Mrs. Percy Ma-
ples of 1027 Woodlawn it. The
funds from the tea was to
complete the furnishings et a
room in the Goodwill Home
for children. The club con-
sists of 24 members. From
left, front seated are Mrs.
Dorothy Crane, Mrs. Evelyn
McKinney. Center, from left
Mesdames Doris Maclin, Wil-
lie Little, LiWe Owens, secre-
- -
•
It's Wise To Be
Economical
Buy Liquor Wisely
We Sell Mixed Cases
at
There's Considerable Saving
Case Prices
If You Buy
at
PANAMA LIQUOR STORE
1028 MISSISSIPPI AT WALKER
Telephone WH. 2-3312
FREE PARKING
ti,ry; Georgia Smith, vice
president; Edna Haywood,
president. Standing, Mrs. E.
W. Duncan, assistant secre-
tary; Mrs. Rosebud Howell,
birthday treasurer; Mrs.
Ivory Rhodes, business man-
ager; Mrs. Manic Liggins,
program chairman; Mrs.
Rosie Porter, Mrs. Vernida
Savage, Mrs. Beatrice Ful-
ler, Mrs. Eastes Jackson,
Mrs. Ruby Swift and Mrs.
Maples, is who's home the
There Are Many
Ways to keep Cool
Ca trier
Tow can have healthful ln-
0001bug comfort allkw ter only a few
On .1 419 irrtek Carrier
Air ..rinitiening. Don't
postpone comfort
CONDITIONED
AIR COMPANY
417 North Hollywood
SA 7,18411
4110M11111•1--"-^ *-711.1.m
tea was held. Not shown are
Mesdames Clyde Bickerson,
treasurer; Marie Wardlow,
assistant secretary; Jennie
Tyler, financial secretary;
Odell Swith, Ellen Dixon and
Alfred Duncan, club sweet-
heart. The clubs annual out-
ing will be to New Orleans,
La., in September.
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ME NEVER C710
THAT WHEN I
I-4AD HIM?
Die", adapted by William'
Bourne from a story by Hugh
Pentecost. John Spence of the
FBI sets a trap for a killer and
tells his alcoholic brother-In-
law, Paul Baxter about it.
SATURDAY, AUG. 20
BASEBALL — T h e Los
Angeles Dodgers play the St.
Louis Cardinals at Busch Stad-
ium in St. Louis. Both clubs
are fighting t oovertake the
first place Pirates. Lindsey
Nelson and Fred Haney describe
the action.
6:30 p. m., BONANZA —
Three escaped U. S. Army
prisoners take refuge on the
Cartwright ranch in "Escape
to the Ponderosa." The desert-
ers head for the home of the
girl friens. of one of the men,
but make the mistake of am-
bushing Adam Cartwright en.
route. Lorne Green, Pernell
Roberts, Dan Blocker and
Michae' Landon are the series
stars.
7:30 p. m., MAN AND THE
CHALLENGE — Glenn Barton
(George Nader) is sent to
France to learn sky-diving
from the famous brother-sister
team of Susanne olet and
Georges.
8:00 p. m., THE DEPUTY —
Chief Marshal Simon Fry
(Henry Fonda) must round up
an outlaw gang, Curly Bill Bro-
cius, Johnny Ringo, Billy the
Kid and Ike Clanton. Clay Mc
Cord (Allen Case) tries to join
the band, but his efforts to
tip Fry off to their plans back-
fires.
8:30 p. m., WORLD-WIDE
'60 — Cuba, hot spot of the Ca-
ribbean" will be examined In
"Cuban Crisis." Lee and Wilson
Hall, now in Cuba and Frank
McGee will investigate the
spread of communism and the
linking of Cuban leaders with
Moscow.
10:05 p. m., GOLD AWARD
THEATER — "Escape to,
Burma" stars Barbara Stan-
wyck and Robert Ryan in the
story that combines romance,
adventure, violent action, color-
ful oriental spectacle and dan-
gerous wild animals. .
Robert Ryan plays a hand-
some stranger who is a fugi-
tive from justice, that falls in
love with Bargara Stanwyck,
•
BAYOU P. 0, OPENS
The new Post Office here at
Mound Bayou, Mississippi, will
be officially dedicated on Sun-
day afternoon, Aug. 21. Felton
J. Earls, distribution officer of
the Memphis Regional Offices,
Memphis, Tenn., will deliver
the dedication address. This
new facility is modern ta
every respect and it not only
reflects credit to the Post 004
fice Department but is a var.
definite contribution to the corn-1,,
munity. The public is invited"
to attend this ceremony and to
inspect the new office. C. V.
Thurmond, post master.
0
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INGROWN NAIL;
NURT1Ple You?
Relief!
11•,,w.. lNlLebrl
roubled? Love?
Money Problems?
I'll help. Solution
available, if instruc-
tions followed. Strictly
personal.
John Wamsteker
Dept. 16-x
Box 10, Ottery, Cape,
South Africa
WORLD'S LARGEST
FORD DEALERS
New And Used
Cars And Trucks
Hull - Dobbs
Third at Goyoso
Phone JA 6-8871
CALLING ALL
NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
—e—
Call or Come In Today.
Harry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
HOW NEGROES ARE
TRAINED TO TAKE
INSULTS AND VIOLENCE
Read in the new issue of LOOK Magazine how Southern
Negroes are learning the tactics of passive resistance in
a special SCHOOL FOR SIT-INS! Get LOOK todayl
4
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RALPH BOSTON of Tennessee
A & I broke the world's broad
jump record in the final tuneup
for the Olympic track team in
Walnut, Calif. Boston leaped 26
feet 31 1-4 inches to break the
25 year old mark set by Jesse
Owens. (UPI Telephoto)
W. Va.. Opens
Grid practice
West Virginia State College
Yellow Jackets will open football
practice August 29 at Institute
to prepare for a seven-game
schedule.
There are four state confer-
ence opponents and three non-
conference foes on the schedule.
The Jacket's record in 1959
was: 2-5-1. The season opens
with West Virginia Tech from
Montgomery, followed by a
September 24th engagement
with Central State. The Home-
coming game will be played Oc-
tober 8 with West Liberty furn-
ishing the opposition.
This will be the third year for
head coach Chester A. Burris,
a graduate of West Virginia
State and a former tennis and
swimming coach for the Jack-
ets.
The complete schedule:
Sept. 17, W. Va. Tech, home;
Central State, home; Oct. 1,
Norfolk State, away; Oct. 8,
West Liberty, home; Oct. 15,
Bluefield State, away; Oct. 22.
open; Oct. 29, Kentucky State,
away; Nov. 4, Salem College.
home.
roster at this moment are Ne-
groes or West Indian players. It
is no secret that many of the
internal problems of the club
come from the handling of these
players. It has always been my
belief that a major factor in the
rep] cement of Bill Rigney by
Tom Sheehan as manager was
Rigney's inability to work the
Negro players. Sheehan has no
known qualifications to be a big
league manager, except his
widely
-recognized ability to get
along with Negro players, to
elicit their confidence and to get
work ot high caliber out of
them."
Robinson, former Brooklyn
Dodgers star, said that "the
thought of getting back to base-
ball is the furthest thing from
my mind."
Asked to comment about the
suggestion that he be hired ti.
manage the Giants, RobMson
replied, "It just doesn't make
sense."
"Even if I were thinking of
coming back to baseball. I cer-
tainly would'nt be interesed on
that basis," Robinson said. "If
I ever accepted such a job, I'd
expect to maintain the same re-
lationship with the white and
Negro players alike.
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) —
Columnist Charles McCabe,
writing in the San Francisco
Proposes !Coaches Season
Robinson
For Giants CIAAWelcomes
5 New Mentors
DURHAM, N. C. — (CIAA(hronicle, proposed that the San News Service) — Many CIA AFrancisco Giants hire Jackie observers have dubbed the up-
Robinson as manager of the coming 19C0 gridiron season as
club for 1961.
"There are advantages in hay-
dig Robinson here,- Wrote Mc-
Cabe.
"In addition to ius unquestion-
ed baseball savvy.
the "Coaches' Season." The rea-
son for this handle has come
about as a result of five Major
changes in the head coaching
ranks of CIAA grid clubs as well
as two important switches
among secondary personnel.
";ust about half the Giant Morgan State College, D e I a.
ware State College. Shaw Uni-
versity, Saint Paul's College,
ant' Elizabeth City Teachers Col-
lege all welcome new grid
mentors to their fold. Switches
In the assistants on both Mary-
land State's and Johnson C.
Smith's staff occurred.
Earl "Tiger' Banks, an All-
American guard at Iowa in the
early '50's, departed from
Maryland State to take over
the head spot at Morgan State,
the Hawks' number 1 rival. Clif-
ton Anderson, the head- mentor
of Shaw University, moved up to
Maryland as Vernon "Skip" Mc-
Cain's top aide as line coach,
succeeding Banks.
Anderson's head coaching spot
at Shaw was inherited by Rob-
ert H. Jackson, who was the as-
sistant coach at Saint Augus-
tine's, assumed the head -ems
as Delaware State's grid coach,
marking his return to the CIAA,
after serving a six-year stint at
South Carolina State.
Robert Smith, a former high
school coach at Burley High in
Charlottesville, Virginia, stepped
up as Saint Paul's grid mentor,
replacing C. M. Jones, who vaca-
ted the spot as the Tigers' coach
after three seasons. A. W.
Brown, a Wilberforce grad, as-
sumed his first CIAA coaching
spot when he was named as
PENNY PARKER DEBUTS Elizabeth City's new grid men-
tor recently, completing t b e
HOLLYWOOD—Penny Pack- cycle of new coaches in the
er, who plays Danny Thomas' J loop.
daughter on TV, is -Making her Kenny Powell joined the ranks
motion picture debut in Warner at Smith as Backfield coach,
Bra's "The Dark at the Top of hooking up with two other Smith
the Stairs," starring Robert greats in Eddie McGirt, head
Preston, Dorothy McGuire, Eve
-1 coach, and Jack Brayboy, endArden and Angela Lansbury.
She will play a boy-crazy teen-
ager.
Purnell Blasts Homer
As Clowns Top Royals
With a Los Angeles Dodger
scout among 2100 cheering fans
the Indianapolis Clowns' Byron
Purnell walloped, a mighty 480-
foot homerun to give his mates
a 5-2 win over the classy touring
New York Royals at Centennial
Field, Burlington, Vermont, last
week.
Purnell boosted his team lead.
big homerun total to 33, and his
batting average to a lusty .376.
The peppery outfielder from
Philadelphia, Pa., meanwhile
continues to field sensationally
and also leads the club in base
thefts with 42. A number of ma-
jor cubs have written reports on
Purnell and it is expected that
he is playing his last season in a
Clowns uniform.
Another star in the Clowns
lineup is Catcher Van Rushing
of Chicago. Many scouts have
been watching the hard-hitting
backstop who at the moment is
hitting .323 with plenty of extra
base hits to his credit. Rushing
is credited with much of the sue.
cess of the Clowns' impressive
mound corps which includes
Grant (Two-Way) Greene, Joe
Cherry, Al Hooker and Freddie
Battle.
Prior to the above mentioned
game, the Clowns, on short-no-
tice fill-in booking, shut out the
Edmundston Canadian Republi-
cans Baseball Club. champs of
the Maine-New Brunswick Lea-
gue, 5-0. Edmundston is consid-
and lists victories over some
of the nation's leading independ-
ents.
Brown Sparkles
In Shrine Game,
South Stars Win
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) —
Long Beach Poly's Willie Brown
had another in a long line of high
school athletic honors in his pos-
session — The Shrine football
Classic's outstanding Player
award.
Mays' Average
Drops To .338
An eight-point loss during the
past week, brought Willie Mays'
of San Francisco average down
to .338, but still a safe 25-point
lead over his nearest rival for
the National League batting
title, according to this week's
averages released by the Home
News.
Dick Groat of Pittsburgh
moved into a second-place tie
with Richie Ashburn of Chicago,
at .313, followed by Roberto Cle-
mente of Pittsburgh fourth at
.311, and Pancho Herrera of
Philadelphia, taking over the
anchor spot with a .307 mark.
Mays maintained the lead in
runs scored, with 79, and total
. bases, 236. Groat pulled out inBrown, who says he'll do his front with most hits, 140.
collegiate cavorting at Southern Vada Pinson of Cincinnati, hit
Cal. combined with Huntington the most doubles, 30, stole most
Park's slick quarterback. Craig
Fertig, on a 44-yard touchdown
bases, 26, one more than Mur-
ray Wills of Los Angeles who
swiped seven sacks in a week.pass play with less than three
minutes to go to set up the Pinson also tied Bill White of
St. Louis for the most triples.south's 13-12 victory over the
north at the L. A. Coliseum. eight.
Hank Aaron of Milwaukee andLong Beach Wilson's Dave Ernie Banks of Chilago, d e a d-Richman calmly kicked the ex-
tra point after Brown's score
to give the South its first vic- yun column at 30 apiece, with
tory since 1955 in the Califorina Banks leading the parade ini batting in the most runs, 88.High school All-Star Game.
The charity game drew 46.-
798 fans, most of whom seemed
to be college scouts.
Brown adds the Shrine honor
to his All-CIF player of the year,
high school All-America and
numerous basketball and base-
ered the best club in Canada, ball awards.
locked for honors in the home
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Minnie Minoso and Al Smith
of Chicago, this week ended up
in a dead-heat for the lead
among the American League hit-
ters, with identical marks of
317, according to latest aver-
ages released by the Howe News
, Bureau.
coach.
Banks assumed the top spot at
Morgan when Eddie Hurt, long-
time Bear mentor, retired from
football activity after 31 years
as the Morgan head coach.
Banks was formerly the line
coach at Maryland where he
built many top flight lines for
"Skip" McCain's hosses. An-
derson, a former Indiana ace,
now has the chore of tutoring
the Hawk lines.
Jackson, known as "Stone-
wall" to all CIAA followers, was
a great fullback at A. & T., ater
playing for the New York Giants
in the NFL. He was head coach
at Smith from 1953-57.
Moore, coach o' many good
South Caroina State grid clubs in
tough SIAC, takes over as head
man at Delaware State. The
Hornets', coach last year was
Preston E. Mitchell, who gave
up the spot to devote his full
time to the atheltic directorship.
Saint Paul's new grid pilot,
Smith, was a former Morgan
gridder and coached Roosevelt
Brown as a scholastic gridder.
Brown later went on to football
fame at Morgan State and is
currently an All-Pro lineman
with the New York Giants.
•
Honor Nabrit 23 Return
At Classic At N.C. CollegeWASHINGTON, D. C. — Dr.
James M. Nabrit, jr., newly ap-
pointed president at Howard
University, has been invited
as honorary guest for the 19th
Annual Capital Classic. The
1960 Capital Classic will he a
three day festival, strting on
Friday, Nov. 4th and continuing
through Sunday, Nov. 6, 1960.
Dr. Nabrit, former dean of
Howard University Law School
and secretary of Howard Unl-
versit,, has been invited to re-
ceive a citation for his out-
standing legal work on both
National and local cases over
a period of years.
The Capital Classis game for
this year will see Virgina State
College, of Petersburg, Va.,
meeting Johnson C. Smith Uni-
versity, of Charlotte, N. C. at
Griffith Stadium on Saturday,
Nov. 5.
CLEVELAND — (UPI) — Out-
fielder Jimmy Piersall of t h e
Cleveland Indians said during a
luncheon for representatives of
the Neptune Sardine Co., that he
hopes Jimmy Dykes will be the
Tribe's manager again next
year.
Bill Skowron of New York,
dropped from second last week
to third place this week with
.316, followed by Vic Power of
Cleveland, fourth at .311; and
Pete Runnels of Boston, fifth
with .310.
RACING IN — Catcher Ace Bailey of the Cincinnati
Reds reaches for ball as Junior Gilliam slides in with
run for the Los Angeles Dodgers in Reds-Dodgers
game at Cincinnati. The Reds topped the Dodgers as
Jim Brosnan pitched two innings of perfect relief ball
and doubled in two runs in the ninth innings to give
the Reds a 6-2 win. (UPI Telephoto)
STOP GAP — Felipe Alou, San Francisco Giant left
fielder, is out at the plate in second inning of the
Giants
-Milwaukee Braves tilt at Milwaukee. Alou at-
tempted to score on hunt by Braves pitcher. Bob Buhl
grabbed ball threw to 'cather Del Crandall for the
putout. The Braves beat the Giants, 4-2. (UPI Tele-
photo)
Charley Dumas, Olympic Forgotten Man
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) —
The almost forgotten man of
the 1960 Olympic Games in
track and fie)d is Charles C.
Dumas, the first man in the
world to clear seven feet and
the defending Games champion
in the high jump.
The modest Dumas doesn't Imind having the spotlight fix-
ed on Boston University's John
Thomas who in the olympic
trials for the United States
team at Palo Alto, Calif., set a
world's record of 7 feet, 3 and
3-4 lactes.
"I'm happy to have made the
team this year," Dumas told
the United Press International.
After I hurt my knee at the
Compton Invitational meet. I
was afraid for a while I'd miss
the trip to Rome "
The United States for the
first time in the history of track
and field will have three men
who ha‘e cleared seven feet
representing this country. For
In addition to Thomas and Du-
vies. an Occidental College
freshman, Joe Faust, cleared
that height for the first time in
the trials.
Mimes atethe age of 23 is the
veteran of the trio. Thomas is
19 and Faust is only 17. And
when they step into the stadium
in Rome with the eyes of thou-
sands of fans from all parts of
the world upon them, Dumas
may keep his two teammates
from getting the jitters that has
hampered many an athlete in
world competition.
"I don'thnow how well I'll do
and I've made it a personal pol-
icy never to predict how high
I'll jump." Dumas said just
prior to leaving his home in
Compton, Calif., to join the
Olympic team.
"I only hope that knee doesn't
bother me. I haven't been doing
any jumping since the trials at
Palo Alto But I'm not too wor-
ried about that. During the reg-
ular season after the first couple
of weeks I spend most of my
time getting into condition and
only jump in meets."
Born Is'. Tulsa, Okla., Feb. 12.,
1937, Dumas was brought to
Southern California as a young-
ster and quickly shot up in
height so that when he entered
Jefferson High School he turn-
ed to the high jump for his ath-
letic endeavor.
And as a sophomore in 1953 he
had a best mark of 6 feet, 2
inches. The next season he
!twitched to Centennial High in
Compton and as a junior he
jumped 6 feet 51/2 inches. In his
senior season in 1955 he reach-
ed the height of 6 feet 10-1-4
inches to set a record for a high
school athlete.
Anxious to get an education
as well as to continue his ath-
letic career, Dumas enrolled
in Compton College in WA
There he came under the tute-
lage of Herschel Smith, ranked
as one of the top junior college
coaches in the nation.
The Olympic trials that year
were held in Los Angeles and
Dumas was jumping in the Col-
iseum where he had competed
several times before in state
and sectional high school meets.
"It was kinda funny that day,
June 29," Dumas recalls. "I got
to the Coliseum and couldn't
find coach Smith. I didn't even
have a competitor's ticket to
get inside.
"I didn't know what else to
do, se I bought a ticket for three
dollars and when I got inside
I persuaded an usher to let me
on the field so I could get to the
dressing room and put on my
track clothes."
But it was a memorable day
for Dumas and the sport. After
mitten once at 8 feet, 9 inches,
he tried 7 feet, 51 inches and
missed the first time But on his
next try he cleared it for a
world's record and the distinc-
tion of being the first man to
clear 7 feet
The crowd of 34,126 let out a
roar of approval and sat back
expecting Dumas to try an even
better jomp. But Dumas quiet-
ly walked away from the pit and
said. "Let's save something tel
another day."
At the 1951 Olympics in Mel-
DURHAM, N. C. — North
Carolina College's football team
inaugurates its 1960 football sea-
son against Morris Brown Col-
lege on September 17 at Atlanta,
Georgia with twenty-three let-
termen to build the Eagles'
team around.
Seven of last years regulars
are among NCC's monogram
winners and lei others saw duty
playing with the second unit.
- Tackle and guard positions
seem most fortified with expeq-
enced gridders with five letter
winners back in each spot. Both
first and second team tackles
are corralled for the '60 cam-
paign with regulars Luther
-Nick" Jeralds, 6-3, 245, senior
from Fayetteville, and James
"Champ" Brewington, 6-4, 275-
pound senior from Greenville,
around to command the top
tackle spots.
The Eagles' second team
tackles, Charles "Bobo" Hinton
6-5, 245-pounds and Frank Garn-
ner, a 6-3, 268 pounder, both
juniors from Raleigh, are also
on hand to push the regulars
for the starting nod. Behind
them is still another behemoth
in 6-4, 230-pound sophomore Joe
Grandy
Lette-men at guard are Har-
vey Ramseur, team captain,
Greensbro senun; Oscar Wil-
liams, Goldrboro, junior. Ar hir
Grim, Charlotte, junio; Cep-
has .1 ,c1eFor. Malden, Mass..
senior arm Palmer,
Macon N i., jorior..
Other monto:,•rm wingers or,
the 1960 squad are: Ends Clark
Withervpoon and Louis Woods,
Durham, and Charlie Cox,
Kinston. Center: Jame4 L
Bryant Waynesville, Quarter-
backs: Nathan Cook, Winston-
Salem; Reginald Pryor, Charl-
otte; and Richard Hicks, Rocky
Mount; Halfbacks: Ross' e Bar-
field, Snow Hill, Joseph Green
Wilmington; Bishop Harris,
Fayetteville: and Earl Miller,
Kinston: Fullbacks: Walter
Brownim... Raleigh, and Ray-
mond Nobles, Farmville.
WINOOSKI, Vt. — (UPI) —
The New York Giants of the Na-
tional Football League have
placed 6-foot, 1-inch rookie half-
back John Moses from Butler
university on their injured re-
serve list. Moses, 23, suffered
a knee injury in a scrimmage
last svek.
bourne, Dumas won the gold
medal in his event with a jump
of 6 feet, 111-4 inches.
Coach Smith said Dumas'
ability to concentrate and his
knack of not becoming worried
about the stress of competition
is the secret of his greatness.
After finishing two years at
Compton, Dumas went on to the
University of Southern Californ-
ia where in addition to his high
jumping he was an excellent
hurdler although this year he
passed up the hurdles to concen-
trate on his jumping.
Dumas has cleared 7 feet four
times during his career, the
most recent time last April 8
at Tempe, Ariz., where in a
triangular meet he leaped 7 feet
1-4 inch.
Dumas still has two courses
to complete before getting a de-
gree in physical education at
Southern California and he in.
tends to go into high school
physical education work hut will
not start coaching until he feels
he can no longer compete in his
favorite sport, the high jump.
BILL WHITE, St. Louis Card-
inal first baseman, has a brief
dugout chat here with Bing
ONE FOR OLYMPIANS —
From left: Cleveland Pipers
Jack Adams (41), Ron Hamil-
ton (33) and Olympics Lester
Lane (10) and Bob Boozer (5).
The U S. Olympic cage tea.
topped the Pipers in a retu
contest. 91-69, to avenge a pre-
vious practice defeat. (UPI
Telephoto)
Newell Predicts
U.S. Cage Win
MORGANTOWN, W. Va. —
(UPI) — Coach Pete Newell de-
clined to make an outright pre-
diction of a gold medal for his
U.S. Olympic basketball team
but said "it's going to take a
real good team to beat us."
Newell said the Olympians,
composed largely of College-
All-Stars, is one of the finest
groups of amateur cage stars
he has ever seen.
However, Newell said it's go-
ing to take a lot of hard work be-
fore the squad reaches its peak.
"We have to get the boys in
condition and organize them as
a team," he said. "The boys
have never played together be-
fore and it takes some organiz-
ing to get them functioning
smoothly."
Newell said the team has one
disadvantage compared to U.S.
Olympic basketball teams of the
Devine, the team's general
manager.
White, Flood
Crowe Sparkle
Heads Cards' Drive
past.
"The other teams' have been
mainly composed of units of
players who had been playing to-
gether, with seven players from
the NCAA champion and seven
from the AAU (Amateur Ath-
lectic Union champs.".)
However, Newell, form.
coach at the University of Ca
ofornia, said the team "is begin-
ning to take shape and the play-
ers are starting to learn how to
complement each other."
Newell said the Olympians will
play a fast breaking game at
Rome. One reason is that there's
a 30-second time limit to try a
field goal in the Olympic games.
As for the competition, Newell
said Russia and Brazil "will be
two of the tough ones."
Newell said he hasn't decided
on a definite starting lineup, but
he certainly has the cream of
the crop to, rack from. .
Among the Olympic players
are All-Americas Jerry West of
West Virginia, Oscar Robertson
of Cincinnati, Rarrall Imho
of California and Jerry Lu
of Ohio State.
The rest of the squad includes
Jay Arnette of Texas, Walt Bel-
lamy of Indiana, Bob Boozer of
the National Industrial Basket-
ball League, Terry Dischinger of
Purdue, Burdette Haldorson of;
the NILB, Allen Kelley of the,
NIBL and Adrain Smith of the,
Armed Forces team.
With the St. Louis Cardinals "If I bad a little heavier
focusing new attention upon
themselves as strong contenders
for the first division at season's
end, a second look is being giv-
en at three of the team' main
sparkplugs.
The threei— Bill White, hard
hitting first baseman; Curt
Float. fleet footed outfielder,
and big George Crowe, league
pinch home run hitter.
As the Cardinals entered the
crucial series with Pittsburgh
last week, White was .316 with
13 homers and 62 RBIs.
"Everything is going good,"
White said. "I just like to keel,
It going that way."
White's average this time last
Year was .341 with only 8 hom•
era and 54 RBIs.
Flood, who has been playing
regularly this season attributes
his better performances to this
fact. He says he's more "sea•
wined" as he is geeing "a lot
more of the baseball."
Curt, who works on the public
relations staff of Anheuser-
Busch, Inc., during the winter
weight . . . I am now at 155, I
think its the weather." He con-
siders his peak at 165 or 170.
Crowe, who has been provid-
ing some strong offensive play
in pu_ches. says "Bench strength
is very important these days.
There is always a place for a
good pinch hitter. The moment
you let up, a younger guy will
take over."
In answer to an inquiry as to
how long he thinks he will be
able to remain in baseball; he
is now 37; Crowe says: "As long
as I keep my eye on the birdie."
Apparently Crowe has been
doing just that. When the sea-
son started, Crowe was tied with
Smokey Burgess with ten pinch
home runs each. Crowe has
broken his own record three
times this year with three four
baggers in clinch moments.
Crowe says if the Red Birds
don't suffer any injuries or hit
a slump they will stay in the
race as first place contenders.
As for Flood, who was hitting
.251 with seven homers, "chanc-
months, says he is still not hit- es are good for a pennant" if
ting the ball as he wants to. the pitching holds up.
Full House
Forecast As
Va. Clash
t
RICHMOND, Va. — The tra '
tional Virginia Union-Virgi
State football game, which wi
be played in Richmond this
year. October 29 at 2 p.m..
Parker Field, may be a sellout,
according to Samuel H. Brown,
chairman of the Homecoming
promotion committee. "Tickets
for the game went on sale in the
Business Office at Union on Au-
gust 1 and early returns indicate
a sellout," he said today,
The game, played at Hovey
Field in past years on the east
campus is - highly traditional
and competitive game and will
be promoted as a classic this
year. Plans are being made to
honor the 1923 Centrai Intercol-
legiate Athletic Association
championship team -- the last
time Union won the coveted title.
Letters are being sent to each
member of the 1923 team invit-
ing him to plan now to be p
ent for this gala celebration*
letter is being sent to ei.ch man,
who played football at Virginia
Union from 1923 to 1959 urging
him to be present for this occas-
ion. During the game and half-
time individual recognition will
be given to each former football,
player present with special hon-
ors going to the members of the
1923 team.
The Homecoming Calendar of
events lists the following: Fri-
day Night — A reception for
athletes; October 28, 8 p.m.: An
Alumni breakfast and meeting
and Open House in Ora Newman
Dormitory; Saturday, October
294 phi. in M. E. Gray Hall—
Registration of Athletes and
Alumnu from 9 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
on campus; Homecoming foot-
ball game at 2 p.m., Homecom-
ing Dance, 8.30 p.m.
1 1The Homecoming celebrat'
will come to a closeSunday,
tober 30, with Homecoming 
4/ 
. •
per Services at 5 p.m. in Cohurri
Chapel.
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Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town DEFENDERSot., 20 1960
Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Fur-
niture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?
3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks .70
15
PHONES lAckson 6-8397
JAckson 6-8398
YOU WILL GET RESULTS
INSURANCE AGENCIES
AUTO LIABILITY
NOW AVAILABLE
Regardless To Past
Accident Record!
L If 10111 Driving License luta
Been revoked
If your Insurance
cancelled
If your application has been
relected
Call Adkins Insurance Agency-
J• 6-5315. A Representative will
call at your horn. with full details.
3.
bas boon
NOW AVAILABLE FOR
THE FIRST TIME!
HOSPITAL AND SICKNESS IN-
SURANCE POR PEOPLE WKO
RAVE HAD CANCER, DIABETES.
HEART DISEASE AND MIMS
ISR101311 ILLNESS.
FOR MORE DETILS CALL
ADIEINS INSUltANCE AGENCT
GENERAL AGENT - DISABIL•
ITT DIV - CONTEATENTAL
UALTY CO 734 VANCE AVE
MEMPHIS, TENN
PEONS - JA 0-53U
Real Estate Misc. For Sale
CAEN TAME
WELL PAY CASH for property or
vacant lot. If priced right
BR. 2-1240 EL. /-T739
I II GODWIN d COMPANY
esi 
 A 
miscattsrmons eon SALE
"U. 11.1 COINS SOUGHT
Send Coins, Will Send Check. Not Pleased.
Return Check
Bough*
COINS Sole Serious 111.11 Invited
aPPralaid
PAVATAS COIN 1OLCRA.NOS
044 193tb St., Pluablos 141. N. I.
Member A.N.A.
POSITION WANTED
Exp•rieneed Maid - desires fob. Chil-
dren's Nurse, Elderly People, Cleaning
Offt, e, Hotel or Private Home
Wort night*. JA. 64001
29R4
RoADIda8TER-RIVIERA
Air Cona-puwer equip New paint-big
luxury car for fraction of cost.
$714.9•
K. a. IZITE-PS. MU Z-2117
11111111111111111111111111111111111111
FOR QUICK RESULTS
CALL MISS RESULTS
JA. 5-3317 JA. 64391
11111111111111111111111111111111111111
• 1111i=1=seelnWIMIPP:MOSIIIMMIIIM1111111W
Memphis Business
• 
Service Directory
•••••••••••
REMODELING, ADDITIONS
12x12 Rooms $995 - 12x20 Garage $435
E. Hunter Construction
Company
FA. 7-3966 Anytime Bank Terms
ELECTRO-
WARMTH
• Bed Warmer For
Pains - Aches.
BLOMBERG
Burt Lake 1, Mich.
WRECKS
REBUILT
Automobile Body
Work and Painting
Dewey's Auto Service
475 Linden Ars. JA 7-0321
V YOU WANT TO SE BEAUTIFUL
Int FRIENDLY BEAUTY SHOP 13111
mac Addle Grant Mgt
r Operator
ART Louie'. Now ts vault 9111A_NOR
TO COLLET 1 UNUSUAL POSTCASSS. 117
FOE 11.170 START YOUR cot.tscrinsi
won inmets camp !S CENTS. P. 0.
SOX 33. eNSONIA STATION N T El
N. V
SITUATION WANTED
KELIAILE WOMAN DT imas rine
dive o Peek as Meld in home. *Slice.
Beauty snots, etc Call - WR 8-1131.
ELROD AND SON
SERVICE STATION
143 Miss. at Crump 114.
Day Night Ureic*
Eisertanced Mechanics
AUG. SALE - BIG REDucTION
ON ALL ROYAL MASTER TIRES
For co good tire sale ask fee Elrod.
TELEPHONE JA. $.4$3
Get Tow Neat Got Hoe!
‘t sista.
/,
•4„,•••
"THE TRUTH IS THE LIGHT"
?tem Yew? Door Friends
Bill Walker and
Pop Shelton
Corner 270 East S.
AT LINDEN
Fine Cars - Also Working
Folks Cars. We'll Listen To
Any Preposition - GOOD,
BAD OR NO CREDIT.
U. $4971
$100 DOWN ANL $10 PER
WEEK ON ANY or THESE
CARS
1955 CHEVROLET - Bel air,
Tudor. Extra Sharp, Radio,
Heater, White tires.
1956 FORD - Crown Victoria,
fully equipped-Like New
1955 PLYMOUTH - Hard top,
radio, heater, two-tone
paint, white tires.
1933 PONTIAC - Tudor, ready
to go anywhere. Must sell
this week.
 •
From Your Dear Friend,
LON OUNNINORAM MOTORS
433 Monroe at Lauderdale
Phone JA 7-0131
The working mans friend If* neve hen-
ell mere pocifile get their credit bact
than anyone In the world. Bankrupt -
Wage Earners - EstileMsessed
fortune - We are apes for Priseesitions
of any kind
Good - Bad - or•ne - Credit!
5 BEDROOM ROUSE IN NICE NEIGH-
borhood Or will buy aim. Call Jackson
11-$397
Io CLASSIFIED
Want Ad
RATES
15c per agate line
5 words to a line
lines  30c
3 lines 
 45c
4 lines 
 
60c
5 lines  77K
51/2 PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type
SAM. RAYS Se 3
Ilnes eedlcarv fyps
'Opt.
18 PT. SAW RATE Ii 4Nom hen
24 PT• SAMS RAH ASS Boas eedinentTIC
36 PT. sAMtRATE ASi Imes
him
;ancellations of want isti can
oe given "111/1 12 noon *slur
day Copy cancelled after IX
noon Saturday will be billed
at regular rates
DEADLINES
12 Noon Monday
Miscellaneous
No guarantee can be given as
to position in column T. F
(Till Forbid) orders subject
to change In rat* without
notice.
Tri-State Defender box num
beta - the words eompriting
the address - whether name
and street or telephone, or
The Tri-State Defender box
@umber - will be charged for
as oart of the advertisement
Defender will
torvard to out ut town ad
yertiser$ mail received ad
dressed to our address, but
the excess postage is to be
charged to the advertiser.
rhe rrt-State
SHOP AT DOI'S
FOR THE BEST If4 INFANT'S
- CHILDREN'S WEAR
SPECIALS
LAYETTES $7.95
DIAPERS $1.57 Doz.
THIS AD WORTH $I 00
CASH FOR PURCHASE
OF $5.00 OR MORE.
Bob's Juvenile
Shop
3206 w. Roosevelt Road
SA. 2-9622
MIN Stomps With Purchase
I Oi.0 NAME St ADDRESS LABEIJI $1 On
Pocket Rubber Stamp 51.11
SRC Ilionk Company Bei No 3133
Nashville 3, Tenn
DEAR JANE, DID YOU KNOW THAT
you eat get a Summer dress for $1 25,
ehildren's dresses for 75c and Men's suits
ter 52 96. WHERE, At the Junior League
Thrift Shop 4 North Front Burry/ Hur-
ry, pergolas Galore,
2-BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
BIAIITTIFULLY POLISHED baroque min-
tuns of ti $  amethyst otisidium.
agate other $3 98 pound postpaid V.
Brubaker 6318 W L-12 Lancaner Calif.
JAMERSON'S SAKBEE 8/110P
3353 Perk Avenue
FA 4-9145
MARRIAGE
CERTIFICATE
LEGAL. Printed Perms Ot'AR STEED'
Any State Names Dates. Omitted Used
a. Ort.L.ata Duplicate. copies or sifts
$2 each 'three. $.5 Prompt Confidential
Postpaid Service
NATIONAL FORMS
P.O. Box 7072, Miami 55, Fla,
3-REMODEL REPAIR PAINT
ROOIFING. roots repaired Stop any
leak Carperter work, floors leveled
Chimneys gutters cleaned repaired
stucco concrete. plaster do m7 own work
"tee est Reasonable Price
T S Spencer BR 6-6643 BR. 6-3920.
4-SPECIAL SERVICE
AUTO LIABILITY NOW
AVAILABLE TO ALL
04 and up 1-3 doWn with 6
to pay - Telephone.
JA. 6-63$1
USE
OUR
WANT
ADS
FOR
RESULTS
11111111111111111111111111111111111111
11
-SPECIAL SERVICES
1000 Embossed Business Cards
at $3.99
Dp .1 S lines-) color emelt ts. hull
Sualne•• Cards • Aprit Cards
Personal Cards
V 60 value st the new low price or
113•99 per 1 000
Write roe for sample cards end style
shirt Stl.'s`r'SS CARD SPrrl \LIST
GEORGE PALINKUS
1627-TR1 Elio 33rd St Lorain Ohio
Specialising in beautiful Protralts & En-
Isrgements. For out, k tervie. rall
Camebell - WE 6-5934 1916 WY rt ea
PREZ-LANCE PHOTOORAPHER
MEXICAN DTVORCE or maniacs valid.quick. easy Detalis either one $2Rox 504 Mien& BC Mexico 551
SPIRITUAL ADVISOR
STOP SUFFERING! I !
Post 51 00 NOV. Reply envelope bringsPOSITIVE PROoP Health Center Acie•months tilde Road. Dublin. Ireland 17 hours Air-
man)
AMAZING LISTED for life for 25c WOO
paying Out dimes' Quarters, dollars for
one time listing Tour name in our flies
should keen your box full of interesting
offers, free samples. big mail. etc for
life Details for self-addressed atomised
envelope. Andre Trading Post. Routs 3sT,
Irrfterl Car N C. AID
POW SALE. JACK& TOOLS. AND COM
!Owe enuiPment to run • garage win
rent building t• reliable werson Jerked!)
14201
INQUIRES WANTED wintA EIRE AND
burglar alarm system Efficieni and ins
eroenalvo For home and business Shelton
tlibuting Co 1190 Linden Office. No losBit 6-2Nd8
----- 
-
........0.-..- - • -s ps.c.3.-.3*;,' ;•traes c4
.14 I §•I'ae iasi
4
kli si...i11167:1 1!•=1.
tptl ;E: ! i ii&JA
Gil Gabrielli YO. 9-4462
BET-R PRODUCTS CO.
-A World al Values-
• AUTO 8CHt.10.. t
EHTISING .APEC1 LILES
• PRINTi• CI at ifiblfX3RAPHINO
• arsine erinstes state
• r7SC CAIANDASS
790 Yonkers Ave.
thloor Central Aire./ Yonkers, N. T.
REPAIRS ON ALL MAKE
hewing Machines. NO Service charms
in city All Wort Guaranteed Call
RAH Home Service
1657 Lamar Avenue
SR. 44050
13 Instruction
ENROLL
NOW
COMPLETE
SECRETARIAL TRAINING
Night & Day Classes
Key Punch
Data Processing
Typing & Filing
Shorthand
Accounting
HENDERSON
Business College, Inc.
Ps Linden Are. JA 4-4754
• Accounting
• Secretarial
• Office Machine
• Refresher Course
• Modern Equipment
Day & Evening
Classes
GRIGGS
Business & Practical
Art College
492 Vance Ave. - JA 7-1917
II Special Services
PIANOS TUNED
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY fUNER
Repairs Estimated Here
1 u Tears In Ilene Tuning 1
and Rebuilding
BREWER JAckson $-2394
TROUBLE? LOVE, MONEY PROBLEMS,
Solution available Don't give up Writ•
Dixie - P 0 Box 1536 Ocala. Florida.
THE AMAZING "MAGIC
POWER" OF NUMBERS!
Secret Nester Code. 1' Si.
Numbers sod Days Com tsln•t,en Codes.I Dian Eieeres etc Pelee MOO.
VICTORY
71211A CI•de Ave Chicago O. na.
ran to. estits-r ION & ANSWERS TO
pass written, test for driver, Neese. In
NEW YORK ST ill Send IS male to
cover cost et mailing and handling -
plus self •ddreaLed gn stamped env, dodo.
RET _ • PRODUTS CO. BOX In
ANS•pfs A STATION. NEW YORE I&
N, V.
We will als• Include free at erten)* the
rackseed Licees• Weidee with every order
hev. C. '... F. Jef'-erson
Brings You I Am
MOSFS im• p CHRIST
SINAI • ZION
POW BLESSED AMULET HELP MONEY
UNCROSSED RUSH 82.00 DON A ?ION
NOW. JOY PEACE MY PEOPLE WE
LOVE SC) MUCII CHICAGO 53. Et.L.
309 E. 47th ST.
WA 4-2133
ILECTRONIC HYPNOTIZER 814 00 -
Transfer°, :ladle 110 95 Pocket ear GasOurs 
- t$ ire - Extra 39 caliber shell's$1 50 react Radio Walkle - Talkie$1933 - Any Radio TY Tube $1.00 each.
Transworld Plastrcolcs Post Office Bog165 - IDd I o California
SPIRITUAL HELP
Are yon worried Over money matters,
strange unna,ural evil influences, a, youaielts 'nen write Bishop Baker Enclose$1.00 .ove offering. There la huh) or yourtroUbled mill. You can be osereaduL Writ*
BISHOP BAKER
3922 Prospect Ate.
Suite 109
Cleveland, Ohio
For Sale Misc.
THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"
Tose any cola need ot tails as yOu
cipsosel-Aev csuni anytime, Any Pistol
-a startilag statement, • on less Mart-lop Performance This easily magteradle00010u, In • 3opy righted maggot tern
/se immgg .41 sly ser $1 APEO-PLIP•
CRAFT Sol 1161.0 andiron"' I. Conn,
SPECIAL SERMONS
4 toe $1.00 - 10 to, $2.00
Easter S•ries - 9 for $2.00
National Sermon Supply
104 N. Dalrymple
Albion, Michigan
"BY THE NUMBERS"
NUMBER RATINGS through The
Science Of Numerology RESULTS
Will AMAZE You With Oiri Week.
ly NUMBER Card. Deily Vibrotiers•
For Any Event - CUBA RACE
MUTUELS, STOCKS & BONDS.
Solite, Etc. State Your Choice.
Send $2.00 Witn Birth Dote, Full
Name And Your Favorite Method
Of Ploy (N• Checks Please).
VICTORY SERVICE
7726T So. Clyde Ate.
Chicago 49, M.
BUSINESS SERVICE
MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE
Talc• New RUMTOREX And Crow Lae A
dietary preparation nuhrrownx takes up
where nature leaves off A PHYSICIAN'S
FORMULA only II 00 for a 2-week sup-
ply Moner•tieck it not satisfed after 1
bottle Send COD Check or Weiner
Order NOW!
THE RUMTOREX CO.
231 E. 115th Sr. -- lios 17
NEW YORK 29. N. Y.
THE BARGAIN Center. 1334
Smith St., Charleston. Nest Va
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog
of 1000 books. 35 cent up today.
APPLIANCE SERVICE
FREE ESTIMATES
ON
• Refrigerators
• Washing Machines
• Freezers
• Dryers
AND
ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator
Service 1004 Joseph
JA 7-0016
ESAU'S MAGIC sATTSIty PoWs•
AND MOTOR Ti'NIMP.
Instant stars in any neither &es*
batteries fully et, Greed in PO be/ow geld
cold You'll play your radio all
!linter vitt, ear of battery failure More
winter miles per gallon on gas Staging
new power, pep 'BIG PROFITS FOR
AGENTS' Send $1 9/4 tot sample ano
And get ercr.4_ 30 day supplg
of TTIAUlti ttli Potency Tablets) A Mea-
l.) and Pep Stimulant the very best
Thau - 6920 Vernon Chicago 37 111.
RESTORE "PEP' wan extra pen formula
Cl 00 Relundable Rd Rumbels Fl 4
Dale Nebraska.
Piano Warehouse Sale
We specialist ID goo1 used piano*
$10 down nih Put a 01500 In 'our
home FREE DELIVERY
Holliday Capri Piano Sales
1109 Linden - 5-03841 Also
Nights k Sundays.
DEL 5-0356
SUSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
212, Hernando
Spot-1031MS in Hair Sts et 01
Alt
Tinting Bleaching
Booths For Rent
e000 business In downtown
ca ion
Sues. • alker 7A. 4-9917
Emdent - FA 44006
12 Business Opportunities
MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START
We shoo you how FREE! to
secure lists of slow pay ac-
counts from doctors, dentists,
grocers, sanItarf•rms. lumber
companies, garages. etc. All
you do is send them to us . .
for 3ur experienced collection
service. We pay up to $1.25
a name. No delay. Write to-
day.
GENERAL FINANCE
304 Pickwick Bldg.
Kansas City 6, Mo.
VALUES GALORE! Sales Soot 76, 'Re*
ftoldable. with Drugs%
ALTON YlIdAR1 el. P&
I WAYS TO MAKE MONEY AT HOME.
where to bus Material and now to
Manufacture cheaply Send 11 00 Manu-
facturing Speelalties Sieklerville. el .1
.61)
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her sew office at the Mis•inalppl
State Line. MADAM BELl le hart after a
long time of being away and al last sloe Is
back to stay to htt new borne
Are won ntsnefillned with marriage? Rave
you lost reith In your euteand. wife or sweetheart? Are yea
In bad neettn? Are IMO discouraged? LI any es thtfat are vow
problem. (-rine let st 404M REI.i advise yeti at flee, she
will read Ittor to you lust as she would read as opea book
Tell you why your fob or business Is Opt s nieces. If yea have
failed to the rest came see MADAM 8E11 et ones
Lotateo on Highway Si South. Inst over Missis•Iftwl Mete
Line so f he gray to Hernaodo Het twine Is t blocks bele"
where she used to stay right aside the neSote Metal Re gore
to look lot he RED SRN'S 1101J5k and you'll find net there
at all times. 'She never lad is sett* In "Stet Memphis i
Calm, yellow bus marked Whiteltayon Mate Line and get
off at it••• line and walk 2 blocks end see klAllAnt ISEEl
HAND '4I'.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Beers I a m to I p S.
Beading. Oath OEN es Sunday.
I don't mate any horne calls Or answer any letters Re
tel Look Eve the right sign end the right same.
MISCELLANEOUS
NEW AMA/1146 "BALI P01 Ml GUN
PrtyMeltea Teti catty is Teter Purse
Startle anl distract is:osiers, ould-
be attackers with this cleverly ne-
atened Sall Point
Oun Fires .211 cali-
ber blanks with ex-
tra loud resort. C.I,
be heard far nines tg at
around. No permit
'seeded. AIMS/led postpaid
eompletely assembled from our Nie-
to:, in Europe. Send 31 85 e•Als.
4110.1e, order or 'titers to:.
tioLLY woo* imsoirr CO.
2639 West Peterson - 1R2
Chicago 45. linnets
1.000 000 BOOKS 10e Eschl Prim Cato.
logs Monday. Box 124-T. NYC-9
BEER Sc A QUART
Make It yourself Ve • snow you how.
Save $0 per cent on each 31 00 Complete
easy instructions 61 00 EREIr with order,
carload of other Unereating offers W11-
lain Brown Croats Country Publications.
200 Exit 30th, St. New York T
REI13IL7 1 I b1 elorirle trtiewrIter still
in factory crate $70 00 Guaranteed.
Southsid• Printing, Sox 5491 DT Runt*
ington 3. West Va
BARGAIN MERCIYANDISE CATALOG.
Ruse discounts Low wholesale pricea.
Die * oney saving catalog 14c ,refund'
able) J Co Bog 434, Levittown 9.
Pa.
ADULTS,
Photos,
334-TAD
INTERESTIwe MAIL, Earnings,
bunklets. catalogs $t refunded
Olt With order Alvin 
- llox
Hicksville, urea Island, N T.
WE NEED names W111 Culy YOU 13c par
••.ne for obtaining them for our mail.
tog list Complete instruetions sent for
$1.00 Harry M Young. 117 Broad Street.
Bristol. Tennessee
"Amethyst pendants. earrings. bracelets.$1.20 each Item postpaid V Brubaker.
5.30 W 1-12, Lancaster. Cala"
80 LOANS & MORTGAGES
NEED CASH?
Quick Loans
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is e eason why people
lik• to do business with us.
You, too, will like Out cour-
teous treatment and desire re
help you.
"011irn Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
Oil) *INA \Ci CO
Horns owned - Horne operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
W. lit, so ••Ir yes let •0.1
lean 
-samlned and Supervised ay the
State Department of Insurer's* and
gank.a•
3 LOCATIONS
141 A. Mal; JA s 1 1st
1St Madison JA S-7611
NOTICE!
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Mail In Your News
Stories To The
Tri-State
Defender
236 South Wellington
Post Office Box 311
We will be happy to
publish it fer You
"Free" Of Any
charges.
22 Furnished Rooms
ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL
Free Transportirtron ro and From
Airport. Depot. Bus Station, Etc.
GOOD FOOD
in Our Modern Restaurant
Harry Holmes. Owner
2401 Park Avenue
FA 7-9253
Room for rent furnished or unfurniser
eo IflSltehahl 1.2314 1747 ostbeni orgies
Cal, sifter 1:31 or before 7.00 A It
12"Y M•nir Clia"nt."41 "tab).tar Prof coma
Call GL 1141147 111teir • 1111111
CHECK OUR
CLASSIFIED FOR
SPIRITUAL ADVISORS .
SISTER KANE. Indian healer and
advisor. If 704 Sr. suffering. sict
or hay• bad luck, if worried or
troublon or need help. see Sister Kane
today for tomorrow may be too lit..
She can help you cal all your prob-
lems whatever they way be. Open
YerYSO7 including Sunday. Irons a
in morning to 11 00 at night Located
In Blytheville Ark at state line,
hichw•v Ill North phone OB. 3-0947.
hi,ter Wane ha. God given pOwer Se
help.
TIRE SERVICE CO
319 UNION AVE. - MEMPHIS
RETREADING SPECIALISTS
PHONE JA. 6-5118
MISC. FOR SALE
&TIC. WINDOW FANS AND BLADES,
Out-board Motor, Drill Press sal
hand drill TA 7-0795
FAN REPAIRS
• FACTORY METHOD
• FREE PICK UP
WATKIN'S FAN
REPAIR SHOP
2937 Lamar Ave.
FA 7.0195
Female Help Wanted
JOB OPEN IN
BEAUTY PARLOR
Hyde Park
Hollywood Vicinity
11 a.m. until 2 p.m.
Call BR 2-11611
WO)0.84 87W EAST nrADT-CUT
Wr 
-Round Aprons Home Ears
$W 11 Dogen-Spare Time Write -
ACCURATE MPOR'S
REEPORT. NEW YORK
smrs PERSONNEL - NEAT IN Am
Clearance, Over 11 years of age. No
Experience needed Earn from $130 to $IN
WEEKLY Great Opportunities for ad.
'alinement Call for appointment
JA 
- 1'30 a rn tll 11 p. as.
Young lady wants fob as nurse maid
or maid in flower shop or eters.
WH. 6-8479
MAIDS TO $50 WEEK. Guaranteed
Nike, best working conditions. FREE
room board. uniforms. Tickets sent.
A-I Agency. (00A Main St.. Hempstead,
Long Island N. Y
HELP WANTED, Male, Female
Men, Women, 111-55
To Train For
Civil Service Jobs
No expeneocc uece..• ry SMITS?
school educatton usually oufficient.
Permanent lobs, no layoffs, short
hours high pay, adVancettlents. Bend
name address. 'shone number and
time home Tr4Date Defend. r 0.
Box 311.
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $ $ 5
For Refined Women • Preminting Beauty
Counselor A nationally known product
for care Of Milady's Skin.
"TRY BEFORE YOU soy"
Write Mitchell. P 0 Sox 311. Mernisnhe
?RI-STATE DEFENDER
868 TO $90 WEEKLY
Classified ions tn Cincinnati, Nort".terst
ICY Male sr Female Classified tel
81 10 Other large cities Ott ferniest /12 10
WOMEN 865 00 WEELI Y AND UP
Must have telephone Pleasant Woke.
Detail 10r full information 51 10
CANDY JAIIIPSON AGENCY
585 Armory - Cincinnati 14. Ohio
-
NEED EXTRA MONEY
Men or women Age 21-70 • Sell Pam Its
Group Rospital insuirspe• mass Ins ea
Your 'mita -ts
W A Adkins-District SI r
Continental Casualty pompons
JA II•53111
Apts For Rent
.00R RF.NT
161114 Sunset-Douglas Sub-division One
aide of Duplex 3 rine 81 bath-hot
-cold
water Gas heater in front room. Price:
$35 month
enine FA 4-0872
15 Agents Wanted
GUARANTEED HOMEWORK
Mail out droPship catalog Keep SO per
cent from orders Proven sellers. De-
tails, sample catalog $1 00 Politikus, 1631
TED E 33rd LAM& Ohio.
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
(*ROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
WHIR, SOUKS 1./AI VOL/
GUI PRMEFIVIIAI
SIRVICI
Correspondence Club
BIGGEST MAILS YOU ever got Lint roll,
nam• I rear ac World's Mall Trade.
76 W efith• Radio CIL, N V es
Dept TE
lIIllIIIlIIIlIIlIliIIIllIIlllIlIIlIlIliIIIlllIII
USE
OUR
WANT
ADS
FOR
RESULTS
1111111111111111111111111111111IIIIii
BEST RESULTS I iminimitommommiumnp
•."
ih•D•••••••••••••••••••••••
• *r.ev.
;
16 DEFENDER
Sot., Aug. 20, 1960
StorkStops
"
Born at E. H. Crump Memorial and Mrs. West Be
nson of 295
Hospital July 2g
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
James E. Wooten of 950 S. Park-
way E.
JULY 29
Son, John, to Mr. and Mrs.
John H. Hill of 1891 Colverdale.
Son, Lloyd, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd Williams of 1804 Keltner
cir.
Son, John, to Mr. and Mrs.
John W. Whittaker of 898 Sax-
on.
JULY 31
Daughter, Lue Ellen, to Mr.
.4nd Mrs. James A. Hayes of
1992 Nedra.
Daughter, Georgette, to Mr.
ard Mrs. George Green of 1190
Fountain crt.
AUG. 1
Son, Fred, to Mr. and M
Fred Williams of 434 LaClede
AUG. 2
Twins, to Mr. and Mrs. J
seph Terry of 387 Boyd.
Daughter, Tara, to Mr. a
Mrs. Jesse L. Wilson of 18
Carver, apt. 8.
AUG. 3
Son, Keith, to Mr. and Mr
Joe N. Corbett of 2462 Zannon
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Ben Wa
lice of 1701 Castalia, apt. 5.
Son, Malcolm, to Mr. an
Mrs. Matthew Whitthrone
1615 Silver.
AUG. 4
Daughter, Dana. to Mr. an
IvIcs. Johnnie B. Ulover of 11
Bammel.
Son, Royce, to Mr. and Mr
Beverly Rutherford of 509 W
ker.
Born at John Gaston hospital
AUG. 6 •
Son, Johnny, to Mr. and Mrs.
Rufus Terrell of 1040 No. Sec:
ond
Daughter. Varngades, to Mr.
-
TS.
0-
nd
79
S.
e.
1-
of
S.
al-
NOW TO LOVE AND
BE LOVED
5,nd 11 00 - ANN JONIS
Bel 7762 Chicago, 80
Decatur.
Son, Lapuryear, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Mitchell of 1521
Victor.
Son, William, to Mr. a n d
Mrs. Wilton Winters of 1439
Tunica.
Daughter, Willie Mae, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie C. Berry of
1014 Patton.
Son, Pinkney, to Mr. and Mrs.
Pinkney Granberry of 1584 May.
Daughter, Diane, to Mr. and
Mrs. Henry White of 3025 Ford.
Daughter, Felecia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Crawford of 1888
S. Parkway.
Daughter, Regina, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Campbell of 611
Mississippi.
Daughter, Belinda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Mayfield of 128
Farrow.
AUG. 7
Daughter, Doretha, to Mr. and
Mrs. Wilburt Creighton of 1423
Ragan.
Son, Darrie. to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Jenkins of 253 Pauline
cir. E.
Daughter. Bridgette, to Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Brown of 351
Calhoun.
Daughter. Bernadette, to Mr.
and Mrs. John Bobo of 375 E.
Vance.
Son, Christopher. to Mr, and ,
Mrs. Raymond Reed of 880 N.
Front.
Son, Keith, to Mr and Mrs
Louis Lane of 156,5 McMillan.
Daughter, Betty. to Mr. a n d
Mrs. Robert Williams of 259
Cambridge.
Daughter, Annie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Norfleet of 515
Hernando.
Daughter, Stephanie, to Mr.
and Mrs. W. C. Farmer of 1887
Hicks.
Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Osbia McCaskill of 247 S. Wel-
lington.
Daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Rogers of 518 N.
Manassas.
AUG.
Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Echols of 29;0 Spotts-
wood.
Daughter, Jacqueline, to Mr.
and Mrs. 011ie Holt of 115 Hick-
ory.
Daughter, Stephanie, to Mr.
and Mrs. Leo Webster of 768
Marechalneil.
Son, Sammy, to Mr. and Mrs.
Sammy L. Jackson of 273 Vol-
lentine.
Son, Christopher, to Mr. and
Mrs. Isaac Carpenter of 1179
Severson,
Daughter, Janice, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Govan of 25,3 W.
Norwood. fih
Daughter, Lita, to Mr. and  
dl NOY
Mrs. Leslie Mathis of 1321
Gaither
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Marquette Harris of 2806
Princeton.
Daughter, Sharon, to Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Hall of 568 Life.
Son, Edward, to Mr. a n d
Mrs. Edward Macklin of 9139
Park.
Daughter, Joycelyn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Griffin of 45 W.
Fay.
Daughter. Edith, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Burgess of 282
Lucy.
Son, Eric, to Mr. and Mrs. F'.
D. Simmons of 1547 Hamilton
Son, Derrick, to Mr. and Mrs
Marvin Doggett of 1230 Marble.
Daughter, Rhonda, to Mr.
and Mrs. Sank Adams of 1636
Humber.
Son, Vivyn, to Mr. and Mrs
Joe White of 3021 Calvert.
Daughter, Vanessa, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Shegog of 1794
Eldridge.
Daughter, Denise, to Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Lanson of 1322 N.
Willet.
Twins. sons, Marlin and Mar-
vin, to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie N.
Kerr of 822 LeMoyne dr
Aug. 9
Daughter, Felicia. to Mr. and
Mrs. James Hutchins of 927
Pennsylvania.
Daughter, Helen, to Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Miller of 2835
Yale.
Daughter. Ruby, to Mr. and
Mrs. Haven Grant of 1612 Car-
penter.
Son, William, to Mr. and Mrs.
William Moore of 3330 Man-
ning.
Son, Cedric, to Mr. and Mrs.
Theodore Randolph of 2650
Carnes.
Son, Clarence, to Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Yarbrough of
529 Edith.
Daughter, Sheila, to Mr. and
Mrs. Reuben Washington of 484
Tillman.
Daughter, Briggett, to Mr.
Enjoy The Channel 3 Move
Ton-ght And Every Niel!
 
Wednesday, August 17, 10:10 P.M.
"The Come On" with Anne BaxterSterling Hayden and
Thursday, August 18, 10:10 P.M.
"Rhapsody In Blue" with Robert Aida andAlexis Smith
Friday, August 19, 10:10 P.M.
"Tarzan's Desert Mystery
)) with
Johnny Weismuller
Saturday, August 20, 10:00 P.M.
"Private Hell 36" with Ida Lupino andHoward Duff
 
 
Sunday, August 21, 10:00 P.M. 
"Please Murder 'Foie" with Raymond Burrand Angela Lansbury
Monday, August 22, 10:10 P.M.
"Thunder Pass" with Dane Clark andDorothy Patrick
 
 Tuesday, August 23., 10:10 P.M.
"Mrs. Mike" with Dick Powell andEvelyn Keyes
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and Mrs. Leartis Townsend of;
924 Bingham.
Son, Farris, to Mr. and Mrs. iHi
WREC
Willie Mahon of 1k39 Washing-
ton.
Son, Kelvin, to Mr. and Mrs. 'THURSDAY, AUGUST 1$
Sammie Dennis of 950 Lehloyne
dr. 
7:00 to 8:00 a.m., G Q 0 D
MORNING FROM MEMPHIS,
AUG. II featuring ALMANAC ."Holea
Daughter, Jacqueline, to Mr. Wills Becomes. U.
and Mrs. Walter Thompson of Queen, 1923". -
3082 Shannon. 4:00 to 3:30 'LAW
Son, Cornelius, to Mr. a n d MOVIE WITH KITTY KELLY,
Mrs. Kernetchey Smith of 160 "Fog over Frisco" with Bette
Mill. Davis and Donald Woods and
Son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs. Margaret Lindsey. Girl seek.-
Robert Davis of 259 Maryland. ing thrills becomes involved
Daughter, Patricia, to Mr. with swindle
rs.
and Mrs. L. J. Brooks of 802 6:36 to 7:
00, WHIRLYBIRDS;
Williams. "Search
 For An Unknown
Daughter, Colette. 10-4r. and
Mrs. Cleophus Page - of 266
Bond.
Daughter, Bobbie, to -Mr. sod
Mrs. Herbert Cash of 2038
Sparks,
Son, Averell, to Mr. and Mrs.
Roosevelt Bingham of 2427
Brooklyn.
Daughter, to Mr. and M r s.
James Stewart of 822 N. Main.
AUG. 11
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo
Bell of 336 Bond.
Daughter, Angela, to Mr. and
Mrs. Earnest Hampton of 1348
Nicholas.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Sullivan of 1536 Ray-
burn.
Son, Kim,
John Hill of
Daughter,
and Mrs. M.
Dixie.
Daughter Michelle, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Elrod of 1125
Burks. -
Daughter, ninth. to Mr. sod
Mrs. William Johnson of 705
Polk.
AUG. 12
Daughter, Janice, to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Hawkins of 401
Boyd.
Daughter, Velma, to Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Spencer of 1984 Jef-
ferson.
Son, Ralph, to Mr. and Mrs.
Watkins of 1192 Florid..
Son, Lawrence, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Person of 679
McKinley.
Son Willis, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mills Robinson of 848 Poplar.
Daughter. Berlinds, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Taylor of 498
E. Georgia.
Daughter, Gloria, to Mr. and
Mrs. Vernell Kirk of 240 Bal-
tic.
Son, Richard, to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard McDonald of 551 Con-
cord.
Daughter, Lavon, to Mr. sad
Mrs. Herman Brown of 2426
Deadnck.
to Mr. and Mrs.
2447 Corry.
Deborah, to Mr
C. Met le, of 401
Son, Stanley, to Mr. and Mrs.
I Alfred Lewis of 2336 Hunter.
Daughter, to Mr. and r s.
James Gibson of 5948 Mosby.
Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Frazier Taylor of 592 Regent.
Daughter, Gloria, to Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Holleman of 653 S.
Wellington.
Soo Harold, to Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Anderson of 111 -Kirk.
Son, Albert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Helm of 195 Exchange.
Get Complete
Pictorial
Coverage
In The
TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
On
Weddings
Anniversaries
Churches.,
Club Eventi
Banquets
Coll: JA. 6-8397
And Ask For
The Picture Editor
Man." The Whirlybirds, play-
ed by Ken Tobey and,C r aig
Hill, help a beautiful girl es'
cape from a crooked mining
town. Nancy Hale is featured.
7:00 to 7:30, WHAT CAN WE
po ABOUT CUBA? A special
*how from CBS News.
7:39 to 8:00, JOHNNY BIN-
GO, starring Don Durant and
Mark Goddard. Sheriff Johnny
Ringo enlists the aid of a cir-
cuit judge to bring *round a
Judgment Day fop # band of
crooks. •
, 8:00 to 8:30, ZANE GREY
THEATRE, starring Joseph Cot-
ton. "Man Unforgiving." A Ci-
vil War surgeon is the target
of a war crippled sheriff w h o
blames him for his crippled con-
dition.
8:30 to 9:00, MARKHAM,
starring Ray Milland. "Crash
In The Desert" with guests:
Jeff Morrow and Julie Adams.
Markham uses a clever trick to
save as insulin starved man
marooned in the desert.
9:00 to 9:30. ADVENTURE
-1-
THUTRE. "Tie Break" with
Jackie Cooper. An ex-convict,
nee jailed for accepting a
bribe to throw basketball
game, moves frog job to job to
hide hi; past.
0:30 to 10:00, TO TELL THE
TOTH, Emcee: lud CoUyer
riturns and James Fleming acts
is guest panelist.
10:10 to 11:40, LATE MOVIE,
"Rhapsody In Blue" with
Robert Aida, Alexis Smith, Os-
car Levant. Tragic story of a
young boy who through love of
music becomes one of the
world's greatest composers -
George Gershwin.
'WAY, AUGUST 19
7:00 to 8:00 a.m., G 0 0 D
MORNING FROM MEMPHIS.
featuring ALMANAC "F irst
Demonstration of Horne Tele-
vision, 1930."
9:06 to 9:30, DECEMBER
BRIDE, starring Spring Bying-
ton. "The Golf Lesson."
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE
WITH KITTY KELLY, "T h e
Snow Cerature" with Leslie
Denison.
6:00 to 6:30, AMOS 'N ANDY,
"The Turkey Dinner."
6:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE, "In-
cident of The Stalking Death"
with regulars Clint Eastwood,
and Eric Fleming and guest
stars: Caesar Romero a n d
Mari Blanchard., A young wi-
dow asks- the rawhiders to help
her after a wounded puma kills
her son. Wishbone and Gil Fa-
vor stalk the wounded cat, but
discover that the widow's suit-
or is more dangerous than the
animal.
7:30 to 11:00, HOTEL DE PA-
BEE, "Sundance and t h e
Marshall of Water's End" star-
ring Earl Holloman. Sundance
offers sanctuary in his hotel to
lin aging lawman who is being
pursued by four gunmen.
1:30 to 9:00, DECEMBER
starring Spring Eying.
ton. In trying to get Hilda mar-
ried, L I I y, herself, gets en-
tangled in a romantic situation.
9:00 to 0:30. TWILIGHT
ZONE, "The Last Flight" star-
ring Kenneth Haigh. An English
pilot, flying a World War I
fighter plane, drops out of the 6:30 to 7:30, PERRY MA-
clouds and lands at an Amen- SON, "Case of the Silent Part-
can jet base in France. ner" with Raymond Burr and
10:10 to 11:40, LATE Barbara Hale. A convict tries
MOVIE, "Tarzan's Desert, to push himself into a partner-
Mystery" starring Johnny ' ship in the rare orchid busi-
Weismuller and Johnny Shef-
field. Tarzan helps the Arabs
fight Nazi intrigue while seek-
ing a curative herb for Jane.
SATURDAY. AUGUST 20
10:00 to 10:30 a.m., T H E
LONE RANGER, "Framed for
Murder." The Lone Ranger
saves Tonto from being framed
in a plot to murder a young
Easterner who has discovered
Local Red Cross
Aids Chilean Drive
Norfleet it. Turner, chairman 415 a MAUI for a period of five
Months to 400 of the neediest
students at the University of
Concepcion and the University
of Austral in Valdivia.
The allotment will provide
basic assistance for students
who would not be able to con-
tinue their education witho
suei help said Turner.
Auother project will give Chi -
can schools in the devasted
are 150 school assistance units,
chests containing educational
suppLie3, health and sanitary
items, tools and recreational
equipment. These units are de-
signed so that the export pack-
ing cases can be converted into
bookcases or storage cabinets.
Al.o on the Red Cross list,
according to Turner, is a
"Christmas in Chile" project
which rill provide 100,000 gift
packages to youngsters in the
is a $30.000 project to provide disaster area. Under this plan,
of tlit Memphis-Shelby County
Chaptei of the American Red
Cross, announced today that the
National Red Cross has started
a long range program to aid
Chilean youth who suffered from
the earthquake disaster which
rocked the nation last May and
June.
Red Cross national headquart-
ers, according to Turner, said
as a part of its continuing as-
sistance to the stricken nation
a $500,000 relief program has
been undertaken to assist Chil-
eans in the kindergarten-
through-college age spa. This
program covers a variety of
projects which were mapped
out in discussions between the
American Red Cross and the
Chilean government and Chil-
ean Red Cross.
One of the main undertakings
11:00 to 11:30, SKY KING,
starring Kirby Grant and Gloria
Wynters. "Two-Gun Penny."
Sky's niece outwits agents of
a foreign country who are try-
ing to track down a refugee
professor.
12:25 to 4:00, GAME OF THE
WEEK, San Francisco at Chi-
cago
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE,
"Tarzan's Desert Mystery"
with Johnny Weismuller a n d
Johnny Sheffield. Tarzan helps
the Arabs fight Nazi intrigue
while on a journey to the edge
of the desert seeking a cura-
tive herb for Mrs. Tartan.
6:00 to 6:30, COURT OF LAST
RESORT, "The Forbes-Carol
Case." Two young lovers, con-
victed of a savage murder, are
cleared of this murder charge
graph (lie detector). Lyle Bet-
graph (lie detector). Lyle Bett-
ger stars with Carol Leigh and
Michael Landon.
ness, but Perry discovers a
clue that brings the complicat-
ed case to an unexpected solu-
tion.
7:30 to 8:00, WANTED DEAD
OR ALIVE, starring Steve
McQueen and featuring Steve
Brodie and Richard Eyer,
Cheated at cards, Josh Min-
den uses the Montana Kid, also
a whiz with a marked deck, to
s gold mine,"$-nd at the same' lead him to his quarry.
time brings the would-be killers 8:00 to 8:30, MR. LUCKY,
to justice. starring John Vivyan. Dating
a Hollywood star has Mr.
Lucky taking a chance with a
midget and a carnival strong-
man.
3:30 to 9:00, HAVE G U •
WILL TRAVEL, starring Rich-
ard Boone. Palladio manages
to help a young laiy ranch own-
er save her ranch from a thiev-
ing foreman.
0:00 to 9:30, GUNSMOKE,
starring James Arness. A drift-
er escapes one noose only to
get caught in another when he
plans revenge against his tor-
mentors.
9:30 to 10:00, SHOTGUN
SLADE, "Murder in Gingham,"
starring Scott Brady. Shotgun
clears an old man from suspi-
cion of a double murder when
he tricks the real killers into
trying to ambush the old man.
10:00 to 11:30, LATE MOVIE,
"Private Hell 36" with I d *
Lupin°, Howard Duff, Dorothy
Malone, Steve Cochran. T w o
detectives, tracing stolen mon-
ey, succumb to the temptati
of trying to get away with
money after it's found.
"33 Ways To
Met Women99
A folio chock full of prac
lice! ideas. Have "dates"
every day'
SEND $1.00
ANN JONES
Ilex 7762 - Chicago, III.
DON'T MISS
Your
RI-STATE DEFENDER
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Use Our Home Delivery Service •
W WHAT'S HAPPENING!
Fill in Application Now
I Pleas. send the Tri-State
Pk"
I.
Tri-State
_Application For
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Home Delivery Service
(NW
(Pious* Priai)
Defender Home Delivery Department
Defender
'Address
ATTENTION:
by newsboy each week to:
1 City 
I understand ride 145-16110
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(NOM firing or mail this application to: Horn* Delivery D
ept. Cl. Tri-State Defender,
236 1. Wellingtea, 'Memphis, Tennessee).
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Memphis
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